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Over the last few decades, as a result of the serious economic
and financial crisis that has affected the USA and most
European countries, there has been an increasing need for
tools that provide reliable mass appraisals. #e crisis was
triggered by the drastic price reduction of properties as
securities for credit exposures, characterized by values that,
at the time of the sale due to the debtor’s default, had
revealed a real market price that made it impossible for the
banks to recover the loaned capital.

#is contingence has outlined the global connections of the
real estate markets and has highlighted, on the one hand, the
complex relationship between the real economy and property
finance and, on the other hand, the need for multidisciplinary
models—e.g., automated valuation ones—that are able to
appropriately interpret the available data, identify space-time
interactions, and forecast real estate cycles. #e complexity of
real estate systems concerns the numerous social, economic,
and environmental implications that are related to property
valuations and regional economic growth, as well as the re-
ciprocal interdependencies between the territorial transfor-
mations and their socioeconomic factors.

In this framework, the aim of this Special Issue has been
to collate both original research and review articles that
contribute to the development of new tools for modeling,
optimizing, and simulating complex real estate systems and
are related to the applications of data analysis models that
take into account the continuous changes of the economic
boundary conditions and are able to automatically capture
the causal relationships among the variables involved as well
as predict property values in the short term.

#e main topics of the Special Issue include the fol-
lowing: (i) mass appraisal methods applied to the inter-
pretation of the real estate markets; (ii) multicriteria decision
systems as support for valuations in uncertain contexts; (iii)
big data analysis for modeling and control approaches; (iv)
econometric analysis for the forecasting of real estate trends;
(v) GIS-based systems for the identification of spatial cor-
relations among real estate factors; (vi) artificial intelligence
implemented for the automated valuation model; (vii) ge-
netic algorithms for the investigation of complex real estate
systems.

A total of twenty-one papers were submitted. Following
a rigorous procedure of peer review, only seven papers were
accepted and published. #e different countries of the au-
thors’ affiliation (China, Turkey, Portugal, Spain, Italy, and
so on) had given the Special Issue a strongly international
character.

#e paper by S. Chen et al. entitled “GIS-Based Spatial
Autocorrelation Analysis of Housing Prices Oriented to-
wards a View of Spatiotemporal Homogeneity and Non-
stationarity: A Case Study of Guangzhou, China” describes
the housing markets of the city of Guangzhou (China).
#rough an empirical analysis with the using of traditional
regressive models and GIS-based spatial autocorrelation
tools, the authors characterize the spatial homogeneity and
nonstationarity of the housing prices in the period
2009–2015 with reference to the context of the neighbor-
hoods in Guangzhou. #e average annual housing price
(AAHP) is the dependent variable, as a function of twelve
explanatory variables related to the geographical location
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condition, the transportation accessibility, the commercial
service intensity, and the public service intensity. #e results
outline that (1) the temporal and spatial evolution of the
AAHP in Guangzhou shows the circle characteristic with the
center of the urban core; (2) there are spatial differences in
the growth of AAHP in Guangzhou, which is closely related
to the urban planning and the spatial pattern of the urban
functional area; (3) the global spatial autocorrelation anal-
ysis reveals that the housing price has significant spatial
aggregation; (4) the analysis of the linear regression model
illustrates the role of the urban infrastructure; (5) the factor
of geographical location presents the extreme significant
impact on the housing price; (6) the analysis based on the
geographically weighted regression model points out the
specific effect of each factor on the spatial heterogeneity and
nonstationarity of the housing price. #e outputs of this
study could be a valid support for governing policies and
spatial controlling mechanisms of housing markets.

#e paper by Y. Chen et al. entitled “Efficiency of
Chinese Real Estate Market Based on Complexity-Entropy
Binary Causal Plane Method” analyzes the mechanism of
house price formation, assuming that the price is a function
of the rental income and the average annual household
income. #e authors implement the complexity-entropy
binary causal plane method to detect the hidden structure of
real estate market price and then measure its efficiency and
complexity. By comparing the applications to Chinese and
American contexts, some considerations are derived to
define possible guidelines for reducing the information
asymmetry in the market and elaborating more detailed
rules to help information disclosure in the process of real
estate transactions, so as to guarantee the liquidity, accuracy,
and timeliness of the information data.

#e paper by C. Ç. Dönmez and A. Atalan entitled
“Developing Statistical Optimization Models for Urban
Competitiveness Index: Under the Boundaries of Econo-
physics Approach” aims to elaborate a specific urban
competitiveness index (UCI) by using the statistical opti-
mization method for the econophysics approach. L’UCI is
defined as a combination of the gross domestic product of
urban and the gross domestic product per capita of urban
with other factors (education, health, and training, labor and
transport, technology and industry, market size, product
efficiency, and financial service). #e complexity of the
developed model is attested by the number of indicators that
represent the considered factors: totally, thirty-eight indi-
cators have been specified, useful to characterize the com-
plex structure of the urban areas. Borrowing the goal
programming logic, the proposed model is applied to thirty
cities located in fifteen countries worldwide. #e outputs
allow identifying the most attractive cities for institutional
investors, by considering possible variations of the different
factors.

#e paper by M. Castelli et al. entitled “Predicting Days
onMarket to Optimize Real Estate Sales Strategy” develops a
model for limiting the problem of irregularities and frauds
that are frequent in the real estate market. Starting from the
real estate market in Bulgaria, the authors outline that
agencies frequently advertise unreal or unavailable

apartment listings for a cheap price, as a method to attract
unaware potential new customers. According to the authors,
the absence of rigorous laws that regulate the real estate
market and the duplication of the real estate listings on
different advertising portals have increased the need of
appropriate transparency. #erefore, the authors present a
systematical approach based on data analysis techniques and
machine learning methods aimed at identifying frauds in
real estate advertisements and improving the transparency
of the property listings.

#e paper by J.-L. Alfaro-Navarro et al. entitled “A Fully
Automated Adjustment of Ensemble Methods in Machine
Learning for Modeling Complex Real Estate Systems”
proposes an Automated Valuation Model (AVM) to carry
out the assessment of real estate prices for an entire country.
#e authors point out the growing importance of real estate
valuations, also highlighted by the close relationship among
the collateral value and the bank stability. Starting from a
database of about 800,000 properties located in 433 cities in
Spain, the AVM is differentiated (based on bagging,
boosting, and random forest) for each municipality. #e
outputs outline that the ensemble methods usually provide
good prediction results, although they tend to sacrifice the
possible interpretation of the relationships between the
predictor variables and the target.

#e paper by K. Zhang et al. entitled “Grey Spectrum
Analysis of Air Quality Index and Housing Price in Handan”
assesses the relationship between an air quality index (AQI)
and the housing prices in order to define appropriate
guidelines for government programs aimed at reducing the
air pollution and regulating the property market. #e
temporal analysis, based on the grey system theory, is re-
ferred to the city of Handan (China) in southern Hebei
Province. #e application shows that there is a negative
correlation between AQI and the housing price; further-
more, due to the specific Chinese policies, the housing prices
are gradually stabilizing and the air quality tends to improve.

#e paper by E. Allodi et al. entitled “Real Estate Asset
Management Companies’ Economies of Scale: Is It a Dream
or Reality? #e Italian Case” aims to verify the presence (or
absence) of economies of scale of Italian real estate man-
agement companies. #e authors highlight that operations
of mergers and acquisitions have consolidated the real estate
asset management companies, with a consequent increase in
the company size. #rough a multivariate analysis, the study
concerns twenty-six asset management companies, char-
acterized by a total asset under management (AUM) equal to
seventy billion euros, i.e., corresponding to 85% of the total
AUM managed by all real estate asset management com-
panies operating in Italy. #e implementation of a series of
multivariate regressions outlines the absence of relationships
that would suggest economies of scale.

All the papers submitted in this Special Issue have
demonstrated the current, widespread, and increasing in-
terest of the scientific and professional operators for the
implementation of innovative mass appraisal models. In
particular, the Special Issue is part of the broader interna-
tional debate on the contribution that data mining has on the
global economy, in accordance with the guidelines of the
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European Coordinated Plan on Artificial Intelligence, and
how this typology of models can support to interpret the
complexity of real estate dynamics.
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$e research focuses on a sample of 26 Italian real estate asset management companies (Società di Gestione del Risparmio
“SGR”)—whose asset management is totally linked to real estate funds—that considers a period of six years (2013–2018). Using
some variables extrapolated from the internal accountability of each SGR, the analysis investigates possible relationships between
them to verify the presence or absence of economies of scale of Italian real estate management companies by multivariate
regressions. $e results show that there is no single model for profit maximization and cost minimization, but all depends on the
business model that each SGR decides to adopt.

1. Introduction

Both researchers and professionals agree that numerous and
significant changes affected the real estate industry over the
last twenty years [1–7]. $e uncertainty about the trend in
the real estate industry in the near future is high and is
expected to increase [8]. Anyway, with quantitative easing
and negative interest rates in Europe, attention in real estate
asset class is more and more increasing.

Finance is gaining progressively more importance in
every macroeconomic industry, in general, and in the real
estate market, in particular [1, 9–11].

$e main role of finance is to raise funds at the lowest
cost. Real estate is a “capital intensive” industry and needs a
lot of capital, from the smallest development operations to
the largest investments. Finance is also useful in investment
analysis; real estate represents an important asset class in
both institutional and private portfolios. Analyzing the real
estate investment with a financial approach is therefore
fundamental. In fact, more andmore space has been given to
the evaluation of all economic, income, equity, and financial
factors affecting the management of real estate portfolios

with a consequent impact on the portfolio ability to produce
profit. $ese quantitative factors became as significant as the
qualitative (material and architectural) characteristics of real
estate [12].

On the other side, the number of companies offering
services in the real estate market increased, resulting in higher
competition both nationally and internationally [1]. All this
led to greater exposure of national operators to threats and
opportunities with consequent competitive challenges
[13–15]. In this scenario, the real estate industry faced several
changes, increasingly dealing with new logics and stake-
holders, with ever-changing organizational and structural
dynamics. $is continuous transformation implied more and
more interest in the organizational models of the companies
providing asset management services (in Italy, the so-called
“Società di Gestione del Risparmio”—SGR).

$is interest is also due, on the one hand, to the need to
identify more efficient production assets (in a context of
reinvigorated requests for the protection of investors in
financial instruments exposed to stock market turbulence)
and, on the other hand, to the increase of demand for
improving the quality of the offered services [16].
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$ese structural and organizational changes led over the
years to mergers, acquisitions, and consolidation of real
estate asset management companies, with a consequent
increase in company size. Economies of scale are the cost
advantages that companies gain from their scale of operation
(typically measured by the amount of output produced),
with cost per unit of output decreasing with increasing scale.

By transferring this notion to the real estate asset
management industry, it can be assumed that as real estate
portfolios increase in size, the incremental cost of managing
additional properties should fall [17, 18]. So real estate asset
management companies with larger property portfolios
should be more efficient than those with smaller portfolios
[19].

While most previous studies focused on the economies
of scale in US Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs), this
analysis aims to show, starting from the financial statement
data, that there are no specific economies of scale in Italian
real estate management companies.

$is study briefly summarizes the literature on the
subject and the issues arising on the matter. $en, con-
sidering some empirical research variables, it tries to find
some relationships between them to verify the presence or
absence of economies of scale of Italian real estate man-
agement companies using multivariate regressions. $e
results show that there is no single model for profit maxi-
mization and cost minimization, but all depends on the
business model that each SGR decides to adopt.

2. Related Literature

$e concept “economies of scale” means that efficiency in
production and operations increases with size. Historically,
firms in various industries often expand not only to con-
solidate their power, but also to capture these efficiency gains
[17].

In the real estate market, this type of study started to be
developed mainly from American REITs.

$e first studies, dating back to the 70s and 80s, tried to
find economies of scale. Anyway, it resulted difficult to
identify and measure economies of scale due to the different
technologies available and the lack of data [17]. In fact, early
studies suggested a “small firm effect” in American REITs:
smaller companies earned higher average returns than larger
companies [20].

At the beginning of the 90s, researchers found some
lower costs coming from the increase in the size of REITs.

Linneman [21] notes that large REITs can achieve greater
shareholder value via economies of scale with respect to
costs.

Bers and Springer [22] show that economies of scale exist
for REITs and also that economies of scale differ chrono-
logically. $e same researchers [22–24] and others [25],
using the standard approach of estimating the cost function
without allowing for the possibility of inefficient production,
find evidence of economies of scale for REITs. Capozza and
Seguin [26] find that only general and administrative costs
exhibit substantial economies of scale. Latzko [27] find
economies of scale in managing mutual funds.

Ambrose et al. [25] report that large REITs have higher net
operating income (NOI) growth, but they also show that this
ratio is weak. In the same year, Capozza and Seguin [28],
contradicting what was reported only two years earlier, find
evidence of diseconomies of scale. In their study, Anderson
et al. [29] measure technical efficiency and economies of scale
for REITs by employing data envelopment analysis (DEA), a
linear programming technique. $ey find that REITs are
technically inefficient. In particular, inefficiencies are a result
of both poor input use and failure to operate at constant
returns to scale. $e dynamics emerged for the American
REITs have recently been tested in the European real estate
market by Ambrose et al. [19], investigating the effect of firm
size on expense, revenue, return, and capital cost for Euro-
pean real estate companies and comparing the size effects of
REITs and non-REIT real estate companies. $ey found that
larger real estate companies are able to generate higher
revenue per unit of company size, incur lower costs, and
produce higher returns. Moreover, NOI ratios and return
ratios increase while selling, general and administrative cost
ratios decrease with the size of a company.

$e question of the existence of economies of scale in
real estate companies still remains important [19]. Even if
there is not yet an answer for this question, disagreements
about the concept of scale economies in real estate asset
management continue to exist.

$e uncertainty on the possible existence of economies
of scale in the real estate industry is due to multiple factors.
First factor being the market, which is characterized by
cycles of expansion and of contraction influencing its trend.
Secondly, it is difficult to quantify economies of scale: it is
easy to identify the presence or absence of economies of scale
in industries where production is quantified and measured.
In most manufacturing industries, the final output is always
an equal product generated by clear and defined input
processes. In the analysis of real estate management com-
panies, not only the final output is not easy to identify, but it
is not even homogeneous. $ird, the assumption underlying
in the studies on economies of scale is that all the companies
of the sample under investigation can benefit of the same
frontier of costs and use the same technology [17, 30]: reality
is quite different. Fourth, young, growing, and expanding
businesses need time to achieve the right size to ensure
economies of scale. No research directly addresses the ex-
istence of scale economies in Italian real estate asset man-
agement companies: SGR.

$ere are very few studies focused on Italian asset
management companies in general [16, 31, 32] in which an
analysis is carried out considering balance sheet multiples
[31] or company X-efficiencies measured to estimate a
possible efficient frontier [16, 32]. Almost absent are the
research studies referring to the Italian real estate man-
agement companies: only Abate [33] and Giannotti and
Mattarocci [34]. Both these papers show that the Italian real
estate companies represent a sector that, after a few years of
constant and high growth, did not reach the typical maturity
of the asset management industry.

$e possible reason is, on the one hand, the difficulty in
identifying a univocal and truthful representation of the
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production process of the asset management industry in the
real estate industry and, on the other, the total lack of data. In
fact, SGRs (companies that mainly manage real estate in-
vestment funds—closed funds) are not obliged to be listed
on the stock exchange.

$is analysis aims to demonstrate, starting from the
financial statement data of SGR, that there are no economies
of scale for the Italian real estate management companies.

3. The Sample

$e research focuses on a sample of 26 asset management
companies (25(the number of SGRs decreases by one unit
because two SGRs have merged) in the years 2017 and
2018) whose asset management is totally based on real
estate funds. With reference to the number of SGRs active
in Italy, the sample constitutes the 96.30% (it was not
possible to analyse 100% of the SGRs operating in Italy
because one of them is in extraordinary administration) of
the population; consequently, the database is almost
representative of reality. $e assets managed by the
companies included in the sample, as of 31 December
2018, amounted to 70 billion euros, corresponding to 85%
of the total AUM managed by all real estate asset man-
agement companies operating in Italy, calculated by the
Bank of Italy at 82 billion euros [35].

$e variables taken into account were extrapolated from
the SGRs’ confidential internal accountability which they
provided to the research team.

$e sample, considering a period of six years
(2013–2018), is divided into three different clusters, iden-
tified on the basis of the assets under management (AUM)
managed by each company included in the sample.$e three
clusters were identified by setting thresholds based on the
AUMs of each SGR as follows:

(i) Cluster 1: average AUM> 5 billion euros
(ii) Cluster 2 : 2 billion euros≤ average AUM≥ 5 billion

euros
(iii) Cluster 3: average AUM< 2 billion euros

Obviously, from one year to the next, SGRs may change
clusters. $e variables describing each of the 26 SGRs are the
following five:

(1) Net fees: they represent the amount of the budget
line no. 30 of the SGRs’ income statement scheme,
according to the Instruction of Bank of Italy named
“Il bilancio degli intermediari IFRS diversi dagli
intermediari bancari”

(2) Asset under management: this variable is equal to the
sum of the total assets of the all real estate alternative
investment funds managed by every SGR of the
sample, at the end of the year

(3) Administrative costs: they are the amount of the line
no. 120 of the SGRs’ income statement scheme,
according to the Instruction of Bank of Italy named
“Il bilancio degli intermediari IFRS diversi dagli
intermediari bancari”

(4) No. of real estate funds managed: this variable is
equal to the number of the real estate alternative
investment funds managed at the end of the year, as
reported in the explanatory note of the SGRs’ annual
financial statements

(5) Average number of employees: this variable is equal
to the average number of employees of the year, as
reported in the explanatory note of the SGRs’ annual
financial statements

In order to make the variables comparable, they have
been standardised, i.e., the following transformation has
been applied for each variable x:

x �
x − E(x)

σx

, (1)

where E(·) identifies the operator mean value and σ standard
deviation.$e purpose of this transformation is to reduce all
variables to the same order of size.

As reported in Table 1, all variables are highly cor-
related. In particular, the following pairs of variables
show a correlation of more than 90%: (net commissions,
assets under management), (administrative costs, net
commissions), (average number of employees, net
commissions), and (administrative costs, average number
of employees).

4. Empirical Results

Two multivariate regressions are performed, as other de-
pendences did not prove to be significant at the 10% level.
$e first one, as reported in Table 2, considers the asset
under management as a dependent variable and the number
of real estate funds managed and the average number of
employees for each SGR as independent variables.

$e second multivariate regression, according to Table 3,
considers net commissions as a dependent variable and the
number of real estate funds managed, personnel expenses,
and AUM as independent variables.

Each regression is performed with reference to two
scenarios. $e first scenario is represented by the entire data
sample, without any distinction between different SGRs,
while the second considers the splitting of the sample into
clusters, depending on the AUM. Dummy variables are
added to perform the latter analysis.

Before analysing the first regression, it should be con-
sidered the path followed by SGRs in terms of AUM, number
of funds, and percentage of administrative costs in terms of
AUM. As reported below, Table 4 represents the amount of
asset under management for each SGR, Table 5 represents
the number of real estate funds for each SGR, and Table 6
represents the percentage of administrative costs in terms of
AUM. Each table refers to the period from 2013 to 2018.

Over the six-year period considered, an increase in in-
vestments made in Italy through alternative real estate in-
vestment funds is observed. Indeed, the AUM analysed in
the sample shows a compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
of 7.21%. $is increase can be expressed in absolute value as
+6.6 billion euro in the last year (2018). Considering the
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entire reference period, this deviation amounts to approx-
imately +24 billion euro (+51.8%).

At the same time, there is an increase in the number of
funds (+181 alternative real estate investment funds between
2013 and 2018; +73%). Nevertheless, this growth stopped
over the past year. $is is illustrated by the smaller increase
in the number of funds in 2018: the lowest in the last 6 years

with an absolute value of +17 and a growth rate of +4.11%.
On the contrary, the AUM increased by +10.4% in 2018.

$e dynamic of administrative costs is related to the
amount of AUM and to the number of real estate funds.
More considerations about this variable are made later.

Launching the first regression, in all six years considered,
we found that the intercept is not significant at the 10% level.
By repeating the regression, we obtain the results repro-
duced in Table 7, where only significant regressors at 0.1%
and 1% level are reported.

In the analysed period (2013–2018), the AUM always
depends positively on the average number of employees and
the number of funds managed. $is empirical evidence
shows that by increasing the number of employees by one
unit compared to their average number during the year, a
higher marginal effect is achieved by a unit increase in the
number of funds. $is can be interpreted as follows: by
increasing the number of employees, the asset management
company has more resources to employ in setting up and
subsequently managing a new real estate fund and, conse-
quently, new assets from which having fees of management.

Table 1: Correlation matrix for each year.

Net fees AUM Administrative costs No. of real estate funds No. of employees
2013
Net fees 1.0000000 0.9366408 0.9203043 0.7812385 0.7872560
AUM 0.9366408 1.0000000 0.8572549 0.7694823 0.8768293
Administrative costs 0.9203043 0.8572549 1.0000000 0.8867641 0.7720600
No. of real estate funds 0.7812385 0.7694823 0.8867641 1.0000000 0.6830251
No. of employees 0.7872560 0.8768293 0.7720600 0.6830251 1.0000000
2014
Net fees 1.0000000 0.9176423 0.9083548 0.7871646 0.8014534
AUM 0.9366408 1.0000000 0.8781287 0.8051264 0.8657633
Administrative costs 0.9203043 0.8781287 1.0000000 0.9056471 0.7427939
No. of real estate funds 0.7812385 0.8051264 0.9056471 1.0000000 0.6758336
No. of employees 0.7872560 0.8657633 0.7427939 0.6758336 1.0000000
2015
Net fees 1.0000000 0.9477420 0.9496365 0.7399840 0.8903021
AUM 0.9477420 1.0000000 0.9168684 0.7787273 0.8643887
Administrative costs 0.9496365 0.9168684 1.0000000 0.7687266 0.9463153
No. of real estate funds 0.7399840 0.7787273 0.7687266 1.0000000 0.6741669
No. of employees 0.8903021 0.8643887 0.9463153 0.6741669 1.0000000
2016
Net fees 1.0000000 0.9465023 0.9509846 0.6359986 0.9216262
AUM 0.9465023 1.0000000 0.8819332 0.7457024 0.8260694
Administrative costs 0.9509846 0.8819332 1.0000000 0.5626679 0.9609642
No. of real estate funds 0.6359986 0.7457024 0.5626679 1.0000000 0.5183680
No. of employees 0.9216262 0.8260694 0.9609642 0.5183680 1.0000000
2017
Net fees 1.0000000 0.8641211 0.9738102 0.5489571 0.9383796
AUM 0.8641211 1.0000000 0.8544921 0.7638472 0.7778732
Administrative costs 0.9738102 0.8544921 1.0000000 0.5696372 0.9550878
No. of real estate funds 0.5489571 0.7638472 0.5696372 1.0000000 0.5026150
No. of employees 0.9383796 0.7778732 0.9550878 0.5026150 1.0000000
2018
Net fees 1.0000000 0.8886413 0.9628419 0.5543713 0.9310833
AUM 0.8886413 1.0000000 0.9130547 0.7538074 0.8420773
Administrative costs 0.9628419 0.9130547 1.0000000 0.6393171 0.9541886
No. of real estate funds 0.5543713 0.7538074 0.6393171 1.0000000 0.5685592
No. of employees 0.9310833 0.8420773 0.9541886 0.5685592 1.0000000

Table 2: First multivariate regression.

Response Y Asset under management
Regressors X1 Number of real estate funds managed
Regressors X2 Average number of employees

Table 3: Second multivariate regression.

Response Y Net fees
Regressors X1 Number of real estate funds managed
Regressors X2 Administrative costs
Regressors X3 Asset under management
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On the other side, increasing the number of funds by one
unit does not necessarily mean a substantial increase in the
SGR’s AUM, as there is no minimum quantum leap for
setting up a fund. Such a fund could be small in terms of size,
with a marginal impact on the SGR’s overall AUM. How-
ever, such an increase in assets would inevitably involve the
use of resources and therefore costs.

$e absence of the intercept implies that if the regressors
are equal to their average, as a consequence, the AUM is not
significantly different from its average.

Multivariate regression is later repeated on clustered
data. $e dummy explanatory variables ind_cl1, ind_cl2 and
ind_cl3 indicate membership in the different AUM-based
clusters.

More precisely, the dummy variables split the sample
into three clusters, as shown below:

(i) Ind_cl1 relates to the first cluster, which contains
SGRs whose AUM is greater than 5 billion euros

(ii) Ind_cl2 relates to the second cluster, which contains
SGRs whose AUM is bounded between 2 and 5
billion euros

(iii) Ind_cl3 relates to the third cluster, which contains
SGRs whose AUM is less than 2 billion euros

In this study, to avoid multicollinearity, the dummy
variable Ind_cl3 is not explicitly considered in the
regressions.

We now want to test whether membership to different
clusters is one of the qualitative variables relevant to the
regression. $e intercept would be the constant term for the
base group with lowest AUM, while for members of the first
and second AUM-based groups the constant term would be
the intercept plus the coefficient of the membership dummy.
Again, the results obtained for each regression are reported
after removing any insignificant regressors in Table 8.

For the time interval considered, all variables are at least
5% significant. In addition, all variables, except the intercept,
show positive coefficients. As all the variables are stand-
ardised, the negative intercept implies that when all the
regressors are zero (i.e., for the lowest AUM group), the
expected AUM is obviously lower than the average value.

$e regression shows that with obvious differences
among clusters, while in 2013 and 2018 the number of
employees is the only explanatory variable that influences
the AUM, for the period 2014–2017 the number of funds
managed is the only one having effects on the AUM.
Nevertheless, it is noted that the regressor that identifies the
number of funds impacts more modestly than the case in
which the data are not clustered.

Table 4: Amount of asset under management for each SGR from
2013 to 2018.

SGR
AUM (bn €)

2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013
1 9.396 9.488 8.593 7.867 8.983 9.179
2 7.321 7.521 6.890 6.769 7.074 3.882
3 4.880 5.060 4.592 5.567 5.505 4.515
4 7.040 5.070 5.351 5.508 5.421 5.498
5 5.453 4.870 3.829 3.270 2.935 2.725
6 4.400 3.551 3.796 3.583 3.243 3.349
7 3.770 3.361 3.220 3.562 3.404 2.272
8 3.955 2.810 1.780 500 307 40
9 3.142 2.300 1.663 1.326 840 520
10 2.503 2.198 2.065 1.523 1.014 541
11 2.352 2.127 1.967 1.587 1.410 1.360
12 1.394 1.644 1.494 1.591 1.380 1.231
13 933 1.266 1.392 1.411 1.469 1.482
14 1.053 1.033 1.120 1.151 843 872
15 — — 1.135 1.139 850 435
16 1.518 1.179 1.036 931 820 1.036
17 1.280 1.173 1.120 919 1.007 1.003
18 1.958 1.411 1.411 773 709 497
19 1.235 1.215 804 738 659 620
20 1.152 938 653 592 540 515
21 1.137 985 943 490 501 509
22 1.018 826 814 910 756 682
23 27 29 259 299 276 356
24 48 108 171 268 334 390
25 92 100 107 229 236 236
26 473 273 117 147 258 311
Tot. 67.530 60.536 56.322 52.650 50.774 44.056
Values in italics represent cluster 1, values in bold represent cluster 2, and
values in bold italics represent cluster 3.

Table 5: Number of real estate funds for each SGR from 2013 to
2018.

SGR
Number of real estate funds managed

2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013
1 47 43 41 37 36 32
2 44 42 35 34 33 29
3 27 27 27 27 26 21
4 15 8 7 7 7 7
5 22 22 20 17 12 11
6 31 32 33 30 28 25
7 14 12 12 14 13 12
8 34 23 14 5 2 2
9 7 5 5 4 2 1
10 27 25 18 11 7 4
11 36 32 30 17 13 12
12 16 17 17 9 9 8
13 12 14 14 12 10 9
14 6 5 5 3 3 3
15 — — 6 6 5 3
16 19 19 19 19 18 15
17 12 12 9 8 8 8
18 6 6 3 3 3 3
19 22 21 20 18 18 15
20 5 5 4 4 4 3
21 4 3 2 2 2 2
22 12 10 8 9 9 4
23 2 7 7 10 9 9
24 1 2 2 2 3 3
25 5 4 3 4 4 4
26 4 4 3 2 2 4
Tot. 430 400 364 314 286 249
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Table 6: Percentage of administrative costs in terms of AUM.

SGR
Administrative costs in % of AUM

2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013
1 0.000271% 0.000273% 0.000288% 0.000331% 0.000319% 0.000292%
2 0.000277% 0.000269% 0.000267% 0.000269% 0.000323% 0.000464%
3 0.000305% 0.000287% 0.000309% 0.000219% 0.000216% 0.000252%
4 0.000503% 0.000657% 0.000573% 0.000364% 0.000109% 0.000129%
5 0.000311% 0.000327% 0.000374% 0.000355% 0.000202% 0.000157%
6 0.000268% 0.000315% 0.000294% 0.000343% 0.000372% 0.000358%
7 0.000182% 0.000195% 0.000203% 0.000196% 0.000203% 0.000340%
8 0.000184% 0.000186% 0.000220% 0.000336% 0.000437% 0.004489%
9 0.000194% 0.000253% 0.000242% 0.000184% 0.000290% 0.000260%
10 0.000255% 0.000267% 0.000253% 0.000291% 0.000378% 0.000782%
11 0.000347% 0.000358% 0.000342% 0.000337% 0.000380% 0.000414%
12 0.000421% 0.000413% 0.000401% 0.000283% 0.000336% 0.000315%
13 0.000500% 0.000590% 0.000393% 0.000378% 0.000345% 0.000279%
14 0.000311% 0.000287% 0.000270% 0.000258% 0.000256% 0.000173%
15 — — 0.000192% 0.000252% 0.000260% 0.000390%
16 0.000513% 0.000596% 0.000612% 0.000595% 0.000580% 0.000418%
17 0.000306% 0.000322% 0.000296% 0.000366% 0.000305% 0.000346%
18 0.000443% 0.000612% 0.000563% 0.000890% 0.000873% 0.001051%
19 0.000555% 0.000564% 0.000795% 0.000805% 0.000834% 0.000683%
20 0.000191% 0.000256% 0.000352% 0.000384% 0.000365% 0.000388%
21 0.000203% 0.000213% 0.000214% 0.000417% 0.000350% 0.000323%
22 0.000401% 0.000434% 0.000602% 0.000505% 0.000276% 0.000304%
23 0.003491% 0.004599% 0.000511% 0.000515% 0.000484% 0.000397%
24 0.006215% 0.002744% 0.001554% 0.001071% 0.000966% 0.001381%
25 0.001138% 0.001181% 0.001081% 0.000463% 0.000638% 0.000726%
26 0.000270% 0.000286% 0.000688% 0.000669% 0.000427% 0.000340%

Table 7: Coefficients resulting from the first regression.

Y� asset under management
Year Regressor Estimate Std. error t value Pr (> |t|) Adjusted R2

2013 No. of employees 0.87683 0.09429 9.299 9.42e− 10∗∗∗ 0.7599

2014 No. of employees 0.5921 0.1090 5.432 1.22e− 05∗∗∗ 0.8257No. of r.e. funds 0.4050 0.1090 3.716 0.00102∗∗

2015 No. of employees 0.6222 0.1157 5.380 1.4e− 05∗∗∗ 0.803No. of r.e. funds 0.3593 0.1157 3.106 0.00467∗∗

2016 No. of employees 0.60102 0.09916 6.061 2.47e− 06∗∗∗ 0.8059No. of r.e. funds 0.43415 0.09916 4.378 0.000187∗∗∗

2017 No. of employees 0.5271 0.1102 4.782 8.02e− 05∗∗∗ 0.773No. of r.e. funds 0.4989 0.1102 4.526 0.000152∗∗∗

2018 No. of employees 0.6110 0.1097 5.570 1.34e− 05∗∗∗ 0.8046No. of r.e. funds 0.4064 0.1097 3.705 0.00123∗∗

Signif. codes: ∗∗∗0.001; ∗∗0.01; ∗0.05. All variables exhibit positive coefficients.

Table 8: Coefficients resulting from the first regression on clustered data.

Y� asset under management
Year Regressor Estimate Std. error t value Pr (> |t|) Adjusted R2

2013

Intercept −0.3292 0.1237 −2.661 0.01395∗

0.8288No. of employees 0.3859 0.1706 2.261 0.03349∗
ind_cl1 1.5280 0.4766 3.206 0.00392∗∗
ind_cl2 0.6940 0.2558 2.713 0.01240∗

2014

Intercept −0.42872 0.06451 −6.646 8.84e− 07∗∗∗

0.9375No. of r.e. funds 0.25319 0.07031 3.601 0.00151∗∗
ind_cl1 2.14006 0.19282 11.099 1.03e− 10∗∗∗
ind_cl2 0.75379 0.15181 4.965 5.08e− 05∗∗∗
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$e second multivariate regression is carried out to
verify the dependence of net commissions. Again, the results
obtained for each regression are reported in Table 9 after
removing any insignificant regressors.

All regression coefficients show positive coefficients. In
the range considered, commissions depend positively on
assets under management and personnel expenses. Excep-
tions are the last two years during which net commissions
depend only on personnel expenses.

$is empirical evidence means that by increasing assets
(for all years except 2017–2018) or expenses by one unit

compared to their average, a similar marginal effect on net
commissions is achieved.$e absence of the intercept means
that if the regressors are equal to the average, commissions
are not significantly different from the average.

$e analyses resulting from repeating the multivariate
regression on clustered data are exactly the same as those
carried out on nonclustered data because clusterization
turns out to be not statistically significant. $ere is no ev-
idence of economies of scale: increasing assets under
management or employee expenses increases net commis-
sion costs.

Table 8: Continued.

Y� asset under management
Year Regressor Estimate Std. error t value Pr (> |t|) Adjusted R2

2015

Intercept −0.48072 0.05868 −8.192 2.85e− 08∗∗∗

0.9479No. of r.e. funds 0.20154 0.06283 3.208 0.00391∗∗
ind_cl1 2.22211 0.17092 13.001 4.40e− 12∗∗∗
ind_cl2 1.02272 0.14032 7.288 2.04e− 07∗∗∗

2016

Intercept −0.42832 0.07138 −6.000 4.05e− 06∗∗∗

0.9211No. of r.e. funds 0.31868 0.06846 4.655 0.00011∗∗∗
ind_cl1 2.29186 0.20763 11.038 1.15e− 10∗∗∗
ind_cl2 0.78153 0.14725 5.307 2.18e− 05∗∗∗

2017

Intercept −0.4801 0.1142 −4.205 0.000398∗∗∗

0.8633No. of r.e. funds 0.3098 0.1028 3.015 0.006599∗∗
ind_cl1 1.9595 0.2731 7.174 4.51e− 07∗∗∗
ind_cl2 0.5950 0.2003 2.970 0.007307∗∗

2018

Intercept −0.5594 0.1007 −5.556 1.94e− 05∗∗∗

0.9052No. of employees 0.3236 0.1072 3.018 0.0068∗∗
ind_cl1 1.7988 0.2939 6.121 5.56e− 06∗∗∗
ind_cl2 0.8902 0.1523 5.846 1.02e− 05∗∗∗

Signif. codes: ∗∗∗0.001; ∗∗0.01; ∗0.05.

Table 9: Coefficients resulting from the second regression.

Y� net fees
Year Regressor Estimate Std. error t value Pr (> |t|) Adjusted R2

2013
AUM 0.5571 0.1033 5.393 1.35e− 05∗∗∗

0.9236Administrative costs 0.4427 0.1033 4.285 0.000238∗∗∗
Number of r.e. funds managed — — — —

2014
AUM 0.5242 0.1399 3.747 0.000945∗∗∗

0.8791Administrative costs 0.4480 0.1399 3.203 0.003693∗∗
Number of r.e. funds managed — — — —

2015
AUM 0.4835 0.1237 3.910 0.000625∗∗∗

0.9342Administrative costs 0.5063 0.1237 4.094 0.000389∗∗∗
Number of r.e. funds managed — — — —

2016
AUM 0.48515 0.08832 5.493 1.05e− 05∗∗∗

0.9532Administrative costs 0.52311 0.08832 5.923 3.50e− 06∗∗∗
Number of r.e. funds managed — — — —

2017
AUM — — — —

0.9483Administrative costs 0.97381 0.04641 20.983 6.0142e− 17
Number of r.e. funds managed — — — —

2018
AUM — — — —

0.9239Administrative costs 0.96284 0.05631 17.1 1.43e− 14∗∗∗
Number of r.e. funds managed — — — —

Signif. codes: ∗∗∗0.001; ∗∗0.01; ∗0.05.
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5. Conclusions

$e analyses carried out so far have not shown any rela-
tionship that would suggest economies of scale. $e first
regression clearly showed that the assets under management,
i.e., those capable of generating income, depend on the
number of funds managed by each SGR and the number of
employees. As the number of funds increases, there is
logically an increase in assets. Also by increasing the number
of employees, there are more resources able to manage the
possible creation of new funds. $is last aspect translates in
practical terms into higher net commissions to be paid as
more resources to be employed, alias costs, and lower
profitability.

Since empirical evidence does not provide a modus
operandi to be followed to minimize costs and maximize
assets under management, it may be thought that the issue is
still little known and of great interest to all market partic-
ipants. $is uncertainty suggests policy considerations that
deserve to be further investigated.

$e absence of economies of scale could be linked to the
particular characteristics of each fund and its business
model. $is consideration deserves to be studied in greater
depth. In fact, when a “traditional” fund is established,
typically based on big asset located to primary tenants, the
management company cannot charge high unit fees. In this
case, high volumes managed do not imply high level of cost,
but also high revenues to earn. When an innovative fund
with high added value to be performed in the management
of the assets is established (this implies the presence of
unique and not easily replicable assets), the management
company may charge higher fees, due to the specificity of the
assets, with the consequent risk that management costs
increase more than proportionally.

In addition, anyway minimum management costs are
imposed by national law and supervisory authorities to
protect and safeguard the rights of all stakeholders and of the
market. $ese kinds of costs, for the part directly related to
the funds managed, do not allow economy of scale.

In summary, there is no single model for profit maxi-
mization and cost minimization, but all depends on the
business model that each real estate asset management
company decides to adopt and, consequently, on the type of
assets that are managed.

Data Availability

$e data used were obtained through the balance sheets that
each SGR provided to the Department of Business Eco-
nomics of the University of Parma.
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In the past decades, the booming growth of housing markets in China triggers the urgent need to explore how the rapid urban
spatial expansion, large-scale urban infrastructural development, and fast-changing urban planning determine the housing price
changes and spatial differentiation. It is of great significance to promote the existing governing policy and mechanism of housing
market and the reform of real-estate system. At the level of city, an empirical analysis is implemented with the traditional
econometric models of regressive analysis and GIS-based spatial autocorrelation models, focusing in examining and charac-
terizing the spatial homogeneity and nonstationarity of housing prices in Guangzhou, China. .ere are 141 neigborhoods in
Guangzhou identified as the independent individuals (named as area units), and their values of the average annual housing prices
(AAHP) in (2009–2015) are clarified as the dependent variables in regressing analysis models used in this paper. Simultaneously,
the factors including geographical location, transportation accessibility, commercial service intensity, and public service intensity
are identified as independent variables in the context of urban development and planning. .e integration and comparative
analysis of multiple linear regression models, spatial autocorrelation models, and geographically weighted regressing (GWR)
models are implemented, focusing on exploring the influencing factors of house prices, especially characterizing the spatial
heterogeneity and nonstationarity of housing prices oriented towards the spatial differences of urban spatial development,
infrastructure layout, land use, and planning. .is has the potential to enrich the current approaches to the complex quantitative
analysis modelling of housing prices. Particularly, it is favorable to examine and characterize what and how to determine the
spatial homogeneity and nonstationarity of housing prices oriented towards a microscale geospatial perspective. .erefore, this
study should be significant to drive essential changes to develop a more efficient, sustainable, and competitive real-estate system at
the level of city, especially for the emerging and dynamic housing markets in the megacities in China.

1. Introduction

Since the 1990s, the reform of real-estate system and land-use
system in China have been implemented, leading to a con-
tinuous booming growth of the real-estate market, which has
grown into one of the pillar industries in the national eco-
nomic development. After decades of the dramatic devel-
opment of housing market, the housing prices in China has
been driven to consistent increasing, especially in the mega
cities, such as Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Guangzhou.
Currently, the tremendous changes of housing prices in China
are increasingly being watched by relevant research

organizations, scholars, and other interest groups, as it is not
only a crucial economic issue related to the benign devel-
opment of the housing market and the optimization and
adjustment of the national economic structure but also a
paramount social issue related to the urban residents’ live-
lihood [1, 2]. Especially, the long-run urban spatial expansion,
large-scale urban infrastructural construction, and fast-
changing urban planning have been deriving the rapid
changes of housing prices in the megacities in China. .is
triggers the significant need to examine the specific affecting
factors in the context of urban spatial development, infra-
structure layout, and planning for promoting the governing
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policy and spatial controlling mechanism of housing market,
and the reform of real-estate system and land-use system in
the level of city.

Scholars have conducted research on the effects of
housing prices from two perspectives, i.e., the national level
and the city level. At the national level, the factors influ-
encing on the changes in housing prices generally include
monetary, fiscal, and housing policies [3–7], while the
specific factors affecting the housing prices at the level of city
mainly involve with urban development, land use, pop-
ulation, housing supply and demand, and urban planning
[8–12]. At the level of city, the study on the fluctuations of
housing prices and the correlations to the influencing factors
has been a hot topic in the fields of governing policy of
housing market and the reform of real-estate and related
urban systems, e.g., land-use system, as well as the hotspots
in urban spatial layout, urban planning, and sustainability
development [10]. Due to the commodity attribute of the
house, since the late 1970s, the traditional regressive models
for asset pricing, i.e., hedonic price models [13], have been
widely used in the evaluation of house values [14–17].
Hedonic price models define that the price of a specific
commodity should be constituted by several different ele-
ments in which their number and combination are dis-
crepant, leading to unequal prices for different commodities.
.e application of hedonic price models in housing market
aims at decomposing the key components of housing prices
and applying a regression analysis to quantitatively measure
the impact of each element [13]. Currently, hedonic price
models have been adopted and extended widely to inves-
tigate the complex effects on housing prices in the context of
urban neighborhoods and submarkets. As an example, Basu
and .ibodeau examine the spatial autocorrelation in
transaction prices of single-family properties in Dallas,
Texas, by an empirical analysis which applies a semilog
hedonic house price equation and a spherical autocorrela-
tion function with the data for over 5000 transactions of
homes sold. .is study reveals a strong evidence of spatial
autocorrelation in transaction prices within submarkets [10].
Can utilizes the traditional econometric models based on a
hedonic price regressive analysis extended to incorporate
spatial neighborhood dynamics to model the housing price
determination process from an explicit geographic per-
spective, leading to characterize the spatial variation with
respect to the influence of housing attributes on housing
prices [11]. To more precisely clarify the boundaries of the
housing submarkets, Leishman introduces an application of
the multilevel hedonic model as a tool to identify housing
submarkets, and a method for identifying temporal changes
within the submarket system [9]. Importantly, the complex
environmental factors affecting housing prices have been
increasingly kept getting attention by some professionals
and researchers, who are actively looking for a new paradigm
in exploring the influencing factors and regional differences
of housing prices for effectively regulating housing markets
and constructing the scientific governing policy for the real-
estate system and other related urban systems, such as the
land-use system. For instance, Keskin et al. develop a novel
extension of the standard use of hedonic price models in

event studies to investigate the impact of natural disasters on
real-estate values, aiming to explore the impact of a recent
earthquake activity on housing prices and their spatial
distribution in the Istanbul housing market on introducing a
multilevel approach with the extension of hedonic models.
Such an approach allows the isolation of the effects of
earthquake risk and explores the differential impact in
different submarkets, resulting in better capturing the
granularity of the spatial effects of environmental events
than the standard approach [18]. Furthermore, to examine
the existence of the ripple effect from the change of housing
prices between different regional housing markets, Larm
et al. (2017) uses the autoregressive distributed lags (ARDL)
cointegration and causality techniques [19] to characterize
the ripple effect as a lead-lag effect and a long-run con-
vergence between the regional and Amsterdam housing
prices in the Netherlands [20]. .e abovementioned studies
are of significance to promote the traditional econometric
models that utilize the hedonic price regression to reveal the
direction of causality between housing prices and the
complex affecting factors and further detect the spatial
differentiation and spatial nonlinear characteristics of
housing prices. With the rapid development of spatial
econometric models, the spatial properties of housing prices
have received increasing attention. For instance, Barreca
et al. propose a new perspective on the spatial relationship
between urban vibrancy and neighborhood services and the
real-estate market. In this study, a Neighborhood Services
Index (NeSI) is provided to identify the most and least
vibrant urban areas in a city, and spatial autoregressive
models are used to manage spatial effects and to identify the
variables that significantly influence the process of housing
price determination.

Indeed, it is complex and difficult to explore the influ-
encing factors that trigger the housing price changes and
spatial differentiation, particularly for the emerging and
dynamic housing markets in China [21]. In the 1990s, most
of the research studies oriented to evaluate the influencing
factors of housing prices at the level of city conducted by
Chinese scholars focused on the qualitative analysis on the
correlations between the housing supply and demand, the
composition of housing prices, the reform of housing sys-
tem, and the effects of real-estate policy. Since the early
2000s, some scholars in China have gradually used hedonic
price models to quantitatively characterize the influencing
factors of housing prices [22, 23]. However, the spatiality of a
house makes it different from the ordinary commodities,
mainly reflected in the fact that the housing value usually
shows spatial homogeneity and nonstationarity. For ex-
ample, the houses located in the developed urban area
usually possess the favorable geographical location and the
well-developed urban infrastructure, leading to much higher
prices than those of the houses located in the newly de-
veloping urban area even with better building structure
design and construction quality. .is implies that the tra-
ditional regression of hedonic price models without the
consideration of spatial differentiation and spatial nonlinear
characteristics is difficult to identify the determinations of
housing prices. In recent years, spatial econometric models,
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such as spatial interpolation, spatial autocorrelation analysis
model, ESDA (Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis), and
geographically weighted regressing (GWR) model, have
been widely applied to characterize the spatiality of housing
prices and the spatial autocorrection among the influencing
factors [24–28]. Among the spatial econometric models, the
local spatial autocorrelation analysis models, e.g., GWR
model, have obvious advantages in characterizing the
changes and spatial differentiation of housing prices. .e
GWR model extends the traditional regression models by
introducing the local location factors of housing prices,
leading to better deal with the issue of quantifying the spatial
heterogeneity of housing prices under the affecting factors
which are identified with specific spatial correlations [29].
Furthermore, the GWR model has been an effective way to
achieve the spatial nonstationarity analysis of housing price
changes [30].

Currently, many studies on the determinations of
housing prices and the correlations to the influencing factors
have been implemented by introducing the locations of
houses and the spatial adjacency relations into hedonic price
models [31–35]. Moreover, various theories and methods of
spatial econometric models, such as ESDA and spatial au-
tocorrelation analysis, are applied to examine the spatiality
of housing prices [21, 36–42]. Nevertheless, under the en-
vironment of long-run urban spatial development, large-
scale construction of urban infrastructure, and rapid
transformation of urban planning in the megacities in
China, the connections which are not limited to spatial links
between adjacent areas within the city have become effective
reflections of the spatial correlation among the housing
prices in the context of neighborhoods. Although the tra-
ditional hedonic price models and spatial autocorrelation
analysis models have been extended to use local spatial
weights as the parameters of regression analysis, they only
consider the spatial correspondence between the given de-
pendent variables and the independent variables. Relevant
research studies in recent years have focused on the iden-
tification of urban areas characterized by urban development
and housing prices, which can effectively support the re-
vision of the urban development plan and its regulatory acts,
as well as the strategic urban policies and actions [12].
Nevertheless, at the level of a city, how the urban devel-
opment differences, particularly with a microscale geospatial
perspective (i.e., in the context of neighborhoods), triggers
varying degrees of impact on housing prices, especially what
and how to determine the spatial heterogeneity and non-
stationarity of housing prices are still lacking attention. .is
presents the urgent need to explore how the intense urban
spatial expansion, large-scale urban infrastructure devel-
opment, and fast-changing urban planning determine and
characterize the housing prices changes and spatial differ-
entiation, which is of great significance to promote the
governing policy and spatial controlling mechanism of
housing markets and the reform of the real-estate system
and land-use system.

.erefore, at the level of city, this paper implements an
empirical analysis with the integration and comparative
discussion of the traditional econometric models of

regressive analysis and GIS-based spatial autocorrelation
analysis tools, focusing in exploring and characterizing the
spatial homogeneity and nonstationarity of the housing
prices in 2009–2015 in the context of the neighborhoods in
Guangzhou, China. .ere are total 141 neighborhoods in
Guangzhou identified as area units, and their average annual
housing prices (AAHP) at different points in time
(2009–2015) are defined as dependent variables. Simulta-
neously, the factors including geographical location con-
dition, transportation accessibility, commercial service
intensity, and public service intensity are identified as in-
dependent variables in the context of urban spatial expan-
sion, infrastructural layout, land use, and urban planning,
leading to examine the spatial correlations to the AAHP in
neighborhoods. .is aims to examine and characterize what
and how to determine and characterize the spatial homo-
geneity and nonstationarity of housing prices, resulting in
promoting the governing policy and spatial controlling
mechanize of the housing markets and the reform of real-
estate and land-use systems in Guangzhou, China. .is
would support a deep knowledge of the spatial heterogeneity
and nonstationarity of housing prices identified and char-
acterized by the regional differences in urban spatial ex-
pansion, infrastructural layout, land use, and urban
planning. It is of great significance to trigger significant
changes to develop a more efficient, sustainable, and com-
petitive governing policy and spatial controlling mechanism
for the real-estate system and land-use system at the level of
city, especially in the megacities in China.

2. Study Area and Methodology

2.1. Study Area. .e main building area of Guangzhou is
composed of 8 administrative districts with 141 neighbor-
hoods, which have a considerable population of about ten
million and a large number of residential areas. Among the
districts, Yuexiu District is the historical urban center of the
city and forms the urban core with Liwan, Haizhu, and
Tianhe Districts (see Figure 1). .e Central Business District
(CBD), which includes the neighborhoods of Liede, Yuan-
cun, and Licun, is the business center of the city and located
in Tianhe District. Other administrative districts surround
the urban core, i.e., Baiyun and Huadu Districts in the north,
Huangpu District in the east, and Panyu District in the
south. As shown in Figure 1, the primary urban functional
areas are illustrated, which include the CBD, Baiyun New
Town, and University Town.

2.2.Data Sources andPreprocessing. .e data adopted in this
study is collected and preprocessed from different data
sources. .e average annual housing prices (AAHP) mainly
comes from the “Report on the Operation of Guangzhou
Real Estate,” which is issued by the Guangzhou Municipal
Housing and Urban-Rural Development Bureau at each
month through the government website of “Sunshine
Family” (http://zfcj.gz.gov.cn/data/Category_623/Index.
aspx). .e report provides the specific data of the
monthly average housing prices of all neighborhoods in
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Guangzhou, including the monthly average transaction
prices of new housing, stock housing, and second-hand
housing. .e data of the monthly average prices in the
neighborhoods can better present the spatial and temporal
fluctuation of housing prices and accurately characterize the
overall evolution of the housing prices in Guangzhou. In
addition, the geographical spatial data of Guangzhou are
extracted through vector digital processing, remote image
nesting, and coordinate registration based on the Open-
StreetMap database, and the medium and high resolution
remote sensing images of the city of Guangzhou, which
include the neighborhoods, urban transportation data (in-
volving roads, bus stops, and metrostations), residential
areas, buildings, and other urban infrastructure, and land-
use data, e.g., the financial institutions (such as banks),
restaurants, retail stores, supermarkets, educational insti-
tutions (such as primary and secondary schools), medical
institutions (such as clinics and hospitals), government
agencies (such as the administrative service centers at all
administrative grades), parks, and squares. Particularly, in
the environment of ArcGIS 10.2, the administrative area of
each neighborhood is built as a polygon with its geometric
center point, which stores all the information of the
neighborhood, including the AAHP, number of bus stops
and metrostations, and road density. Moreover, the road
network is based on ArcGIS for topology modelling to fit the

network analysis for searching the shortest path between two
given points. Other data, i.e., bus stops and metrostations,
residential areas, buildings, and other urban infrastructure
data, are represented as points in GIS, leading to calculate
their density indexes in the context of neighborhoods.

2.3. Methodology

2.3.1. Regression Model. .e regression model is a mathe-
matical tool for the quantitative description of the statistical
relations between given observation values (i.e., variables).
Especially, it can provide the calculation method and theory
for regression analysis to study the specific dependence of
one explained variable (dependent variable) on another
(independent variable). Regression linear analysis including
multiple regression variables is identified as a multiple linear
regression model, and its general equation is presented as
follows:

Y � β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + · · · + βkXk + ε, (1)

where Y is a random variable, K is the number of inde-
pendent variables, β0 is a constant term, and
βj(j � 1, 2, . . . , k) is the regression coefficient.

Hedonic price model is a multiple regression model,
which regresses on a specific price through quantifying the
different properties of the price by multiple explanatory
variables (independent variables). Hedonic price models
mainly have three functional forms: linear model, log-linear
model, and semilogmodel. In a specific application, therefore,
the effective variables and function equations need to be
selected properly according to different functional forms [34].

2.3.2. GWR Model and Factor Selection. .e GWR model
assumes that the regression coefficient is a function of the
geographic location of the observation point and incorpo-
rates the spatial characteristics of the data into the regression
model, leading to realizing the analysis of the spatial dif-
ferences of the explained variables (dependent variables)
[43]. .e general formula of the model is listed as follows:

yi � β0 μi, υi(  + 

p

k�1
β μi, υi( xik + εi, i � 1, 2, . . . , n, (2)

where (µi, υi) is the coordinate of observation point i and
βk(µi, υi) is its kth regression parameter, which is a function
describing the geographic location of observation point i.

Indeed, the changes of housing prices are affected by the
rapid operation of urban systems, especially by the intense
urban spatial expansion, large-scale urban infrastructural
development, and fast-changing urban planning in mega-
cities in China. To ensure the quantitative analysis under the
framework of the geographically weighted regression model,
in the context of urban spatial development, land use, in-
frastructure layout, and planning, four factors including
geographical location condition, transportation accessibility,
commercial service intensity, and public intensity are se-
lected. Particularly, the specific variables which measure the
intensity of each factor are shown in Table 1.
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In Table 1, the distance away from the CBD (d1) is
identified as the length of the minimum travel-time path
between the neighborhood and the CBD. Such a path is
attained by the algorithm of Dijkstra with an average speed
of 60 km/hour of cars through the road network topology
model of Guangzhou in the environment of GIS. .e ap-
plication of Dijkstra shortest path algorithm and road
network modelling can be found in our previous works
[44–46]. In the factor of transportation accessibility, the
value of bus stop density (t1) is calculated by the total
number of bus stops located in the neighborhood divided by
its area (km2). Under a microscale geospatial perspective, the
neighborhood usually has only one or two metrostations;
therefore, the number of metro stations (t2) is used as one of
its transportation accessibility variables. .e road weighted
density (t3) in each neighborhood in the city of Guangzhou
is calculated as follows:

M
w
j �


n
i�1 lai wi

Sj

, i � 1, 2, . . . , n, (3)

where Mw
j is the road weighted density of neighborhood j

(km/km2), laj presents the length of road i with a grade of α
and a weight ofwi in neighborhood j, n is the total number of
roads, and Sj is defined as the area of neighborhood j. In this
paper, the urban roads are classified into four grades, Ex-
pressway (EX), Main Road (MR), Secondary Road (SR), and
Internal Road (IR), according to “Highway Engineering
Technical Standards” (JTG B01-2014), which are issued by
the Ministry of Transport of China. Furthermore, the weight
of each grade of road is implemented by the Analytic Hi-
erarchy Process (AHP) [47] and the expert scoring method,
as shown in Table 2. .e AHP is given by .omas Saaty
(1980) and is usually referred to as the Saaty method. As a
systematic method, the analytic hierarchy process (AHP)
takes a complex multiobjective decision-making problem as
a system and then decomposes the objective into multiple
objectives or criteria. Furthermore, the criterium are re-
solved into several levels of multiobjective (or criteria
constraints), and the single rank (weight) and the total rank
can be calculated by the fuzzy quantitative method of
qualitative index, to be used as the system method of ob-
jective (multi index) and multischeme optimization decision
[48, 49]..erefore, this study adopts the analytical

hierarchical process (AHP) to evaluate the significance of the
urban road for promoting the result of the calculation of
road weighted density in neighborhood.

For the factor of commercial service intensity, com-
mercial buildings, financial institutions, restaurants, retail
stores, supermarkets, educational institutions, medical in-
stitutions, government agencies, parks, and square areas,
respectively, are represented as point objects. For instance,
the commercial building density index (b1) can be attained
through the number of points (which represent the com-
mercial buildings) in the neighborhood divided by the
neighborhood’s area (km2). Following this method, there-
fore, other variables, including financial institution density
(b2), restaurant density (b3), retail store/supermarket density
(b4), educational institution density (p1), medical institution
density (p2), government agency density (p3), and park/
square density (p4), can be processed and calculated.

To access the relative development intensity of each
neighborhood, the variables measuring the intensity of each
factor are further processed, respectively, and the general
formulation can be presented as follows:

Ai �
xi


N
i�1 xi /n

, i � 1, 2, . . . , n. (4)

A i identifies the relative development level in neigh-
borhood i based on xi, which is defined as a specific variable
of the factors, such as the road weighted density (t3), and n is
the total number of neighborhoods. .erefore, for each
factor, the indicator measuring its intensity in neighborhood
i can be characterized as the arithmetic mean of Ai. For
example, the indicator measuring the intensity of the factor
of transport accessibility in neighborhood i can be calculated
by

K
T
i �

A
t1
i + A

t2
i + A

t3
i

3
. (5)

Table 1: Selection of the influencing factors and their variables.

Factor Variable
Geographical location condition (D) Distance away from the CBD (d1)

Transportation accessibility (T)
Bus stop density (t1)

Number of metro station (t2)
Road weighted density (t3)

Commercial service intensity (B)

Commercial building density (b1)
Financial institution density (b2)

Restaurant density (b3)
Retail store/supermarket density (b4)

Public service intensity (p)

Educational institution density (p1)
Medical institution density (p2)
Government agency density (p3)

Park/square density (p4)

Table 2: Grades and weights of the urban roads in the study area.

Road EX MR SR IR
Grade 1 2 3 4
Weight 0.5 0.25 0.2 0.1
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In terms of formula (5), all indicators measuring the
intensity of the factors of location condition, transport ac-
cessibility, commercial service intensity, and public service
intensity are represented by KD

i , KT
i , KB

i , and KP
i ,

respectively.

2.3.3. Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis Model. .e spatial
autocorrelation analysis can be divided into global spatial
autocorrelation and local spatial autocorrelation. .e key
index of the global spatial autocorrelation analysis is
Moran’s I index, which can be calculated by [50]

I �
n


n
i�1 yi − �y( 

2


n
i�1

n
j�1wij yi − �y( wij yj − �y 


n
i�1

n
j�1wij

, (6)

where yi is the attribute value of observation point i andwij is
the adjacency matrix. .e value of Moran’s I ranges from −1
to 1, when I> 0, it means that a given area has a positive
correlation with its surrounding areas, and they tend to
spatial agglomeration, otherwise, it implies that the areas
tend to spatial dispersion. When I� 0, it illustrates that there
is no spatial correction between the given area and its
surrounding areas. However, the global spatial autocorre-
lation analysis cannot detect whether the observation values
are high aggregation or low aggregation in space [31]. It is
necessary to further explore the local spatial homogeneity or
heterogeneity between a given area and its surrounding areas
through the local spatial autocorrelation analysis, so as to
clarify how the spatial dependence among the areas in space.

Anselin proposed the local indicators of spatial associ-
ation (LISA) in 1995 to detect the aggregation in local space
and analyze its nonstationarity [51]:

Ii �
yi − Y( 

S2i


n

j�1,j≠ i

ωij yj − Y , S
2
i �


N
j�1,j≠ i yj − y 

2

n − 1
− Y

2
,

(7)

where yi is the value of observation point i, Y is the average
value of the associated value, and ωij represents the spatial
weight of observation points i and j. .e LISA provides four
spatial association patterns, in which high-high (HL) level
and low-low (LL) level associations define the positive spatial
autocorrection and high-low (HL) level and low-high (LH)
level associations are identified as the negative spatial
autocorrection.

Spatial autocorrelation analysis is the basis for con-
structing the geographically weighted regression model.
When the spatial correlation of observation points is not
significant, it demonstrates that the distance between the
points has a weak influence on their correlation, resulting in
being unnecessary to use the geographically weighted
regression.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Spatial and Temporal Changes of Housing Prices in
Guangzhou. In 2008, the global financial crisis slowed down
the economic growth of China. As a result, the State Council
of China launched the “Four Trillion” economic stimulus

plan in 2009, which prompted the real-estate market to
recover after the financial crisis and the housing prices to
return on the upward trend. Figure 2 shows the trend of
AAHP in China’s major metropolitans, including Beijing,
Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen in 2009–2015. As il-
lustrated in Figure 2, since 2009, the AAHP in the four cities
has been rising up. Simultaneously, it can be found that the
AAHP in Guangzhou has the slowest growth among these
cities. Particularly, it is significantly different from Shenz-
hen, which is also located in the Pearl River Delta and nearby
Guangzhou. During this period, the AAHP in Shenzhen
presents a fluctuating increasing and shows the change range
is the largest among the four cities.

.rough using the Kriging spatial interpolation model of
ArcGIS 10.2, the spatial pattern of the average annual
housing price (AAHP) in Guangzhou is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3. .e results show that, in 2009–2015, the area with the
higher AAHP in Guangzhou was concentrated in the urban
core, i.e., Yuexiu, Liwang, Haizhu, and Tianhe Districts.
Furthermore, the CBD in Tianhe District is highlighted with
the highest AAHP in Guangzhou, involving with the
neighborhoods of Liede, Licun, and Yuancun, which are
nearby the Pearl River. As shown in Figure 3, the favorable
location of the neighborhoods of Tangxia, Xintang, and
Changxing, which are located in the east of Tianhe District
and adjacent to the CBD, drives a sharp increasing of the
AAHP. According to the perspective of spatiotemporal
evolution, the spatial pattern of AAHP in Guangzhou
evolved into a ring structure with the center of CBD in
2009–2015.

Figure 3 further demonstrates the existence of spatial
differences in the rising of AAHP in 2009–2015. .at is, the
AAHP of the neighborhoods located in Baiyun, Tianhe, and
Huangpu District increased rapidly in 2009–2015, and the
area with the slowest growing is concentrated in Panyu
District, which has an obvious advantage of location and is
an important hub connecting the cities of Shenzhen and
Hong Kong. .erefore, as early as 2000, the housing market
in Panyu District has been developed and grew rapidly. After
nearly ten years of booming growth, the AAHP in the district
of Panyu in 2009–2015 is in a relatively stable increasing.

Furthermore, the AAHP in Tonghe and its surrounding
neighborhoods of Yongping, Jiahe, and Huangshi in Baiyun
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Figure 2: Increasing of housing price in 2009–2015.
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District rapidly increased in 2009–2015, as the central area of
the neighborhood of Tonghe in BaiYun District is the Baiyun
mountain, which has outstanding natural environment and
tourism resources. Especially, the neighborhoods of
Yongping, Jiahe, and Huangshi are planned as another
business center in the north of the city, i.e., Baiyun New
Town (BNT). According to the 2015–2020 Urban Devel-
opment Plan of Guangzhou, the BNT has been designated as
the hug of spatiality, transportation, logistics, and business
of the Central Comprehensive Service Function Zone (i.e.,
the urban core), the Northern Airport Economic Zone (i.e.,
the New Baiyun International Airport), the Western Ad-
vanced Manufacturing Industry, and the Modern Logistics
Area (Huadu). Clearly, the transportation infrastructure

inside the BNT, especially the rapid development of met-
ronetwork and urban public service facilities stimulates the
booming growth of its housing markets.

As shown in Figure 4, the northwestern neighborhoods
of Baiyun District also have a high increasing trend of AAHP
in 2009–2015, mainly including Jinshazhou and Luo-
chongwei, which are an important connection point be-
tween Guagnzhou and Foshan City. .is area once became
the main region for the construction of resettlement houses
(i.e., noncommercial houses), to arrange for residents who
have been relocated because of the renewal of the urban core.
However, with the promotion of the strategic goals of the
integration of Guangzhou-Foshan City, the internal trans-
portation networks in this region have been continuously
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Figure 3: Spatial and temporal evolution of housing price in 2009–2015. (a) 2015. (b) 2014. (c) 2013. (d) 2012. (e) 2011. (f ) 2010. (g) 2009.
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improved, and the region has gradually grown into a
transportation hub for a primary link between Guangzhou
and Foshan City. In Figure 4, nevertheless, it is interesting to
find that the AAHP growth in 2009–2015 in the urban core
including Yuexiu, Liwan, and Haizhou Districts has been
relatively flat, but remains at a high level. .e excellent
geographical location, outstanding urban infrastructure, and
favorable public service resources have kept the housing
prices at a high level in Yuexiu, Liwan, and Haizhou Dis-
tricts. .erefore, the increasing space of the AAHP is in line
with the expectation and smaller than newly developed
areas, such as Baiyun District.

Comparing the spatial differences in the rising of the
AAHP in the city of Guangzhou, the AAHP increasing
spatial patterns in Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen (see
Figure 5) in 2009–2015 are also demonstrated in Figure 6. In
these metropolitans, the administrative districts are iden-
tified as unit areas, respectively.

As shown in Figure 6(a), the highest growth of AAHP in
Shenzhen is highlighted in Nanshan District, which is the
innovational center for science and technology in the city.
Correspondingly, the AAHP in its adjacent districts, i.e.,
urban historical center (i.e., Futian District) and the
emerging urban center (i.e., Longgang District) also grow
rapidly. Compared with the highest increase of housing
prices in the CBD in Tianhe District and the BNT in Baiyun
District in Guangzhou, which is driven by the robust high-
end service industry clusters, mainly including finance and

trade, Nanshan District in the city of Shenzhen is known as a
scientific and technological manufacture and innovation
center in Shenzhen and even across the country. It gathers a
large number of high-tech industrial groups such as IT
(Information Technology), communications, new materials,
new energy, biomedicine, instruments, medical equipment,
and mechatronics, resulting in being referred as China’s
most “Silicon Valley temperament” region. .e city of
Shenzhen is a young city which was established in 1979;
nevertheless, its GDP has approached $ 400 billion after the
booming development of 40 years based on high-tech
manufacturing industries. Triggered by the urban devel-
opment and planning strategy in Shenzhen, Nanshan Dis-
trict has gradually shifted from an industrially oriented
urban area to a fully functioning urban central area con-
sisting of the economic center, science-technology center,
cultural center, and international communication center,
and particularly constitutes the dual main center of the city
with Futian District. .e area of Shenzhen’s administrative
district (1997 km2) is much smaller than the area of
Guangzhou’s (the total administrative area 7,436 km2 and
the area of the study area in this paper is 3,061 km2), leading
to the spatial distribution pattern of the AAHP in the inner
area is concentrated at two levels, i.e., Nanshan, Futian, and
Luohu Districts in the urban core area around 50,000 yuan/
m2 (about $ 7,200), and Longgang, Baoan, and Lantian
Districts are all around 30,000 yuan/m2 (about $ 4,300).
.erefore, the influence of the locations on the AAHP in the
city of Shenzhen is not obvious. Aside from the factors, such
as housing policies and the structure and materials of the
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house itself, the affecting impacts are mainly derived from
the urban strategic planning and functional area layout in
the urban development of Shenzhen.

Figure 6(b) reveals that the areas with the fastest-
growing housing prices in Beijing are Tongzhou and Shunyi
Districts, which are identified as the subcenters in urban
planning, as well as Shijingshan District, which has the well-
developed urban infrastructure, favorable geographical lo-
cation (the urban core in Beijing), and excellent landscape
resources (the urban leisure and entertainment zone). In
2009–2015, the increase of AAHP in Shanghai was the fastest
among the four cities. Compared with the area where the

rapidest growth of AAHP is the emerging urban center in
Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Beijing, the highest increase of
the AAHP in Shanghai is highlighted in Putuo and Zhabei
Districts, which are the urban historical center (see
Figure 6(c)). Furthermore, it is similar to Guangzhou that
the river crossing the center of the city; this provides an
excellent landscape and plays the significant influencing on
the rise of housing prices.

According to the comparative analysis of the spatial
patterns of housing prices increasing in the four major cities
of China, it can be found that the urban spatial development,
urban infrastructure layout, urban planning, and land use
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Figure 6: Spatial differences in the rise of housing prices in Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen in 2009–2015. (a) Shenzhen. (b) Beijing. (c)
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should play a significant role in the changes of housing
prices. From this perspective, this paper further takes 141
neighborhoods in Guangzhou as area units to further ex-
plore the spatial correlation of housing prices within the city,
and then quantify the impacting factors in the context of
urban spatial development, infrastructural layout, planning,
and land use, to characterize the spatially nonstationarity
and heterogeneous characteristics of the housing prices in
the city of Guangzhou.

3.2. Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis of Housing Prices in
Guangzhou

3.2.1. Global Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis. Using the
global Moran’s I index analysis tool of ArcGIS 10.2, the
global spatial autocorrelation analysis for the average annual
housing price (AAHP) in 141 neighborhoods of Guangzhou
in 2009–2015 is achieved, in which the first-order adjacency
of polygon is adopted as the spatial relationship criterion.

As shown in Table 3, in 2009–2015, Moran’s I index is
more than 0. .is illustrates that the AAHP in Guangzhou
presents the positive spatial autocorrelation characteristic
and demonstrates a significant statistical phenomenon of
spatial clustering (Z> 1.96, P< 0.001), that is, when the
AAHP of a neighborhood is high, that of its surrounding
neighborhoods is correspondingly high, and vice versa.

3.2.2. Local Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis. Although the
global spatial autocorrelation analysis can better detect the
spatial clustering characteristics of the AAHP in Guangzhou
with the spatial aggregation patterns of similar values of
observation points (positive correlation) or nonsimilarity
values (negative correlation), the spatial homogeneity, i.e.,
whether the AAHP is a high-value cluster or a low-value
cluster cannot be explored clearly. .erefore, this paper
further applies the local spatial correlation analysis tool, i.e.,
the local indicator of spatial association (LISA), to provide a
better understanding of the spatial homogeneity of the
AAHP in Guangzhou, as shown in Figure 7. In Figure 7(a),
the high-high (HH) clustering area is mainly concentrated in
Yuexiu District (i.e., the historical urban center), the Central
Business District (i.e., the urban economic center), the Pearl
River coast in Haizhu District, and the Baiyun New Town
(BNT). Furthermore, the HH clustering area is surrounded
by the low-high (LH) clustering area, but no high-low (HL)
clustering area is found (see Figure 7(b)). .is implies that
the high housing prices have a certain effect on spatial
spillover..e low-low (LL) clustering area is concentrated in
the northern mountainous area and the southern region.
.ere is no significant clustering characteristic in the East,
indicating that the housing prices of the neighborhoods are
more homogeneous in this region.

3.3. GeographicallyWeightedAnalysis of theHousing Prices in
Guangzhou

3.3.1. Linear Regression Analysis of the Influencing Factors of
Housing Prices. To examine the global (average) influence of

the four factors of “location condition,” “transport acces-
sibility,” “commercial service intensity,” and “public service
intensity” on the formation of housing price, a linear re-
gression model is used. In the regression model, the
quantitative indexes of the factors are set as the explanatory
variables (independent variables), i.e., KD

i , KT
i , KB

i , and KP
i ,

and the AAHP of each neighborhood in 2015 is the ex-
planatory variable (dependent variable), and the results are
illustrated in Table 4.

As shown in Table 4, the value of Adjusted R2 is 0.60,
which indicates how well the regression line fits the ob-
servations. Furthermore, it can be found that the values of P
in the observations of KT

i and KP
i are much higher than 0.05,

which implies the poor linear fitness, and especially reveals
nonsignificant impacts of the transportation accessibility
(KT

i ) and public service intensity (KP
i ) on the housing prices

in the context of linear regression analysis. As shown in
Figures 8(a) and 8(b), the Line Fit Plots of KT

i and KP
i to

AAHP in neighborhoods show a strong log-fitting trend,
respectively. For the factor of commercial service intensity,
the value of P in the observations of KB

i is lower than 0.05,
but close to 0.01. Although it reflects the significant impact of
the commercial service intensity on the house prices,
Figure 8(c) shows that the Line Fit Plot of KB

i to AAHP in
neighborhoods presents the extremely significant log curve
fitting instead of linear fitting. Figure 8 reveals that when the
urban infrastructure development level of the neighborhood
is lower, the influence of the factors oriented towards the
perspective of urban infrastructure layout (i.e., trans-
portation accessibility, public service intensity, and com-
mercial service intensity) on the housing prices is more
significant, that is, with the urban infrastructure develop-
ment, the influence is getting weaker..is demonstrates that
regional urban infrastructure development differences have
varying degrees of impact on housing prices, further re-
vealing that housing prices are spatially heterogeneous and
nonstationarity. It is a fact that, with the intense urban
spatial expansion, a large number of residential areas are
bound to extend outward from the urban core into the city of
Guangzhou, leading to the development of urban infra-
structure lagging the spread of urban areas. Furthermore, the
scarcity and uneven distribution of high-quality education
resources, which are highly concentrated in the center of the
city of Guangzhou, causes strong impacts on the AAHP in
the developing neighborhoods with poor educational in-
frastructure, but causes weak impacts on the developed
neighborhoods with complete educational infrastructure.
Especially, in the Chinese traditional concept, the proximity
of a house to a medical institution such as the hospital is not
a favorable condition, and it even has a negative impact on
the housing prices.

In Table 4, the factor of geographical location condition
(i.e., the distance away from the CBD) presents the extreme
significant impact on the housing prices, in terms of the
value of P in cis much lower than 0.01, as well as the sig-
nificant linear fitness on KD

i to the AAHP of neighborhoods
(see Figure 9). Specifically, every 1 km decrease in the dis-
tance between the neighborhood and the Central Business
District (CBD), leading to its housing price to rise by about
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636 yuan (about 90 dollars) per square meter in the
neighborhood.

According to the linear regression analysis, it can be
found that housing prices have obvious spatial differentia-
tion and spatial nonlinear characteristics. .erefore, in the
following content in this paper, the geographically weighted
regression (GWR) model is further applied to more clearly
and accurately interpret and characterize the spatial het-
erogeneity and nonstationarity of housing prices.

3.3.2. Geographically Weighted Analysis of the Influencing
Factors of Housing Prices. In the environment of ArcGIS

10.2, the geographically weighted regression model is
utilized to characterize the spatial homogeneity and
nonstationarity of the housing prices with the AIC
identified as the criterion for bandwidth optimization. In
the GWR mode, the AAHPs of neighborhoods in
Guangzhou in 2015 are identified as the dependent var-
iables, and the independent variables being the obser-
vations in KD

i , KT
i , KB

i , and KP
i . .e result shows that the

value of R2 is 0.63, which is higher than the fitness of the
traditional linear regression analysis (0.60). .e residuals
of the results derived from the global spatial autocorre-
lation analysis in the GWR model illustrate that Moran’s I

Table 3: Results of the global Moran’s I index analysis.

Value
Year

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Moran’s I index 0.195145 0.365298 0.268577 0.288585 0.272338 0.346694 0.549534
Exp. index −0.009901 −0.009901 −0.009901 −0.009901 −0.007143 −0.007143 −0.007143
Variance 0.004628 0.004643 0.004591 0.004643 0.002473 0.002483 0.002465
Z-score 3.014119 5.506398 4.109836 4.380566 5.620302 7.101614 11.211547
P value 0.002577 0.000000 0.000040 0.000012 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

Not significant
HH
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Figure 7: Local spatial autocorrelation analysis of housing price (2015). (a) LISA aggregation chart. (b) Moran scatter chart.

Table 4: Results of regression model analysis.

Coefficients Standard error t-Stat P value
Intercept 30388.85677 1543.939504 19.68267325∗ 1.25352E− 41
KD

i −636.54367 75.18006459 −8.466921031∗ 3.59862E− 14
KT

i 219.1213257 157.9274463 1.387480966∗ 0.167564468
KP

i 6.55650564 125.9266689 0.052066061∗ 0.958552453
KB

i 346.8583018 135.4364537 2.561040932∗ 0.01152663
Adj. R2 0.60
Significance F 2.03E− 26
∗Significance at the level of 0.05.
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index is 0.03, the z-score is 0.5, and the P value is 0.4,
indicating that the residuals exhibit spatial random dis-
tribution characteristics.

To clarify the impact of KD
i , KT

i , KB
i , and KP

i on the
spatial nonstationarity of the housing prices in Guangzhou,
Figure 10 illustrates, respectively, the equivalent partition
based on the geographically weighted regression coefficient.
In Figure 10(a), the distance away from the CBD has a
significant effect on the housing prices in the eastern and
southern neighborhoods, while the weakest impact on the
housing prices is in Huadu District because of the longest
distance between its neighborhoods and the CBD. Although
the districts of Yuexiu, Liwan, and Haizhu in the west are
adjacent to the CBD, their AAHP is rather less affected than
that in Huangpu District and Panyu District. .e reason is
that the districts of Yuexiu, Liwan, and Haizhu are urban
developed areas, in which the housing price is more affected
by their own factors, such as the favorable location and well-
developed urban infrastructure. As shown in Figure 10(b), it

is revealed that the transportation infrastructural develop-
ment in Yuexiu, Liwan, and Haizhu Districts is flawless,
leading to the highest level of transportation accessibility
which plays the significant effect on the housing prices.
Furthermore, the housing prices in the outstanding urban
functional areas with the well-developed transportation
infrastructure, such as the CBD, the BNT, and the University
Town in Guangzhou, are highlighted by the significant in-
fluence of the factor on transport accessibility. Figure 10(c)
demonstrates that the spatial distribution characteristic of
the geographically weighted regression coefficient of KB

i is
similar to KT

i . Moreover, the influence of the factor on
commercial service intensity radiates outward from the
urban core and shows the attenuation law based on the
increasing of distance. As shown in Figure 10(d), the in-
fluence of the public service intensity on housing prices
presents an interesting spatial heterogeneity and non-
stationarity characteristic, that is, the east is strong and the
west is weak. .is phenomenon further characterizes the
imbalance in the public service resources, that is, more
resources are concentrated in the west (i.e., urban core) and
less in the east. As the public service resources in the east are
scarcer, its housing prices is more significantly affected by
the public service intensity.

4. Conclusion and Discussion

.e consistent booming growth of the housing market in
China highlights the urgent need to examine and detect how
the intense urban spatial expansion, large-scale urban
infrastructural development, and fast-changing urban
planning determine and characterize the changes and spatial
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Figure 8:.e Line Fit Plots ofKT
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i . (a) Transportation accessibility. (b) Public service intensity. (c) Commercial service intensity.
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differentiation of housing prices. .is should be of great
significance to promote the governing policy and spatial
controlling mechanism of housing markets and the reform
of the real-estate system and related urban systems, such as
the land-use system. At the level of city, therefore, this paper

implements an empirical analysis with the using of the
traditional econometric models of regressive analysis and
GIS-based spatial autocorrelation analysis tools, focusing in
exploring and characterizing the spatial homogeneity and
nonstationarity of the housing prices in 2009–2015 in the
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context of the neighborhoods in Guangzhou, China. In
Guangzhou, there are total 141 neighborhoods identified as
area units, and their average annual housing prices (AAHP)
in 2009–2015 are represented as dependent variables. Si-
multaneously, the factors including geographical location
condition, transportation accessibility, business service in-
tensity, and public service intensity, which are identified in
the context of urban development and planning, are defined
as independent variables, leading to explore the spatial
correlation between the AAHP in neighborhoods (area
units). Furthermore, the quantitative analysis models, in-
cluding multiple linear regression models, spatial autocor-
relation analysis models, and geographically weighted
regressing (GWR) models in the environment of ArcGIS
10.2 are integrated and applied.

Firstly, in the environment of GIS (ArcGIS), the Kriging
spatial interpolation method is used to reveal the spatio-
temporal evolution of the average annual housing prices
(AAHP) in 2009–2015, especially with the comparative
analysis of the spatial patterns of housing prices increasing in
the major cities of China, including Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, and Shenzhen. It aims to reveal that the urban
spatial expansion, urban infrastructure development, urban
planning, geographical location, transportation accessibility,
and land use have significant roles in the changes of housing
prices. Furthermore, the global and local spatial autocor-
relation models are used to explore the spatial clustering
characteristics of the AAHP in the city of Guangzhou in
2015, integrating with the traditional linear regressionmodel
and geographically weighted regression model (GWR
model). Finally, the in-depth investigation and discussion of
the influencing factors on the housing prices in Guangzhou
is achieved by characterizing the spatial heterogeneity and
nonstationarity of the housing prices caused by these factors.

.e specific results derived from this study show that (1)
the temporal and spatial evolution of the AAHP in
Guangzhou shows the circle characteristic with the center of
the urban core; (2) there are obvious spatial differences in the
growth of AAHP in Guangzhou, which is closely related to
the urban planning and the spatial pattern of urban func-
tional area; (3) the global spatial autocorrelation analysis
reveals that the housing prices has significant spatial ag-
gregation, and the local spatial autocorrelation analysis
further characterizes the spatial homogeneity in the ag-
gregation which highlights the critical characteristic of the
high aggregation in the urban core; however, no area with a
high-low aggregation is found, indicating that the housing
price has a spatial spillover effect; (4) the analysis of the
traditional linear regression model illustrates that when the
urban infrastructure development level of neighborhood is
lower, the influence of the factors oriented towards a per-
spective of urban infrastructure layout (i.e., transportation
accessibility, public service intensity, and commercial service
intensity) on the housing prices is more significant, that is,
with the urban infrastructure development, the influence is
getting weaker; (5) the factor of geographical location (i.e.,
the distance away from the CBD) presents the extreme
significant impact on the housing prices; (6) the analysis
based on the geographically weighted regression model

further illustrates the specific effect of each factor on the
spatial heterogeneity and nonstationarity of the housing
prices, that is, the spatial pattern of the regression coeffi-
cients of KD

i and KP
i shows “the east is strong and the west is

weak,” while that of the regression coefficients of KT
i and KB

i

is “the west is strong and the east is weak;” moreover, the
spatial heterogeneity and nonstationarity of the housing
prices demonstrates a ring structure with the center of urban
core and the decreasing law with the increasing of distance.

All the abovementioned results can better reflect the
elementary spatial characteristics and influencing factors of
the housing prices within Guangzhou. .e contribution of
our study is to examine and characterize what and how to
determine the spatial homogeneity and nonstationarity of
housing prices oriented towards a microscale geographical
perspective, i.e., in the context of neighborhoods, aiming to
promote the governing policy and spatial controlling
mechanize of the housing markets and the reform of real-
estate and land-use systems in Guangzhou, China. .e
empirical analysis supports a deep knowledge of the spatial
heterogeneity and nonstationarity of housing prices deter-
mined under the spatial differences in urban spatial de-
velopment, infrastructural layout, land use, and urban
planning. .is is significant to drive significant changes to
develop a more efficient, sustainable, and competitive
governing policy and spatial controlling mechanism for the
real-estate system and land-use system at the level of city,
especially in the megacities in China.

However, the selection and processing of quantitative
indicators are still in exploratory, and the existing research
literature does not have a sound basis and solution.
.erefore, the fitness of the regression models is not very
satisfactory (around 6.0), which may cause deviations in the
analysis of influencing factors. .erefore, the future work of
this paper needs to do more in-depth analysis and inves-
tigation on the selection and quantification of related in-
dicators and compare and analyze more cities to improve the
current study.
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+e close relationship between collateral value and bank stability has led to a considerable need to a rapid and economical
appraisal of real estate. +e greater availability of information related to housing stock has prompted to the use of so-called big
data and machine learning in the estimation of property prices. Although this methodology has already been applied to the real
estate market to identify which variables influence dwelling prices, its use for estimating the price of properties is not so frequent.
+e application of this methodology has become more sophisticated over time, from applying simple methods to using the so-
called ensemble methods and, while the estimation capacity has improved, it has only been applied to specific geographical areas.
+e main contribution of this article lies in developing an application for the entire Spanish market that fully automatically
provides the best model for each municipality. Real estate property prices in 433 municipalities are estimated from a sample of
790,631 dwellings, using different ensemble methods based on decision trees such as bagging, boosting, and random forest. +e
results for estimating the price of dwellings show a good performance of the techniques developed, in terms of the error measures,
with the best results being achieved using the techniques of bagging and random forest.

1. Introduction

Since the year 2008, the global economic crisis caused a
slowdown in the economy which resulted in a decrease in the
price of real estate properties. +e appraised valuation of a
property is considered key for any transaction related to the
property and particularly for its sale or for a mortgage
application, so it is essential that the price is a true reflection
of its value. Banks also need to periodically review the value
of their real estate portfolio by updating their appraised
valuation, see the Basel II International Banking Agreement
[1, 2]. Normally, appraisals for the purpose of a mortgage are
carried out by professional appraisers visiting the property.
However, the appraisal procedure developed in this way is
expensive, both in terms of time and money, and makes this
procedure unsustainable for the valuation of large real estate

portfolios. Furthermore, although the physical presence of
an appraiser may help to give a more accurate valuation of
the property, there is also the possibility of bias from in-
terested parties, such as buyers, sellers, or banks themselves,
which may make the valuation more subjective. +ere is
clearly a need for the development of a prediction model
which can present unbiased, realistic valuations.

+e International Association of Assessing Officers
(IAAO) considers mass appraisal as the process of valuing a
group of properties using common data, standardized
methods, and statistical procedures [3]. +ese valuation
methods have been implemented through models known as
Automated Valuation Models (AVM) and have enabled the
appraisal of large real estate portfolios without the direct
intervention of an appraiser [4, 5]. +e development of these
estimation procedures has been enhanced by the growth in
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the quantity and quality of information related to both real
estate prices and property characteristics, accessible to re-
searchers. +is level of information allows the application of
increasingly sophisticated statistical techniques for the de-
velopment of estimation procedures of a higher quality and
precision. Real estate AVMs allow the valuation of property
prices en masse, without the need for the physical presence
of an appraiser, by using computer-assisted task appraisal
systems [6]. In many cases, the presence of an appraiser is
only necessary for those valuations considered to be out of
the ordinary [7].

Estimation techniques include parametric regression
analysis [8] and nonparametric [9] or machine learning
methods such as neural networks [10, 11], decision trees
[12, 13], random forests [14, 15], fuzzy logic [16], or en-
semble methods [17]. +ese techniques are used primarily
with three objectives in mind: to estimate a real estate
property price, to find out the influence of a characteristic of
the house on its price, and to create a hedonic price index.

Over the recent decades, the most commonly used
procedures has been based on hedonic-based regression
[18, 19]. However, these models present certain fundamental
problems related to the assumptions of the model: normality
of the residuals, homoscedasticity, independence, and the
absence of multicollinearity. +is situation has led to greater
use of pattern recognition techniques, often known as data
mining techniques, which include machine learning. +ese
techniques are more flexible about the assumptions related
to the distribution of data, they are easier to interpret, and
they allow linear and nonlinear relationships to be analysed.
In addition, they enable both categorical and continuous
variables to be managed [13]. Although these techniques
were initially used more as classification methods, in recent
years, their application has been used in determining the
most influential variables on house pricing and in estimating
dwelling prices. Pérez-Rave et al. [20] provide a two-stage
methodology for the analysis of big data regression under a
machine learning approach for both inferential and pre-
dictive purposes.

Accurate and efficient prediction of real estate prices has
been and will continue to be an essential but controversial
issue, with an impact on the various actors in the economy
such as buyers, sellers, commission agents, governments,
and banks [21, 22]. Nowadays, the big data paradigm offers
exciting possibilities for more accurate predictions and one
of the main approaches for dealing with big data is machine
learning.

+ese machine learning methods have been applied to
the estimation of real estate properties in very specific lo-
cations. Research has been carried out by Jaen [12] in Coral
Gables (Florida, USA); Fan et al. [13] in Singapore (Republic
of Singapore); Özsoy and Şahin [23] in Istanbul (Turkey);
Del Cacho [14] in Madrid (Spain); Pow et al. [17] in
Montreal (Canada); Ceh et al. [24] in Ljubljana, (Slovenia);
Nguyen [25] in 5 counties of USA; and Dimopoulos et al.
[26] in Nicosia (Cyprus). In contrast, Pérez-Rave et al. [20]
deal with the estimation of dwelling prices for a whole
country, Colombia, using independent variables identifying
the city in which each property is located, thus proposing a

unique model for the entire country (with a sample of 61,826
properties).

+e main new element of this article is that it proposes a
new methodology to carry out the automated estimation of
real estate prices for an entire country (Spain in this case
study), specifying automatically a different model for each
municipality, with a sample size of 790,631 real estate
properties. +e whole country can be considered as a
complex real estate system due to the great differences that
exist between rural and urban areas and even inside the
urban areas. Each municipality is trained with the infor-
mation available in its training set so that each one will have
its own model adapted to its characteristics and needs. +is
study addresses a program capable of covering a different
model for each of the 433 municipalities with more than 100
properties for sale, with a population ranging from 1,559
inhabitants in the smallest municipality to 3,223,334 in
Madrid, the biggest one. We focus on the application of this
automated valuation system based on machine learning
methods in estimating real estate prices and analyse the
accuracy of each of them using error measures widely
recognised in economic literature. As a rule, to evaluate
model quality, aggregated diagnostic indicators are used
(coefficient of determination) although there are few con-
tributions in the relevant literature where the quality of the
procedure is analysed using ameasurement of the estimation
error [15]. In this article, we use four measures to analyse the
validity of the proposed methods, namely, the mean ratio,
the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), the median
absolute percentage error (MdAPE), and the coefficient of
dispersion (COD).

In this article, machine learning techniques used in
estimating the price of dwellings are based on the decision
tree technique. However, in general, it is difficult to build a
single tree to make predictions because of incorrect pa-
rameter settings, simplicity rules, and tree instability. To
overcome these problems and obtain better behaviour when
making predictions, techniques of ensemble of decision trees
have been developed, such as bagging, boosting, and random
methods [27]. In bagging, the models are fitted using ran-
dom independent bootstrap replicates that are then com-
bined by averaging the output for regression [28]. In
boosting, the fitted model is a simple linear combination of
many trees that are fitted iteratively and boosted to reweight
poorly modelled observations [29]. +e random forest
model, however, is constructed in a random vector of the
data feature space sampled independently [30]. Starting
from this base, we automatically design the best ensemble
method, including bagging, boosted regression tree, and
random forest in each municipality and then make a
comparison to analyse their behaviour under different cir-
cumstances. In addition, the results obtained with a single
decision tree are included in order to analyse and compare
the benefit of using an ensemble of decision tree techniques.

A further consideration is the particular emphasis that
specialized literature places on the need to include spatial
information in hedonic models, given the significant in-
fluence that the location of the property can have on its price
and therefore on its valuation. Ceh et al. [24] highlight the
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growing interest in recent years in applying spatial statistics
to hedonic price modeling, besides coupling the geographic
information system and machine learning techniques. In
this article, we include geographical coordinates in the ex-
planatory variables to draw attention to the importance of
the property location when valuing a property.

+e article is laid out as follows. After the introduction,
Section 2 presents a literature review highlighting the main
research to date on the valuation of real estate property
prices from the use of regression trees to tree ensemble
models. In Section 3, the methodology used is presented
with a description of the main techniques as well as the
valuation measures of behaviour of the different models. In
Section 4, the empirical argument for an application to the
whole of Spain is developed and advocates the need for using
ensemble methods for Spain. Finally, Section 5 presents the
main conclusions and further lines of research.

2. Literature Review

+e application of machine learning methods in the field of
estimating property prices has attracted interest for some
years now. However, the application of decision trees is
relatively recent, initially being used as a classification
technique and for determining which variables had the
greatest influence on the price of housing.+e application of
decision trees was then used as a prediction technique
through the so-called regression tree to obtain dwelling price
predictions. One of the first proposals for the application of a
regression tree was made by Jaen [12] who used information
from 15 variables for 1,229 transactions in the city of Coral
Gables (Florida) taken from the multiple listing system
(MLS). Jaen [12] tests the effectiveness of using stepwise
regression, CART decision tree, and neural networks in
estimating the price of housing and in determining the most
important variables for this prediction. +e best results are
achieved from CART measuring the estimation capacity
with the mean absolute error (MAE), using a smaller
number of variables, specifically five versus the nine used in
stepwise regression.

Following on from [12], Fan et al. [13] demonstrate the
good behaviour of regression trees, using the CART algo-
rithm to identify the main determinants and predict the
price of housing. +is application is developed for the
Singapore resale public housing market. However, although
the process used to identify the main variables that affect the
price of housing is extensive, its estimation is based solely on
the average value in a leaf node of the tree, this value being
thought of as a forecasting value or regression value. Özsoy
and Şahin [23] develop a CART application in Turkey to
determine the most influential characteristics on the price of
housing in Istanbul based on a database taken from the
Internet in 2007. +e results lead them to conclude that the
size of the house and the existence of an elevator, security,
central heating, and views are the most influential variables
on house prices in Istanbul.

Kok et al. [31] show the main advantages of the appli-
cation of regression trees to predict property prices, taking
into account that these models help overcome the problem

of regression models in nonlinear relationships. +e ad-
vantages highlighted by the authors are they are simple to
understand and interpret, and their statistical significance is
easy to calculate; they can handle categorical variables
without creating dummy variables; and they consume little
computing time even with large amounts of data. In addi-
tion, the authors propose the use of a procedure called
stochastic boosting which allows an unlimited number of
variables to be handled with good results, including eco-
nomic and demographic variables and hyperlocal metrics in
the prediction model. +e limitations of regression trees are
they can show unlimited growth vertically until the sample
has an observation which may generate models with poor
generalization capacity; they are not robust to changes in the
training set; and they usually suffer an underfitting effect
giving rise to models with little predictive capacity. To solve
these limitations, the authors propose the use of tree en-
sembles such as random forest. +ough it is true that these
models have been used before in the pioneering works in
[14, 15], Breiman [30] produced one of the first papers that
highlights the need to improve prediction using ensemble
methods.

Following on from these papers, there have been nu-
merous proposals that compare the behaviour of ensemble
techniques with classical regression models, concluding that
models behave better with machine learning techniques.
Likewise, in the work by Pow et al. [17], they use 25,000 web
data on Montreal properties with 130 characteristics; 70
related to the housing itself and 60 sociodemographic. +ese
authors use principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce
the dimension and four regression techniques to predict
property prices: linear regression, support vector machine,
K-nearest neighbors (KNN), and random forest regression
and an ensemble approach by combining KNN and random
forest technique. From the results, the authors highlight the
good behaviour of the ensemble approach with a mean
absolute percentage difference for the asking price of 9.85. In
addition, they show that applying PCA does not improve the
prediction error.

Ceh et al. [24] analyse the behaviour of random forest
compared to multiple regression to select the most im-
portant variables. In the case of multiple regression, an
analysis of main components allows it to go from 36 vari-
ables to 10 principal components and in the case of random
forest, a procedure is carried out to determine the 10 most
important variables. Interestingly, for random forest, the
date of sale is important but not for ordinary least squares
(OLS). Although the behaviour in terms of COD and MAPE
of random forest is better than that of OLS, it should be
noted that both overestimate the lowest prices and under-
estimate the highest. Specifically, in the application devel-
oped for the price of apartments in Ljubljana (Slovenia) with
7,497 observations for the 6-year period 2008–2013, the
results in terms of MAPE for the test set were 7.27% for RF
and 17.48% for multiple OLS, while in terms of COD the
values obtained were 7.28% and 17.12%, respectively. Al-
though the authors state that their model does not take into
account the potential price differences over the 6-year time
period under consideration, this price change could
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influence their results. In our study, we use a static database
of 2018 to avoid this problem.

Nguyen [25] develops an application in five counties in
the United States using Zillow group web data by com-
paring linear regression models, random forest, and sup-
port vector machine. +e results lead the author to
conclude that both random forest and support vector
machine behave better than linear regression in terms of
the percentage of houses whose estimated prices fall within
a 5% range of their actual sold prices. In addition, the
conclusion emphasizes that it is not necessary to change the
variables used in each county and that the accuracy of the
model is practically the same using a series of common
attributes for all of them. Dimopoulos et al. [26] develop an
application to compare the behaviour of random forest and
linear regression in estimating the prices of residential
apartments in Nicosia (Cyprus). +e results verify that the
best behaviour in predictive terms is that of random forest,
with average MAPE values of 25.2%. Shinde and Gawande
[32] use data based on 3,000 observations with 80 pa-
rameters of a database called KaggleInc to compare the
behaviour of logistic regression, support vector regression,
lasso regression, and decision tree and show that the best
behaviour, both in terms of accuracy and of error, is
achieved with the decision tree. +e variables used to es-
timate the sale price are area in square metres, overall
quality which includes the overall condition and finish of
the dwelling, location, the year in which the house was
built, number of bedrooms and bathrooms, garage area and
number of cars that can fit in the garage, swimming pool
area, year in which the house was sold, and price at which
the house was sold.

In addition to the comparison in the literature of ma-
chine learning techniques with classical regression models,
there is a wide range of literature that compares different
machine learning methods, concluding that there is no one
technique that shows better behaviour than the others but
highlights the best behaviour of tree ensemble techniques.
For example, Kagie and Wezel [33] use Friedman’s LSBoost
and LADBoost boosting algorithms designed for regression
with three main objectives: to predict dwelling prices in six
areas in Netherlands; to determine the most important
characteristics; and to build a price index. To do this, they
use transaction data from the year 2004 obtained from
Nederlandse Vereniging van Makelaars (NVM, Dutch As-
sociation of Real Estate Brokers) for the cities of Groningen,
Apeldoorn, Eindhoven, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and Zee-
land, with 83 variables and a number of observations ranging
from 2,216 for Zeeland to 8,490 for Amsterdam, also in-
cluding sociodemographic variables. +e results show that
both boosting models improve the behaviour of linear and
nonlinear models in the six areas considered, with im-
provements in terms of the absolute error of around 25–30%
and in relative error of around 33–39%. In addition, they
show that the models present a better behaviour in the
prediction of errors in terraced houses and apartments and a
worse behaviour in predicting errors in detached houses,
which is consistent considering that the most influential
characteristic on dwelling price is the size of the house.

Del Cacho [14] compares different ensemble methods
for housing valuation inMadrid, based on a sample of 25,415
observations taken from an online real estate portal. +e
results show a better behaviour of ensemble of M5 model
trees with a better behaviour of bagging unpruned decision
trees, with a mean relative error of 15.25%. Similar results
with a median percentage error of 15.11% and 13.18% are
obtained for the English private rental market using gradient
boost [34] and Cubist [35], respectively, by Clark and Lomax
[36]. Graczyk et al. [37] use six machine learning algorithms:
multilayer perceptron (MLP); radial basis function neural
network for regression problems (RBF); pruned model tree
(M5P); M5Rules (M5R); linear regressionmodel (LRM); and
NU-support vector machine (SVM) for the three ensemble
methods of additive regression (an implementation of
boosting in WEKA), bagging, and stacking, in Waikato
Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA). +e results
show that there are differences between the simple and
ensemble methods used although all of them with good
behaviour in terms of MAPE had values ranging from
19.02% to 15.89%. Bagging results are the most stable, with
better results using SVM. However, the best results are
obtained using stacking and SVM.+e general conclusion of
the study is that there is no single algorithm that produces
the best results and, therefore, it is necessary to investigate
the behaviour of different alternatives.

Antipov and Pokryshevskaya [15] show the best be-
haviour of random forest when estimating prices per square
metre rather than for the total price due to heteroscedasticity
and other real estate data problems. +ey propose com-
paring the behaviour of 10 algorithms: multiple regression;
CHAID; exhaustive CHAID; CART; k-nearest neighbors (2
modifications); multilayer perceptron neural network
(MLP); radial basis function neural network (RBF); boosted
trees; and random forest. In the evaluation of each method,
habitual metrics are used in the validation of the predictive
capacity of automated valuation models such as the average
ratio sale (SR), the coefficient of dispersion (COD), and the
mean average percentage error (MAPE). All the analysed
techniques showed acceptable values for all the metrics, both
in the training set and in the test set and with better results
for random forest with a MAPE of 17.25 and a COD of 16.97
while, using a two-step procedure, these are 14.86 and 14.77,
respectively. In addition, this study proposes a classification
of variables according to their relevance, highlighting the
importance of the type of house and the district in which it is
located. It also recommends a segmentation-based diag-
nostic method that determines segments based on the total
area and the district in which the house is located, with any
overestimated or underestimated value highlighting the
need for the intervention of an appraiser. However, the main
drawback of this study is that the data are too limited, fo-
cusing on 2-bedroom apartments with an area of up to
160m2 and a price below 30 million rubles. Such a limited
profile is an unrealistic reflection of most cities.

Lasota et al. [38] propose that instead of using a single
expert machine learning system, a combination of these
should be used. +ey argue that in this way, the risk of
selecting a poormodel would be reduced in some of the cases
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and large volumes of data could be analysed efficiently by
applying the procedure to small partitions of the data and
combining the results. +is proposal is compared with the
individual methods with two ensemble machine learning
methods: mixture of experts (MoE) and Adaboost.R2 (AR2),
concluding that Adaboost and this mixture of machine
learning procedures show better behaviour, with no sig-
nificant differences between the methods. In the case of
MoE, the algorithms, multilayer perceptron, general linear
model, and support vector regression, are used, while for
AR2, multilayer perceptron, general linear model, and a
regression tree are used. It is the mixture of machine
learning procedures with multilayer perceptron and general
linear model that show a better behaviour, without signif-
icant differences between MoE and AR2. However, in the
study by Lasota et al. [38], they used information for the
period 1998–2011 with the problem, as highlighted by the
authors, of comparability in the data.+ey also use only four
characteristics as explanatory variables which can give rise to
an oversimplified model and could be the reason for a good
behaviour of ensemble techniques with simple basic tech-
niques such as the general linear model.

Another comparison, in this case of random forest with
other machine learning methods was developed by Yoo et al.
[39]. Machine learning is used to determine the variables
which have the greatest impact on the price of housing in
Onondaga (New York) and to establish a way of estimating
dwelling prices. Specifically, OLS regression methods are
compared with Cubist and random forest. In terms of de-
termining the most important variables, though OLS uses a
stepwise selection based on the level of significance, RF or
Cubist uses boosting or bagging techniques that permit the
handling of nonlinear models as they are nonparametric
procedures. For predictability, the behaviour of the two
machine learning techniques is better, highlighting RF in
terms of root mean squared error (RMSE) with values, in
relative terms with respect to their average, of 25.04 con-
sidering a neighbourhood within a radius of 100 metres and
22.47 within a radius of 1 km, for the test set. In addition, the
model also incorporates environmental variables which have
not previously been included in these types of models. +e
authors highlight that the application of machine learning
methods in the selection of variables allows key variables to
be selected without being based on a level of significance.
+ese methods also allow a sufficiently parsimonious set of
important variables to be found for good prediction, which
means it is not so important that the model contains all
relevant variables, as long as the prediction works well. Park
and Bae [40] compare C4.5, RIPPER, Naive Bayesian, and
Adaboost in the residential market of the county of Fairfax,
Virginia, concluding that the best behaviour is achieved with
RIPPER. In addition, their study uses these techniques as
classification techniques, not regression, when classifying
properties based on the presence of a positive or negative
value in the difference between what they call closing (sold)
prices and listing (for sale) prices.

Shahhosseini et al. [41] compare the behaviour of several
ensemble models for the prediction of dwelling prices using
two databases, widely cited in the relevant literature, the

Boston metropolitan area dataset [42] and the sales database
of residential homes in Ames (Iowa) presented in [43]. To
demonstrate the validity of the ensemble models, they use
the following algorithms: multiple learners including lasso
regression, random forest, deep neural networks, extreme
gradient boosting (XGBoost), and support vector machines
with three kernels (polynomial, RBF, and sigmoid). Based on
the results of the median price prediction error, for Boston,
the best performance in terms of MAPE appears for
XGBoost and random forest with MAPE values of 16.44%
and 16.35%, respectively. In the case of Ames housing, lasso
and random forest are the models with the best MAPE with
values of 0.66% and 0.77%, respectively. Incredibly low
errors are attributable to the quantity and quality of in-
formation related to the 80 available variables as well as the
huge sample size (2,930) in relation to the population size of
Ames (Iowa, USA) of 50,781 inhabitants. +erefore, these
results lead to us conclude that there is no one model which
performs better than the others.

Finally, Neloy et al. [44] develop a model for predicting
the rental price of houses in Bangladesh through a website
database of 3,505 homes with information on 19 charac-
teristics. To develop the model, the following simple algo-
rithms are selected for prediction: advance linear regression,
neural network, random forest, support vector machine
(SVM), and decision tree regressor. In addition, the en-
semble learning is stacked with the following algorithms:
ensemble AdaBoosting regressor, ensemble gradient
boosting regressor, and ensemble XGBoost. Also, ridge
regression, lasso regression, and elastic net regression are
used to combine the advanced regression techniques. +e
best results, in terms of accuracy, are obtained by the en-
semble gradient boosting with 88.75% and the worst by the
ensemble AdaBoosting with 82.26%. In terms of root mean
square error (RMSE), the behaviour is similar, with values of
0.1864 and 0.2340, respectively.

Other uses of the decision tree include the application of
the CART algorithm to segment the observations and to
improve the ability to estimate the model by applying dif-
ferent models by segments or even with the assistance of an
appraiser if necessary [45]. To do this, a CART algorithm is
applied, using the percentage error (estimated value less real
value in absolute value divided by real value) as a dependent
variable and the sales ratio (estimated value divided by real
value) to determine segments of observations that allow
them to go from a general MAPE in the simple training of
12,688 to a value in the best segment of 9,783 and in the
simple test of 14,859 to 12,364. Pérez-Rave et al. [20] propose
a methodology that incorporates a variable selection pro-
cedure called simple incremental with resampling (MIN-
REM). +is procedure is used in combination with a
principal component analysis in two cases; 61,826 homes
sold in Colombia, and the data used in [46] from the 2011
Metropolitan American Housing Survey with 58,888 ob-
servations. +e results show a MAPE value of 27% without
using interactions and 20.9% using the procedure proposed,
in the case of housing in Colombia.

From all these studies, it follows that the analysis of the
behaviour of different machine learning techniques to
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analyse the price of housing has been widely covered in the
literature. While the majority of the applications stress the
importance of determining the most influential variables on
the price of housing, there are few applications which focus
on prediction and, above all, there are few studies that use
measures such as MAPE or COD to help evaluate the
predictive capacity of the models; the majority are based on
measuring the predictive capacity using the coefficient of
determination. In addition, the applications developed focus
on specific areas or cities without trying to cover a wide
geographical area (except in the case of Colombia where the
study use the same model for the whole country). In this
study, we cover a wider geographical area by developing,
through an automated procedure for estimating models, a
model to be applied to each of the Spanish municipalities
where information is available. +is gives us a total of 433
municipalities.

3. Methodology

As it has been stated, the aim of this article is to develop an
automatic application that contains, for each municipality, a
model capable of accurately estimating the price of housing.
Several models are fitted in each municipality, among a
range of competing machine learning techniques.+en, they
will be analysed in order to check if there exists one best
method that achieves optimal results in terms of the error
measures explained at the end of this section.

+e selected models are bagging, boosting, and random
forest. All of them are ensemble algorithms, and we use
regression trees as base learners. For this reason, the results
of the single decision tree model will also be displayed as a
reference alongside the results of the more complex models.
+e ensemble methods usually provide good prediction
results although it is true that they sacrifice in some way the
possibility of interpretation of the relationships between the
predictor variables and the target. In our context, given the
large number of models that will be estimated to completely
cover the Spanish territory, accurate predictions are more
important that easily interpret models.

+e following briefly shows what each of these ensemble
methods consists of. To begin with, bagging is an ensemble
method proposed in [47] from the basis of bootstrapping
and aggregating methods. +e main advantage of this
methods is the reduction of noise presence in the obser-
vations in the random samples obtained with replacement
from the original set. Once the trees are fitted over the
bootstrap samples, the outputs are averaged. +e noise re-
duction coupled with the instability often shown by indi-
vidual predictors lead bagging to improvements, especially
for unstable procedures.

For its part, boosting [48] is an ensemble method capable
of converting a weak learner into one with much higher
accuracy. Boosting, similar to bagging, applies an iterative
learning process. +e differential characteristic of this
method is that each iteration is not independent of the
previous ones but uses a reweighting system to focus the
attention of the learning process on the observations that in
former steps have been estimated with higher errors. +e

chosen algorithm to implement boosting in this article is
gradient boosting [34] that consists in adding weak learning
models, such as decision trees, by using a gradient descent
procedure to minimize a loss function.

Random forest was also proposed in [30], and it could
be seen as a variation of the bagging method, with a higher
dose of randomness. +is added randomness is given be-
cause when constructing the successive trees, the optimal
division is not sought among all the available predictive
variables, but only among a subset randomly chosen in each
node. +e main advantage of this method is that it incurs a
lower risk of overfitting and, therefore, usually provides
more accurate estimates. It should be noted that bagging is
a special case of random forest when the subset of variable
candidates contains the total number of predictors
available.

All the models have been applied using the statistical
environment R [49]. Specifically, the R packages rpart [50],
gbm [51], and randomForest [52] have been used for fitting
individual trees, boosting and bagging, and random forest,
respectively.

Due to the large number of models to be fitted in this
complex problem, the parameter tuning in random forest
has been optimized for each model through the caret R
library [53]. +ere are three main parameters to be set in
random forest. +e first two are the number and size of trees
to be grown. +e number should not be too small to ensure
that every input row participates in the learning process at
least a few times. +e size of trees depends on the minimum
size of terminal nodes. Setting this number larger leads to
smaller trees and quicker learning procedure. Another
important parameter in random forest is the number of
predictors randomly sampled as candidates at each split.
With regard to bagging, it has been treated as a particular
case of random forest.

Regarding boosting, there are four main parameters to
be set in the gbm model. +e first one is the learning rate
(shrinkage), with values 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1, which controls
how large the changes are from one iteration to the next one,
similarly to the learning rate in neural networks. Secondly,
the complexity of the tree is controlled by two parameters,
interaction depth (tested among 1, 3, 5, and 10) and the
minimum number of observations per node, similar to
random forest (taking 1, 5, 10, and 20). Finally, but also very
important, the number of trees (iterations), an ensemble of
1,000 trees is generated and then pruned according to the
minimum cross-validation error.

+e loss function chosen for the optimization of each
supervised method is the mean square error (MSE). In order
to guarantee a good generalization ability avoiding overfitted
models, 2/3 of the observations in the sample has been
randomly assigned to the train set and the other 1/3 to the
validation set. Once the best model of each technique (re-
gression tree, bagging, boosting, and random forest) has
been chosen in each municipality, the comparison of the
final behaviour of four models has been analysed by the
following error measures. +ey will be able to analyse the
goodness of fit and validate the predictive capacity of the
models.
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(a) Mean ratio (average sales ratio) is the average of the
SRi, SR being the sales ratio defined as

SRi �
yi

yi

, (1)

where yi is the property value i and yi is the esti-
mated value.

(b) Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) or relative
mean error:

MAPE �
1
n



n

i�1

yi − yi

yi




· 100. (2)

+e measure is in percentage terms, so it is com-
parable among different models.

(c) Median absolute percentage error (MdAPE):

MdAPE � Me
yi − yi

yi




  100, (3)

where Me() is the median, i.e., the value separating
the higher half from the lower half of the absolute
percentage errors.

(d) Coefficient of dispersion (COD):

COD � 
n

i�1

(1/n) 
n
i�1 SRi − Me(SR)




Me(SR)
100, (4)

where Me(SR) is the median of the SRi. Its interpretation
does not depend on the assumption of normality.

In line with the study by Pérez-Rave et al. [20], we carry
out the estimation and measurement of errors using
monetary values since any transformation of the variable to
be estimated (price), such as the logarithmic transformation,
can lead to an improvement in results from a fictitious
statistical point of view. In addition, the estimated value of
the price is made in monetary terms and does not require
any transformation for its interpretation and comparison
between locations.

4. Empirical Application

To develop the empirical application, a database is con-
structed based on the information obtained from freely
available real estate websites. +e data from advertisements
on the Internet allow the development of the application of
big data techniques for the analysis of dwelling prices with
greater precision because the volume of accessible data is
large and enriched daily, both ideal characteristics to be able
to apply these techniques. In addition, the data are quite
varied and the sale value on the web and the offline sale value
are seen to be of similar magnitude. +e Internet source also

offers information on a variety of property and neigh-
bourhood characteristics that are difficult to find from other
sources [20]. However, this source of information has been
little used despite the existence of applications developed
with great success in both the real estate sector as well as
other sectors [54]. +ese same aspects are highlighted in
[55, 56] in which the authors point out that web prices offer a
valuable opportunity for statistical analysis due to the
constant generation of information, their accessibility, and
availability as well as there being little notable differences
compared to offline prices. Within real estate, applications
developed using web data are used by Özsoy and Şahin [23]
in Istanbul; Del Cacho [14] inMadrid; Larraz and Larraz and
Población [57, 58] in Spain; Pow et al. [17] in Montreal;
Larraz and Población [59] in Czech Republic; Nguyen [25]
in the United States; Clark and Lomax [36] in England;
Pérez-Rave et al. [20] in Colombia; or Neloy et al. [44] in
Bangladesh.

In our study, the database contains information related
to the price of the property (flat nonsingle-family home) and
its reliable geolocation as well as information that refers
specifically to the characteristics of each property. We have
access to information on properties for sale in all Spanish
municipalities during 2018. +e information includes the
price of the property and the following 33 variables which
represent the characteristics of each property: a text variable
that shows the postal code in which the property is located;
three numerical variables that include the constructed
surface area, the number of bedrooms, and the number of
bathrooms; and 29 attributes that have been categorized into
different levels. Among these, the variables considered the
most influential on dwelling prices by the implemented
methods are location (longitude and latitude coordinates),
constructed area, number of bedrooms, number of bath-
rooms, floor (basement, normal, or attic), the state of
conservation (new, with important improvements, adequate
for the age, or need for major improvements), and the
presence of air conditioning, heating, lift, garage, terrace,
green areas, swimming pool, and storage room. +erefore,
these variables are used to estimate the price of each
property.

In the first phase, data of adverts with possible errors are
removed, for example, properties with zero unit price.
Subsequently, a descriptive analysis is performed to decide
what type of variables to work with. Finally, a multivariate
analysis of outliers with the available variables is carried out,
based on Mahalanobis distance. After this preliminary
analysis, we obtain a substantial database whose elements are
uniformly distributed throughout the territory. From this
database, we work with those municipalities where there are
at least 100 sample observations, 100 homes for sale that
allow the procedure to choose the best model in each case.
+erefore, our study presents an empirical application de-
veloped in 433 municipalities (out of the 8,125 in Spain)
which have more than 100 dwellings on sale during the
period of research. To be precise, this amounts to infor-
mation on 790,631 real estate properties distributed in 48
Spanish provinces (out of the 52 in Spain) made up of 433
municipalities.
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As it has been said in Section 3, for the application of the
different regression techniques, the data set is divided into
two; a training set and a test set in a proportion of two-thirds
and one-third, respectively. +e data in the training set allow
to fit the best combination in an automated way for each
case, while assessments made on the properties of the test set
are used to compare the suitability of the different
techniques.

+e errors obtained in the valuation of property prices in
the 433 municipalities with information available show an
average MAPE value of 20.49 with the decision tree tech-
nique, 16.54 with bagging, 16.98 with boosting, and 16.69
with random forest, while the average value of the COD was
20.03, 16.03, 16.53, and 16.23, respectively. Statistical dis-
persion is depicted through the box and whiskers plots in
Figure 1. +ese results show a good performance of bagging,
boosting, and random forest techniques given the hetero-
geneity of the sample and the wide geographic range ana-
lysed. However, the decision tree technique, overall, does not
give satisfactory results.

A further line of research could be to what extent the
error measures depend on the population size and even the
sample size, or the number of properties available to be used
as examples in the estimate. It is worth finding out whether
there is a better or worse behaviour in the methods analysed
in small, medium, or large cities, or if the maxim of “larger
sample size, better estimates” is met. In fact, Table 1 shows
how the results of the 4 techniques show a practically zero
linear correlation between the different population and
sample sizes with the different error measures. +is may be
due to both the quality of the starting information and the
great arbitrariness present in the prices of housing in Spain.
Since the quality of the starting information was controlled
in the early stages of the analysis, the second option is
considered more plausible.

Nor, are there any nonlinear correlation between error
measures and population or sample sizes. Just as an example,
Figure 2 shows the scatter plot for two main error measures,
MAPE and COD versus population size for bagging results.
Four techniques present very similar results. No regression
structure can be deduced from the graphs. As observed in
Figures 2(a) and 2(c), the biggest cities in Spain, Madrid, and
Barcelona could be hiding the real correlation. But after
having eliminated both cities (see Figures 2(b) and 2(d)), the

graphs do not show any relation between the errors and the
population size. Coefficient of determination is stated in
Table 2, having computed linear, exponential, potential, and
logarithmic coefficients. Note that all of them are almost
zero.

Because most of the assessments of real estate portfolios
will be carried out in the largest cities, we decide to analyse
the average results of the municipalities with a population
greater than 100,000 inhabitants (see Table 3), 63 in all, and
show the results of each of these in more detail. +e results
obtained for each of the 63 selected municipalities are
presented in four tables in the appendix of this study (see
Tables S1–S4 in the Supplementary Material for a more
detailed analysis), one for each of the techniques used.

Table 3 reports the improvement in all cases when using
tree ensemble methods (bagging, boosting, and random
forest) compared to individual decision trees, with im-
provements in the estimation capacity measured through the
MAPE of around six percentage points. +e average MAPE
values for the 63 municipalities show the best performance
for bagging and random forest with an average value for the
set of 63 municipalities with the largest population of 15.73
and 15.93, respectively. Both techniques achieve the same
minimum MAPE value (8.58). However, in terms of a
maximum value, although the value reached by random
forest is a point higher than that reached by bagging, both
achieve very acceptable values. In terms of COD, a similar
situation is observed, with the results of bagging and random
forest being the best, at around 15%, followed by those of the
boosting technique that has an average COD of 16.3%. +e
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Figure 1: MAPE (a) and COD (b) main error measures of the four techniques (decision tree, bagging, boosting, and random forest)
corresponding to the 433 municipalities in Spain.

Table 1: Linear correlation coefficients between the MAPE and
COD values obtained from the 433 municipalities where the val-
uations and population sizes (inhab.) and sample sizes (N) of said
municipalities have been calculated.

Technique
Correlation
coefficient

Decision
tree Bagging Boosting Random

forest
MAPE vs inhab. 0.10 −0.07 −0.04 −0.07
MAPE vs N 0.26 −0.03 0.02 −0.04
COD vs inhab. 0.09 −0.07 −0.03 −0.06
COD vs N 0.24 −0.02 0.03 −0.03
Note. Own elaboration.
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COD of the decision tree technique was alone in achieving a
value above the recommended 20%. Figure 3 graphically
shows these results along with the dispersion of MAPE and
COD measures. Note that all the outliers, municipalities
with MAPE, and COD abnormally high or low have dis-
appeared. +ey corresponded to municipalities with less
than 100,000 inhabitants.

From the analysis of errors made in the valuation of
properties of the test set for each of the 63 municipalities
with more than 100,000 inhabitants of Spain, it is worth
highlighting the good behaviour of the mean ratio that, in
almost all cases, shows values between 0.98 and 1.1 (see
Tables S1–S4 in the Supplementary Material). From the
value of MdAPE, in the case of bagging, the smallest value
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Figure 2: Bagging’s MAPE and COD versus municipality population considering all the locations and without Madrid and Barcelona. (a)
MAPE vs inhabitants, bagging. (b)MAPE vs inhabitants, bagging withoutMadrid and Barcelona. (c) COD vs inhabitants, bagging. (d) COD
vs inhabitants, bagging without Madrid and Barcelona. Note. Own elaboration.

Table 2: Coefficients of determination of the regression between Bagging’s MAPE and COD andmunicipality population considering all the
locations and without Madrid and Barcelona.

Technique: bagging
Coefficient of determination Linear Exponential Logarithmic Potential
Considering all locations
MAPE vs inhab. 0.0053 0.0034 0.0075 0.0040
COD vs inhab. 0.0044 0.0026 0.0049 0.0023
Without Madrid and Barcelona
MAPE vs inhab. 0.0252 0.0246 0.0129 0.0148
COD vs inhab. 0.0053 0.0028 0.0038 0.0017
Note. Own elaboration.

Table 3: Average, minimum, and maximum results for MAPE and COD values obtained for the 63 municipalities with more than 100,000
inhabitants.

63 municipalities (>100,000 inhab.)
Technique MAPE average MAPE minimum MAPE maximum COD average COD minimum COD maximum
Decision tree 21.92 11.68 30.40 21.22 11.65 27.95
Bagging 15.73 8.58 22.93 15.41 8.48 22.19
Boosting 16.62 10.15 23.45 16.36 10.06 23.28
Random forest 15.93 8.58 23.92 15.56 8.48 23.08
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for this measure is 6.59 and the maximum 18.91, which
indicates that in the best-case municipalities, fifty percent of
the valuations with the lowest error have an error of less than
6.59 and, in the worst-case municipalities, this error is no
greater than 18.91. For random forest, these values are 6.15
and 19.64, respectively, reaching a higher value in terms of
maximum and a lower value in terms of minimum com-
pared to bagging. In addition, given that choosing between
bagging and boosting is made more difficult by the similarity
in the results obtained, it should be noted that bagging
presents a better behaviour in terms of MdAPE since only 4
of the 63 municipalities analysed present values superior to
16% and 10 superior to 15%, while with random forest these
values are 6 and 14, respectively.

5. Conclusions

+e need for a rapid and economical appraisal of real estate
and the greater availability of up-to-date information ac-
cessible through the Internet have led to the application of
big data techniques and machine learning to carry out real
estate valuation.

At the forefront of these machine learning techniques are
tree ensemble methods, in particular, bagging, boosting, and
random forest. So far, these techniques have been applied in
many cases for purposes other than the estimation of property
prices, and when they have been applied to real estate val-
uations, they have been done in a limited way to very specific
geographical areas. In order to advance understanding of the
value of the techniques of tree ensemble on an automated and
massive scale, this study shows the results obtained from the
application of different techniques for the whole of Spain with
a total of 433 municipalities spread across 48 provinces. +e
article presents an automated algorithm which selects the best
model for each technique in each municipality. +eir be-
haviour in terms of estimation capacity is measured through
error measures widely cited in the literature.

+e results show that the behaviour of the tree ensemble
clearly outperforms individual trees although of the three
methods analysed (bagging, boosting, and random forest),
none has a clear advantage over the others. Even so, looking
more closely at the behaviour of the bagging and random
forest methods, it seems that the slightly better results of
bagging in terms of MAPE and COD together with the

results in terms of MdAPE would make us opt for the use of
bagging in the case of Spain.

Reviewing the literature available so far, it can be con-
cluded that the results obtained in terms of MAPE are better
than those obtained in [26] with a value of 25.2% in Nicosia
or in [46] for the US with 20.9%. +e results are similar to
those obtained in [14] with a value that ranges from 19.02%
to 15.89% in Madrid and worse than those obtained for
Ljubljana in [24] with an average MAPE of 7.28. However, it
should be borne in mind that these applications focused on
specific geographical areas while the application developed
in this study covers the entire Spanish territory. +e error
measures provided are means of theMAPE and CODof each
municipality, with municipalities of very different pop-
ulation, sample sizes, and socioeconomic characteristics.

From the global analysis of the 433 municipalities as a
whole, it can be concluded that the error measures do not
depend on the population size or the size of the sample set.
+is fact suggests the presence of a certain random compo-
nent in the determination of sales prices since the greater the
available sample information, the better the results should be.

Finally, it should be noted that this study has other active
lines of research that are already being developed, such as the
inclusion of a dynamic database that allows the handling of
information with different temporal references or the in-
clusion of ensemble methods that allow machine learning
techniques, not just simple trees, to be combined.
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Irregularities and frauds are frequent in the real estate market in Bulgaria due to the substantial lack of rigorous legislation. For
instance, agencies frequently publish unreal or unavailable apartment listings for a cheap price, as a method to attract the attention
of unaware potential new customers. For this reason, systems able to identify unreal listings and improve the transparency of
listings authenticity and availability are much on demand. Recent research has highlighted that the number of days a published
listing remains online can have a strong correlation with the probability of a listing being unreal. For this reason, building an
accurate predictive model for the number of days a published listing will be online can be very helpful to accomplish the task of
identifying fake listings. In this paper, we investigate the use of four different machine learning algorithms for this task: Lasso,
Ridge, Elastic Net, and Artificial Neural Networks. *e results, obtained on a vast dataset made available by the Bulgarian
company Homeheed, show the appropriateness of Lasso regression.

1. Introduction

*e real estate market in Eastern Europe and former Soviet
Union countries is emerging. In Bulgaria, the situation does
not differ. Given the recent political and economic history of
the country, the development of the Bulgarian property
market can be presented in three main temporal stages:
during socialism, the transition to a market economy, and
the current internationally attractive market. *e third stage
is a period when the real estate market registered double-
digit annual growth due to the international investment
interest. Later, between 2003 and 2008, the sector was
blooming which led to the creation of a price balloon formed
by a 40% drop in the housing prices. After this crisis,
property investments have registered again a gradual in-
crease. Statistics show that the housing sales increased by
11.5% for the first quarter of 2018 and the interest rates
remained at their low levels. Also, numerous new buildings
were constructed, allowing for further housing sales growth
of 6.3% [1]. Figure 1 reports the trend of interest rates and
bank property loans from 2008 to 2018.

All these fluctuations in the market lead to the easy
entrance and exit in the market of brokers, who compete for

customers.*emarket is not exclusive, and a single property
can be offered on the market several times, in different
sources and by a variety of brokers. Often brokers keep
outdated or unreal, but attractive, listings online, to increase
the chance of acquiring new customers. *is usually creates
wrong expectations and bad customer experience.

Homeheed is a Bulgarian startup, which tries to coun-
teract this problem, by centralizing the redundant listings in
one single platform. In technical terms, the company uses
key points matching technique to identify duplicates of a
listing, using several techniques including image recogni-
tion. *en, it summarizes the listings in one central unit.
Currently, one apartment can be found online listed by
different brokers and/or with changes in the description.
*is results in difficulties to extract a unique identification
key for duplicated listings. Homeheed found out that images
remain the only part of a listing offer by which one
apartment can be tracked.

*e value proposition of this process is to act as a single
point of truth and to enable the customer to see all listings of
a property, as well as to understand whether it is available or
not. Homeheed entered the market recently with a first
prototype to validate the idea and the demand. *e team
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provides the potential customers with a demo version of the
platform, where the listings are filtered from fake offerings
and only properties matching the individual preferences are
received by email.

Homeheed collected information about the property
market and listings from 2015 to 2018. *e Startup aims to
analyse these data to optimize its market entry program and
to forecast return on investment (ROI). *is work applies
data mining techniques, based on this historical informa-
tion, to forecast how many days a listed property with
specific characteristics will be online. *is will help
Homeheed and several analogous organizations to provide
customers firstly with the most attractive offers and so to
optimize the revenue stream.

1.1. Background and Problem Identification. *e topic of the
irregularities and frauds in the real estate market has been
raising heated debates in the Bulgarian media channels in
the last few years. Generally speaking, the real estate market
is not regulated by rigorous laws, which leads to the easy
entrance of real estate agencies. Some agencies frequently
publish unreal or unavailable apartment listings, often on a
price below the average for the market, as a method to
acquire customers looking for a new living property. *ese
unaware customers either never see the desired place, or are
even misled with fraud schemes for advanced payment
before the deal. *is not only creates a bad customer ex-
perience and nonsatisfaction, but also makes the process of
finding a living property challenging and time consuming.
*ese instabilities and misappropriations in the property
sector necessitate the development of a more transparent
platform, like the one developed by Homeheed, and the
establishment of better methods for assessing homes
availability (Vasilev, n.d.) [2].

In the core of Homeheed’s value proposition is the trans-
parency of listings authenticity and availability. *e startup
goal is to provide a solution that can support the process of
fixing the market irregularities, as well as should lead to
better customer experience. Currently, the Homeheed team
is trying to develop effective methods to identify unreal
listings. Interestingly, it was observed that the number of
days a published listing remains online can have a strong

correlation with the probability of a listing being unreal.
More specifically, it has been observed that among all the
available cases of ascertained fake listings, around 68% have
stayed on the market for a number of days larger than the
third quartile calculated over all the available data, while
around 21% have stayed on the market for a number of days
larger than the median calculated over all the available data.
For this reason, building an accurate predictive model for
the number of days a published listing stays online can be
very helpful to accomplish the task of identifying fake
listings. In this paper, we prefer to generate predictive
models of “days-on-the-market,” instead of directly pre-
dicting if a listing is fake or not because it is likely that the
ascertained fake listings to which we were referring above are
only a part of the fake listings contained in the Homeheed
data. In other cases, the fraud is only suspected, but it was
not ascertained. Last but not least, cases may exist in which
deciding if the listing is real or fake may be a very hard, and
subjective, task. For this reason, we believe that, in the
specific case of our study, predicting “days-on-the-market”
is more reliable and appropriate than “fraud.”

1.2. Study Objectives. *is paper aims to present a sys-
tematical approach based on data analysis techniques, in
particular, predictive modelling, applied to the problem of
identifying frauds in real estate advertisements. *e core
study objectives of this work are

(1) Predicting days-on-the-market for housing

(2) Identifying features which make a property more
attractive

Concerning the first point, it should be pointed out that
attaining a highly accurate model which can predict how
long a given property will remain on the market is a
compound task: first of all, data containing all required
information are not currently available, and in general they
are difficult to collect due to the high amount of not
quantitatively measurable factors. Secondly, days-on-the-
market is a variable that is highly influenced by a variety of
dynamics, dependencies, and features such as location, price,
and details regarding the condition of an apartment.
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Figure 1: Loans interest rates Bulgaria [1] and amount of home loans [1].
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*e second objective is closely related to the first one. In
fact, different studies, focusing on predicting housing prices,
identify and measure the effect of common housing attri-
butes on the price. Here, the point of interest is to measure
the effect of such features on days-on-the-market and
identify what makes an apartment more attractive to a
customer. *e answer to this question will support the
product development of Homeheed and will allow the team
to provide customers with listings with a higher probability
of being sold/rent.

1.3. Study Relevance and Importance. With respect to real
estate market challenges in Bulgaria, this project will allow us
to (i) explore historical market data and gain valuable in-
sights, which will permit a more accurate estimation of the
listings; (ii) streamline the market entry program significant
for the revenue stream and ROI planning; and (iii) further
support the design of the technology which can assess a
property availability. *e outcome of this work will help to
determine important housing attributes and so will serve as a
proposal for restructuring databases by introducing new
features for future data mining projects.

Furthermore, the work aims to contribute to a platform
that serves as a tool to achieve more fair competition on the
Bulgarian unregulated real estate market. It is assumed that
the findings can enhance the business model, the technology,
and the market entry strategy. Data analysis techniques can
influence positively the development of the system and
enhance it by making it more sustainable, efficient, and
transparent, as well as by improving customer satisfaction
and general citizens’ experience in the process of searching
for a new home.

Several previous studies can be found about applying
data science to housing price prediction. In different periods
when the real estate market worldwide has recorded
changes, bloom, or descent, questions regarding the accu-
racy of property value assessment have been raised. *e
instabilities made housing predictive models the subject of
research among scholars. A literature review shows methods
that can estimate the price of a property based on different
features and in comparison to similar objects. However, the
question of how long a listing will be on the market was not
extensively studied yet. *is work aims at filling this gap,
by highlighting the importance of the concept of day
s_on_market, as a significant feature in terms of investment
and ROI planning.

1.4. Manuscript Organization. *e paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 contains a critical review of the literature.
In Section 3, we describe the available data. Section 4
presents the data preprocessing phase that has allowed us to
obtain a compact and informative dataset, to be used as an
input for the machine learning algorithms. Section 5 dis-
cusses the obtained experimental results. Finally, Section 6
concludes the work and suggests ideas for future research.

Last but not least, Appendix A offers a presentation of the
used machine learning algorithms.

2. Previous and Related Work

*e application of data mining in the real estate has become
widely popular in the last few years. Researchers and
companies use a variety of prediction techniques to capture
fluctuation periods and the factors influencing them to
analyse the market trend through regression and machine
learning algorithms, to describe property types by clustering
heterogeneous housing data, including house attributes and
geosocial information, and to find customer habits to de-
termine sales strategies [3].

Several studies have appeared so far analysing the real
estate prices. On the other hand, analysing the day
s_on_market (DOM) and the popularity of a property is
still an understudied area. DOM is an essential factor
although challenging to measure for real estate listing since
it is highly correlated with the popularity of a housing
object. *e literature review showed that some publica-
tions are focused on studying the relationship between
DOM (or time on the market) and different factors, such as
prices, brokers/broker agencies, marketing strategy, and
others [4, 5]. *e results show contradictory findings. For
example, Belkin [6] suggest that DOM and sale price of
housing have no relationship between each other, while
Miller [7] uses DOM to explain sales prices and shows a
positive correlation between these two variables. Other
studies illustrate that DOM and sale price has an associated
connection due to various factors such as quality, listing
strategy, and real estate agency, which adds complexity to
the relationship [8].

Hengshu Zhu [9] presents a study in which the authors
measure the liquidity of the real estate market by developing
an approach for predicting DOM.*e authors use multitask
learning-based regression to overcome the problem of lo-
cation dependency and further compare the results by using
baseline models such as linear regression (LR), Lasso, lo-
cation-specific linear regression, decision trees (DTs), and
others. *eir results illustrate also the mutual importance of
the different studied features. *e performance of the
method is assessed using real-world data and a designed
prototype of a system showing the practical use of their
analysis, which can be used as a reference for Homeheed
software [9].

Ermolin [10] uses DTs to predict DOM within 7 days.
*e author makes the assumption that any accuracy for
more than a week should be considered arbitrary due to the
seasonality of the housing market. In Ermolin’s work, it was
concluded that geospatial features did not add value to the
prediction [10].

ChaoMou [11] proposes a system to predict short DOM.
*is work provides a framework that can serve as a reference
to estimate the market value of a housing property. *e
authors make the assumption that true market value can be
approximated to the listing price when real estate agents
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have similar offers because few brokers would be willing to
sell a property at a much lower price. Further, housing with
short DOM is detected by comparing their listing prices and
estimated market values [11].

3. Data Description

*e dataset provided by Homeheed consists of more than
550.000 observation points and 19 variables, describing
apartments, houses, stores, restaurants, garages, lands, etc.,
for rent or sale in Sofia, Bulgaria. *e data are collected from
the main online property listing website and contains his-
torical information for the listings published in the period
from 01.07.2015 to 01.07.2018. Table 1 lists the features
which characterize a listing from the dataset, with the re-
spective description.

*e dataset contains both qualitative and quantitative
variables. *e variables date_first/last_seen describe the
dates when a listing has been online for the first time and in
which it became not available anymore, respectively. *ese
two variables are used for the creation of the dependent
variable (the variable that the proposed system aims at
predicting) that we call days_on_market. *e variable city is
constant for all observation points, namely, Sofia city, and
so it will be removed from the dataset, as it does not add
any useful information for the model. Also, the variable
broker_name will not be taken into consideration due to
both poor quality (most of the names are in Cyrillic) and
data privacy issues. Concerning the variable lister_username,
also some data privacy issues could exist, but they have been
solved by encoding names, using unique numeric ids. *e
relevance of these ids will be examined for the model de-
velopment since this might provide further insights for fraud
detection. *e rest of the variables describe a property in
terms of location, value, and specific attributes.

*e variables specials and description contain details
about the listed property. *e variable description provides
full text about the property amenities, while specials
contains only keywords characterizing the exterior or in-
terior of a property. We decided to remove from the dataset
the variable description since the content is in Cyrillic.
However, the features provided by the variable specials
summarize some of the main attributes of a property and
will be further analysed with some text mining techniques,
as explained in Section 4.

*e variable floor mainly informs about the floor on
which a property is, as well as the total number of floors in
the building, e.g., “5 of 12”. However, it also contains
misplaced values regarding the area of the garden in m2 for
houses and villas, or some other words which purpose for the
dataset cannot be identified and are considered as mistakes.
For explorative purposes, a new variable called space_
m2_garden was created.

Finally, the variable build_type contains several pieces of
information concerning the building, namely, the type of
bricks used to build it, beams, MICCS, type of concrete
structure employed, sliding formwork (SF), panel, and under
construction, together with the year when the building was
constructed.

To provide the reader with a visual understanding of the
frequency distribution of the selected property types,
Figure 2 illustrates the total amount of listings of every
property and their distribution by real estate owner types. As
we can observe, most of the listings are provided by real
estate agencies.

However, as discussed above, the collected data about
DOM of listings made by real estate agencies may not be
reliable and in some cases may even be not real. *e missing
piece of information here is a variable which states whether a
listing was really available or not at the moment when it was
published. Since this information is not available and hard to
be collected, building a model that predicts DOM for listings
made by real estate agents will be highly biased. To overcome
this issue, we took the decision of removing from the
dataset all listings made by agencies.

Generally speaking, different profiles of real estate
owners/agents who publish listings are assumed to have
different behavior. It is a point of interest to observe the
distribution of DOM.

Figure 3 shows that listings published in July have the
maximum DOM for most of the property types.

4. Data Preprocessing

In this section, we present themethods used to transform the
data, to obtain a more compact and informative dataset.*is
new dataset will be given as the input to the computational
methods that will generate a predictive model for the houses
days on market.

4.1. Univariate Analysis. Different statistics and methods
will be used in this section to understand the individual
impact of continuous (or simply numerical, as they will be
called in the continuation), textual, and categorical variables.

4.1.1. Numeric Variables. Figure 4 reports some basic sta-
tistics describing the numeric variables of our dataset, in-
cluding measures for central tendency, variability, standard
deviation, and several others. *e study was performed for
the numerical features available in the original dataset
(marked with red) and also for some additional features
created for the purpose of this work.

For normally distributed data, approximately 95% of the
values lie within 2 standard deviations from the mean. For
this reason, observing our data, we can state that only
year_end and year_start can be assumed as normally dis-
tributed. *e standard deviation is not the most suitable
measure to study data distribution when the values in a
variable are not normally distributed. On the other hand,
histograms are one of the most common visual tools to
quickly investigate data and make conclusions about central
tendency, spread, modality, shape, and outliers. Further-
more, histograms support the illustration of the data dis-
tribution and serve as a method to envision skewness and
kurtosis. Skewness measures the asymmetry, while kurtosis
determines “peakedness” compared to the normal distri-
bution. *ese measurements are useful for the
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differentiation of extreme values. In positively skewed
(right-skewed) data values far from the mode are more
regular and usually the mean is greater than the mode. If the
skewness is negative, then the mean is less than the mode.
Regarding kurtosis, a positive one allows the interpretation
that values which are far from the central tendencies are
more probable, as well as that the shape is more centrally
peaked, but the tail is greater. When the kurtosis is negative,
then the peak has wider “shoulders,” compared to the
normal distribution [12]. Figure 5 shows the distribution of
some of the variables in our dataset.

Additionally, Table 2 represents the values of the
skewness and the kurtosis of the variables. *e negative
values imply that the distribution of the data is skewed to
the left or negatively. *e closer to zero, the slighter the
skewness, and likewise if the number is more distant from
zero. Oppositely, when the value is greater than zero, the
distribution of the variable data is positive/skewed to the
left. Concerning the kurtosis, a value smaller than 3 im-
plies negative or flat and wide distribution, while a value
larger than 3 should be interpreted as high and “slim”
distribution [13].

Table 1: Variable list and description.

Variable name Description
lid Listing ID
date_first_seen *e date on which the listing of a housing object first appeared online
date_last_seen *e date on which the listing of a housing object was last seen online
rent_or_sell Variable which indicates whether a housing object is for renting or selling
property_type Identifies the type of property being for sale or rent
city *e city in which a property is located
neighborhood *e neighborhood in which a property is located
street *e street on which a property is located
space_m2 *e area of a property in m2

price_in_bgn *e price of a property in national currency
price_in_currency *e price of a property in different currency
currency Specifies the currency
build_type Specifies the building material type
floor Names the floor on which is a property
specials Gives details about the condition of a property
description Text description of a property
n_photos Number of photos which a property has included in the listing
lister_type Specifies whether the listing was made by owner, agent, investor, etc.
lister_username *e name of the account from which the listing was made
broker_name *e name of the broker (company) which stays behind the listing
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4.1.2. Textual Variables. Textual features are extracted from
the main description of the house and collected in the
variable called specials. *ey include keywords that describe
a property regarding its construction and/or amenities. To
give the reader an overview of the features which are

generally used in a listing, a word cloud is created. Figure 6
shows that “elevator” and “furniture” are the most recurrent
words in the description of houses, followed by “internet”
and “brick.” *ese features have to be extracted through text
modelling as an essential part of the data preparation.

space_m2 price_in_
bgn n_photos Year_start Month_start Day_start Year_end Month_end Day_end floor_new total_floors year_built

nbr.val 33740 33398 33408 33740 33740 33740 33740 33740 33740 33740 32517 32517 10586

nbr.null 0 0 0 6104 0 0 0 0 0 0 1356 0 0

nbr.na 0 342 332 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1223 1223 23154

min 1 39 20 0 2015 1 1 2015 1 1 0 1 1900

max 8065 5280741 3617400 17 2018 12 31 2018 12 31 24 26 2021

range 8064 5280702 3617380 17 3 11 30 3 11 30 24 25 121

sum 2684177 2.71E+09 1.42E+09 265439 68036243 217331 492121 68039886 220340 500516 127731 225508 21146836

median 70 1271 850 8 2017 7 14 2017 7 15 3 6 2006

mean 79.55474 81022.57 42467.9 7.86719 2016.486 6.441346 14.58568 2016.594 6.530528 14.8345 3.92813 6.93508 1997.623

SE.mean 0.584747 657.695 376.769 0.03091 0.005458 0.01761 0.049375 0.005454 0.017644 0.04971 0.015435 0.017281 0.190854

CI.mean.
0.95 1.146124 1289.105 738.4804 0.060584 0.010699 0.034516 0.096777 0.01069 0.034583 0.097434 0.030254 0.033871 0.37411

var 11536.67 1.44E+10 4.74E+09 32.2351 1.005262 10.46293 82.25476 1.003647 10.50374 83.37514 7.747233 9.710418 385.5978

std.dev 107.4089 120194.5 68865.29 5.677596 1.002628 3.234646 9.069441 1.001822 3.240947 9.130999 2.783385 3.116154 19.63664

coef.var 1.350126 1.48347 1.621584 0.72168 0.000497 0.502169 0.621804 0.000497 0.496276 0.615525 0.708578 0.449332 0.00983

price_in_
currency

Figure 4: Numerical variables basic statistics.
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Organized text is usually represented by a table with one
token per row. A token is an important component of the
text, for instance, a word, which is noteworthy for analysis,
and tokenization is the practice of separating the text into
tokens. A token can also be a sequence of n words (called n-
gram) or even a complete sentence. For instance, in our
dataset, several combinations of words such as “entrance
control” exist, and they are called bigrams. Also, the variable
specials itself contains multiple words which define property
features. *us, it is interesting to examine the relationship
and co-occurrence of words. Figure 7 shows the consecutive
sequences of words which can be found in the description of
a property.

Not only “furniture” and “elevator” are the words that
appear most frequently, but also the combination between
these two words occurs repeatedly. To examine the corre-
lation between words, the so-called phi-coefficient, which is
a measure for the binary association of features, was used.
*is coefficient quantifies the correlation between the
probability of two words appearing together and of the same
two words appearing independently. Figure 8 illustrates the

four words which appear most often and the words which
are most often associated with them. Here, it should be
mentioned that, e.g., “under” and “construction” have the
same phi-coefficient related to “brick” since “under con-
struction” is a predefined special bigram. *e same is valid
for several more word combinations. Interesting point was
to study the correlation between the words “furniture” and
“elevator” due to their common occurrence, but the analysis
showed a phi-coefficient of only 0.096.

4.1.3. Categorical Variables. *e last type of variable that can
be found in our dataset is the categorical variable. Table 3
shows that owners are the main listing publishers among the
studied ones, and that flats with 2 or 3 rooms have the
highest supply level for both rents or sell.

*e variable neighborhood contains a large number of
possible values. *e center region offers slightly more list-
ings, but still, none of the neighborhoods preponderates
significantly.

Appealing fact, shown in Figure 9, is that the variable
type_built usually contains significant values only when a
property is listed for selling. When a listing is marked for
renting, then the construction type is often unknown. *is
should be considered during the management of missing
values.

4.2. Management of Missing Values. Figure 10 provides an
overview of the missing values in the original dataset. *e
variable space_m2_garden has the greatest amount of
missing values since it makes sense only for houses and
villas. Nevertheless, for the other types of dwellings, this
variable can be informative, and so it was left in the dataset.
On the other hand, Homeheed currently concentrates its
interest and service to properties which can generically be
clustered as “home.”*erefore, the focus of this work is only
on properties listed for living purposes, mainly apartments.
*e type of apartment is stored in the variable property_type,
it can assume values such as 1, 2, 3, 4, or multiple rooms,
studio, maisonette, and room, and it has no missing values.
Our data contain more than 400.000 observations for this
type of dwelling. Other types of listings will not be analysed
and will be excluded from the dataset.

Other variables with missing values are street, bro-
ker_name, and build_type. Given their high percentage of
missing values, variables street and broker_name were re-
moved from the dataset. Concerning the variable build_type,
as it will be discussed later in this document, a decision was
taken to split the information contained in this variable, thus
creating two new variables: year_built and type_built,
containing information relative to the year of building and
the building material, respectively. Interestingly, both these
variables have a large number of missing values for houses
that are for rent, while they present no missing values when
houses are for sale. Nevertheless, we decided to remove
year_built and type_built from the dataset. In fact, even
though both variables contain information for properties
that are for sale, the imputation or prediction for 50% of the

Table 2: Skewness and kurtosis values of the variables.

Variable Skewness_of_variable Kurtosis_of_variable
space_m2 58.55332354 4076.35939
price_in_bgn 6.276439942 166.7471085
price_in_currency 13.76938472 556.4922087
n_photos 0.09699499 1.811480527
year_start − 0.019183275 1.928599009
month_start − 0.005586014 1.954408133
day_start 0.099231688 1.790969492
year_end − 0.085003855 1.933427314
month_end − 0.047972758 1.945445542
day_end 0.066149649 1.778833735
floor_new 1.464791477 6.643659231
total_floors 1.585019943 6.768881337
year_built − 1.06531323 3.845297287

Figure 6: Word cloud of the variable specials.
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observation points would be either extremely time con-
suming or not be reliable.

Among the other variables with a significant amount
of missing values, we also decided to remove the variable
lister_username from the dataset.

4.3. Management of Outliers. *e next step before the
transformation of the data is the detection and management
of outliers. Outliers may have a significant impact on the
data if no actions are taken. For instance, they can increase
the error discrepancy and decrease the supremacy of nu-
merical tests. Also, outliers can affect normality, as well as
the fundamental hypothesis of some statistical models. In
practice, an outlier can be interpreted as a value which is 1.5
times the IQR (interquartile range) more extreme than the
quartiles of the distribution. *e most applicable and useful
way to detect an extreme value is by visualizing a boxplot.
Figures 11–14 illustrate the boxplots of four features. Ex-
treme values that require attention can be seen, as well as
long tails in the distribution of the values.

One method which can support a better understanding
of these outliers is the breakdown of the variable, which is
observed based on the values in another feature. *is is
called multivariate analysis. Figures 15 and 16 show an
example with separating space_m2 based on property_type
and by price in currency Bulgarian lev.*e scatterplots show

Table 3: Cross table for property type by listing provider and by rent or sell.

1 2 3 4 Maisonette Multiple rooms Room Studio Total
1
Agency (looks like) 7 56 54 15 2 5 1 7 147
Bank 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Builder 2 4 2 0 0 1 0 0 9
Investor 1 10 7 0 1 1 1 0 21
Owner 3251 7586 4027 455 174 191 1438 449 17571
2
Agency (looks like) 93 615 695 159 63 89 0 44 1758
Bank 2 24 25 3 2 8 0 6 70
Builder 11 85 92 21 6 2 0 0 217
Investor 11 121 156 29 10 14 0 0 341
Owner 1571 5015 5165 970 335 393 0 157 13606
Total 4949 13516 10223 1652 593 704 1440 6663 33740
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Figure 9: type_built by rent or sell.
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that there are mainly outliers in 1-, 2-, or 3-room apartments
and that places with extreme space have extreme prices.

Extreme points were detected only in two variables,
price_in_bgn and space_m2, and their total amount was

small and inconsequential for the overall analysis, so these
points were removed from the dataset.

4.4. Data Transformation. In our dataset, different variables
have diverse ranges of possible values. Given that some
algorithms base their functioning on the distance between
observation points to make a prediction, a common scale is
needed to assure that none of the features will be dominant.
Further, as revealed previously, the distribution of the data
in some variables shows skewness, which might represent a
difficulty for some of the studied machine learning algo-
rithms, and that can be alleviated by scaling the data.
Common normalization methods are Min-Max, which
scales the range between 0 and 1 and Z-score, which scales
values between -1 and 1. In this work, the values have been
normalized using Min-Max.

Table 4 reports a set of other modifications that were
made to the variables, to obtain a more informative, and
potentially more useful, dataset.

Among the other transformations reported in Table 4, it
is worth discussing how we decided to transform the textual
variable specials. *e first task is the removal of punctuation
because it has no added value to the information. Fur-
thermore, all letters are converted to lower case. *is pre-
vents multiple extracted copies of the same word. Since the
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Figure 12: Boxplot for total_floors.
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variable itself contains only keywords, some basic pre-
processing procedures, such as stop words removal or
stemming (removal of suffices), were not executed. How-
ever, the last step was the conversion of a single word into
binary variables.

Finally, two new variables were additionally introdu-
ced–price_per_m2 and n_features. *e first one is calculated
based on space_m2 and price_in_bgn. *e second one
represents the total number of features, including as key-
words in the description, available for a listing.

4.5. Feature Selection. *e original dataset at our disposal
included 19 variables. However, the transformations pre-
sented so far have increased the number of variables up to
54, so variable selection techniques have to be applied to
choose the most valuable predictors for the model. Filter
methods are usually employed as a data preparation step, to
select features. First of all, a study of the correlation coef-
ficients was performed, to have an idea of the relationship
between the continuous variables. Figures 17 and 18 show
both the heat matrixes of Pearson and Spearman correlation
coefficients.

Both these figures show a significant correlation only
between the expected year_start and year_end and between
price_bgn and price_per_m2.

Correlation alone can limit the detection of multi-
collinearity since it is only pairwise. One of the techniques
which support the detection of more complex relationships
is the usage of eigenvalues. A small magnitude shows that
there is no multicollinearity, while a high range between the
values is a signal for significant multicollinearity, which is
the case here. *e variance inflation factor (VIF), which
indicates howmuch the variance of a regression coefficient is
overestimated due to multicollinearity, can be calculated.
*e minimum possible VIF is equal to 1 and, as a rule of
thumb, results between 5 and 10 are considered as indicators
for the problem. In our dataset, year_start and year_end
showed extreme results above 20 and price_bgn has a result

around 9. To solve this issue, we have decided to remove
those variables from the dataset. To examine the significance
level between the categorical variables and the target, the
Kruskal–Wallis test was performed. A p value which is
less than 0.05 indicates a significance level between the
groups. Only the variables extracted from the description,
telephone_exchange, and elevator had a p value higher than
0.05. All the others, having a smaller p value, cannot be
excluded from the dataset.

Based on both these filter methods, i.e., correlation and
Kruskal–Wallis test, not a significant amount of variables can be
excluded. To select the proper variables for the model, we
applied an embedded method: Lasso regression. Figure 19 il-
lustrates the variables sorted based on their importance and
based on the Lasso method.

Observing Figure 19, we can remark that, among the 8
variables that have importance larger than 0.05, two vari-
ables are highly correlated between each other: price_per_m2
and price_bgn. Given that these two variables, practically,
contain the same type of information, it makes sense to
choose only one of them and to remove the other from the
dataset. *e obvious choice is to keep in the dataset the
variable which has the highest importance according to
the Lasso algorithm and disregard the other. For this reason,
price_per_m2 was kept in the dataset, while price_bgn was
removed.

In conclusion, the resulting, final dataset, which was
given as an input to the machine learning methods to build
the predictive models, contains 7 variables. *ese variables
are

(i) lister
(ii) rent_or_sell
(iii) under_construction
(iv) space_m2
(v) brick
(vi) furniture
(vii) price_per_m2

Table 4: Recoding of original variables.

Variable Original version Recorded version
date_first/
last_seen Both variables are in format “yyyy-mm-dd” 6 new variables were created, namely year_start/end;

month start/end; and day_start/end
rent_or_sell
property_type “rent” and “sell” 1234 maisonette multiple rooms room studio Recoded to binary on− 0 rent, 1 for sale recoded

completely to numbers-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
lister_type
neighbourhood

Contains many character values with the name of the
neighbourhood

An id number was assigned for the different
neighbourhoods

lister_type

Contains the levels “owner,” “invester,” “builder,” “blank,”
agency (looks like).” *e value “agency (looks like)” is a mistake
made during data collection. It represents in reality either

investors or builders

Since no strict condition for the recognition between
investor and builder was found, the value “agency
(looks like)” was randomly replaced to be either
builder or investor. New variables with codes from 1

to 4 were created

build_type Originally the variable contains year and building material *e variable was split in two new variables-
year_built and type_built

specials Text variable in the format [\word1\,”\word2\,”\word3\,”. . .] Binary variables for each word indicating the
existence or lack of this feature

floor Originally in the format for example “5 to 10” Split in two new variables floor_new and total_floors

Complexity 11



5. Experimental Results

All the results shown in this section have been obtained by
performing 30 independent executions of each one of the
studied machine learning algorithms. For each one of these
executions, a different split of the available data into a learning
set and a test set was considered. To obtain this split, 70% of the
observations, selected at random with uniform distribution,
were considered as the learning set, while the remaining 30%
formed the test set. For each one of the studied machine
learning methods, the training phase was executed on the
learning set and the reported results are the results that have
been obtained on the test set. When parameters needed to be
set (it is the case, for instance, of the lambda parameter of
Lasso, Ridge, and Elastic Net), only the learning set has been
used to optimize the parameters’ values, in the following way:
the learning set was partitioned into 5 subsets and 5 different
training phases were performed with different values of the
parameters. In each one of these phases, 4 of these subsets were

used for training, while the other one was used for validation
cyclically, so that each one of these 5 subsets was used once and
only once for validation (5-fold cross-validation). *e set of
parameters that were used are the ones who allowed us to
obtain the best median results on validation.

Let us begin the discussion of the experimental results by
analysing the results obtained by Lasso, Ridge, and Elastic Net.
Each of the three models was trained performing a grid search
of predefined values of the parameter lambda. *e value of
lambda which minimizes the RMSE on validation was se-
lected. *e obtained values of lambda were 0.001 for Lasso,
0.0023 for Ridge, and 0.00014 for Elastic Net.With these values
of lambda, the results shown in Table 5 were obtained:

As Table 5 shows, Lasso outperformed both Ridge and
Elastic Net both in terms of minimum and median obtained
RMSE.

Tables 6 and 7 show, for each one of the used features, the
value of the coefficient that was obtained for each one of the
studied algorithms.
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Figure 17: Spearman correlation heat map.
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Tables 6 and 7 give an idea of the relative importance of
the variables for each one of the studied algorithms. As we
can see, none of the coefficients was equal to zero, except for
the coefficient of variable price_per_m2 for Lasso and Elastic
Net. *is confirms the appropriateness of the work that was
done in the feature selection phase, corroborating that the 7
selected features are important for the prediction.

Let us now discuss the results obtained by Artificial
Neural Networks. A grid search was performed to look for
appropriate values of the number of hidden layers and the
number of units per hidden layer. *e results that returned
the best median results on validation were 2 hidden layers, 3
units in the first hidden layer, and 2 units in the second
hidden layer. Figure 20 illustrates the trained Neural Net-
work that was possible to obtain with this configuration.*e
black lines give visibility on the connections and their
weights, while the blue lines and values represent the bias
term added on each step.

Figure 21 reports a comparison between the Neural
Network and the Lasso regression, showing real vs predicted
values. *e closer the data points to the line, the better the
model (theoretically, in the best-case scenario, the data

points should align perfectly with the line, when the RMSE is
equal to 0).

*e scatterplots show that the Neural Network has
slightly more distant data points from the line than the
Lasso.*is gives a visual indication that Lasso may be amore
accurate algorithm than Neural Networks for the studied
problem. *is qualitative result is also corroborated quan-
titatively: the RMSE obtained by the Neural Network is equal
to 0.065, which means that Lasso performs slightly better.

Besides that one may also consider that Neural Networks
are in general more complicated for interpretation and
explanation.

Finally, to strengthen the robustness of the results ob-
tained using Lasso, we perform a comparison against other
well-known machine learning techniques commonly
employed to address regression problems, namely, random
forests (RFs), support vector regression (SVR), and k-nearest
neighbors (K-NN). *e reader is referred to the material in
Appendix A for a brief overview of these techniques. To
ensure a fair comparison, the values of the parameters
characterizing the different techniques were chosen by
performing a preliminary tuning phase. In particular, similar
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Figure 18: Pearson correlation heat map.
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to the experiments performed with Neural Networks and
Lasso, we performed a grid search to determine the most
suitable parameters for the considered machine learning
techniques.

Focusing on RFs, the tuning phase returned a value of 70
for the maxnodes parameter (i.e., the parameter that limits
the total number of nodes in each tree), 1000 for the number
of trees in the random forest, and the function used to

measure the quality of a split in the trees was the Gini
impurity. *e RF with this configuration returned a median
RMSE equal to 0.073.

Focusing on K-NN, it is important to highlight the
importance of the parameter k (i.e., number of neighbors) on
the performance of the model. In particular, the literature
reports that a model with a very low value of k may tend to
overfit the data, while higher k values can lead to under-
fitting. *e grid search procedure returned a value of k equal
to 15, leading to a final model with an RMSE of 0.064.
*ough this value is comparable to the one achieved with
Lasso, K-NN has some weaknesses in the context of the
problem studied here. In particular, K-NN requires an
unbearable amount of time to return a prediction for unseen
data since it has to compute the distance between each new
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Figure 19: Lasso variables importance.

Table 5: RMSE obtained by Lasso, Ridge, and Elastic Net.

Model Min 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max NAs
Ridge 0.059 0.065 0.068 0.067 0.070 0.073 0
Lasso 0.056 0.064 0.066 0.067 0.070 0.081 0
Elastic 0.059 0.065 0.068 0.067 0.070 0.073 0

Table 6: Ridge regression coefficients.

Variable Coef.
(Intercept) 0.007812742613
rent_or_sell 0.017990042310
space_m2 0.087954307932
brick 0.006890894870
furniture − 0.005648094327
under_construction 0.023199993261
price_per_m2 0.012193552241
lister 0.126633821677

Table 7: Coefficients of Lasso and Elastic Net.

Variable Coef. Lasso Coef. Elastic
(Intercept) 0.008262840044 0.006914658626
rent_or_sell 0.020773920773 0.021302049363
space_m2 0.081148777731 0.088121228126
brick 0.006277781636 0.006389871295
furniture − 0.004166719412 − 0.004836976890
under_construction 0.020923002635 0.022619172277
price_per_m2 0 0
lister 0.127546013431 0.130465654935
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Figure 20: *e best Neural Network that we were able to obtain in our experiments.
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observation and the samples in the training set. Moreover,
the interpretability of a model generated by means of a
penalized regression is higher than the one of K-NN, since
features’ importance cannot be extracted from K-NN.

*e performance of the last machine learning technique
considered, SVR, generally depends on the choice of the
kernel function. *e kernel function defines the relation-
ship/distance between the support vector and the target, by
transforming the nonlinear input space into a linear space.
*e basic concept behind SVR is that the maximum ad-
missible error for the prediction should be below a certain
value defined as epsilon. To avoid overfitting, the regression
is penalized by the usage of a cost parameter. In the ex-
perimental phase, we used the automated kernel function
selection, but to define penalty cost and epsilon (maximum
allowed error), we performed a grid search. Performing the
experiments with epsilon� 0.5 and the cost parameter equal
to 4.57, we obtained a median RMSE of 0.066.

Table 8 presents several performance measures to
summarize and compare the models trained for the pre-
sented problem. MAE (mean absolute error) and MDAE
(median absolute error) are both suitable measures as the
data taken into account are characterized by some extreme
values for DOM. *e explained variance score takes into
consideration the mean error, while R2 does not consider the
mean error in the calculation and this makes the metric a bit
more biased, whichmay lead to over- or underestimating the
model in terms of how well the predictors explain the target.

All in all, it is possible to state that despite its simplicity,
Lasso is the technique that we found most appropriate to
address the problem at hand. In particular, it produced a
competitive performance (i.e., low error) by also allowing us
to analyse the most important features that characterize the
problem. Section 5.1 is dedicated to this analysis.

5.1. Feature Importance in the Model Found by Lasso.
One of the most known methods to measure the importance
of features in a learned predictive model consists of mea-
suring the increase in the error of the model, after modifying
the values of the features, for instance, shuffling their values

along with the different observations. In other words, a given
feature is considered less or not important if rearranging its
values does not lead to any change in the model’s error, and
it is considered as important if it leads to a significant
modification of the error. One of the interesting points of
this method is that it takes into account not only the re-
lationship of a feature with the output variable, but also with
all the rest of the features. Additionally, the permutation
importance does not require retraining of the model, but just
a simple shuffling of the values of the features [14].

Figure 22 shows the features, sorted according to their
importance (from the most important one that is reported at
the top to the less important one that is reported at the
bottom). For each feature, its importance is measured as a
difference in the RMSE between the model executed with the
original values of the feature and the model executed after
shuffling. Table 9 gives detailed information on the results of
the features importance test.

*ese results show that lister is considered as the most
important feature by the Lasso model, followed, in the order
by rent_or_sell, under_construction, space_m2, brick, and
furniture. Finally, price_per_m2 was considered as the less
predictive feature.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

*e objective of this paper was to develop a model to predict
the days_on_market variable by applying several algorithms,
in particular, Lasso, Ridge, and Elastic Net regressions and
Neural Networks. *e starting point of the work was the
formulation of the following research questions, which will
be answered in the upcoming paragraphs:

(1) Can a machine learning algorithm predict the
days_on_market variable for the housing units?

(2) Which features effectively influence the property
attractiveness for the customer target?

*e various features were investigated and transformed
to identify the key factors that affect the attractiveness of a
property, which resulted in the reduction of features used in
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Figure 21: Real vs. predicted values for Neural Network and Lasso.
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the model to 7. *en, the studied algorithms were trained
and Lasso regression outperformed the other studied al-
gorithms. In conclusion, we were able to develop an accurate
predictive model using Lasso regression, to predict the in-
dependent variable days_on_market with a selection of
discriminators, which will be discussed in the second re-
search question. *e answer to the second question (2) was
closely related to the findings of the first one: recognizing the
features which make a property more interesting to the
market. As many studies focus on measuring the effect of
factors on houses’ price, here the point of interest was
measuring the effect of features on attractiveness. Based on
this particular dataset, the features which have the most
influence on the days_on_market are lister, rent_or_sell,
under_construction, space_m2, brick, and furniture. One of
the main limitations of this work is given by the available
data. For instance, a significant amount of the variable
characters was in Cyrillic, and while it was possible to
translate some of them in English, others contained a major
number of characters which made the automatic and correct

translation impossible. For example, analysing further the
full description of the listings, or considering the names of
the agencies/owners who published the listings could pro-
vide deeper insights.

To improve this work, several supplementary steps can
be taken in the future. In the data collection phase, which
was not part of the scope of this paper, additional data
sources can be taken into account. For example, data for
the neighborhood and residential profile (schools, su-
permarkets, transport, etc) can be collected and included
in the research. *e same is valid for other factors that
influence the market. Additionally, as mentioned previ-
ously, the real days on market for a property were not
available and known in this dataset. To assure the reli-
ability of the outcome, information about properties’ li-
quidity needs to be collected. *is is not only time
consuming but also a long-term task since such infor-
mation would be available only if it provided directly by
agencies and owners. Furthermore, the data used here
were only for one city; a more complex dataset covering

Table 8: Model comparison—performance measures.

Model RMSE MAE MDAE R2 Explained variance score
Random forest 0. 073 0.0399 0. 0202 0. 3625 17.5037
Elastic Net 0.065 0.0341 0. 0176 0.1983 9.5736
Lasso 0.064 0.0340 0.0177 0.1832 8.8431
Ridge 0.065 0.0341 0. 0176 0.1942 9.3746
ANN 0.065 0.0339 0.0160 0.2 9.6594
K-NN 0.064 0.0331 0.0155 0.2394 11.5575
SVR 0.066 0.0396 0.0321 0.0761 3.6757
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Figure 22: Feature importance in the model.

Table 9: Feature importance in the model.

Variable Importance.05 Importance Importance.95 Permutation error
lister 1.0611371 1.0676099 1.119868 0.07243278
rent_or_sell 0.9945100 1.0278727 1.072171 0.06973678
under_construction 0.9973978 1.0262011 1.030145 0.06962337
space_m2 0.9818909 1.0215203 1.032234 0.06930579
brick 0.9752772 1.0109712 1.038632 0.06859008
furniture 0.9664737 1.0071756 1.037656 0.06833257
price_per_m2 0.9698690 0.9905373 1.030250 0.06720373
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various cities and regions with their own specifications
would be more informative. In the long term, we plan to
collect demographics, users profile, and in-app behavior
data. Such information together with macroeconomic
statistics for purchasing power, banking interest rates,
employment level, wage rates, etc., can provide a broader
picture not only about the market, but also about the
factors which influence home preferences and attrac-
tiveness. Not to forget news and media data, which both
can reveal interesting patterns for customer behavior and
market fluctuations, as well as can provide some insights
for the reputation of different agencies. Last but not least,
another field of potential research involves the use of other
machine learning algorithms, such as a k-nearest neigh-
bor, support vector machines, and random forest.

Appendix

Regression analysis is a statistical technique that models and
approximates the relationship between a dependent variable
and one or more independent variables. In the case of this
study, the dependent variable is days_on_market (DOM),
while the independent variables resulted from a complex
phase of data preprocessing, described in Section 4. *is
Appendix describes the different techniques used in the
paper to address the regression problem at hand.

A.1. Lasso, Ridge, and Elastic Net. Simple linear regression,
also known as ordinary least squares (OLS) attempts to
minimize the sum of error squared. *e error, in this case, is
the difference between the actual (observed) data point and
its predicted value. *e equation for this model is referred to
as the cost function and is a way to find the optimal error by
minimizing and measuring it:


M

i�1
yi − ŷi( 

2
� 

M

i�1
yi − 

p

j�0
wj × wij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

2

. (A.1)

*e gradient descent algorithm is used to find the op-
timal cost function by going over several iterations. But the
data we need to define and analyse are not always so easy to
characterize with the base OLS model. One situation is the
data showing multicollinearity, this is when predictor var-
iables are correlated to each other and the response variable.
To produce a more accurate model of complex data, we can
add a penalty term to the OLS equation. A penalty adds a
bias towards certain values. *ese are known as L1 regu-
larization (or Lasso regression) and L2 regularization (or
Ridge regression).

Ridge regression adds the following penalty term, called
L2 term, to the OLS equation:

+ λ

p

j�0
w

2
j . (A.2)

*e L2 term is equal to the square of the magnitude of
the coefficients. In this case, if lambda (λ) is zero, then the

equation is the basic OLS. If lambda is greater than zero, then
a constraint is added to the coefficients. *is constraint has
the objective of minimizing the coefficients (or, informally
speaking, shrinking). *e values of the coefficients tend
towards zero as the values of lambda get larger. Shrinking the
coefficients leads to lower variance and in turn a lower error
value. *erefore Ridge regression decreases the complexity
of a model. However, Ridge does not reduce the number of
variables it rather just shrinks their effect.

Lasso (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator)
regression uses the L1 penalty term, which is equal to the
absolute value of the magnitude of the coefficients:

+ λ

p

j�0
wj



. (A.3)

Analogously to Ridge regression, also for Lasso, a lambda
value equal to zero corresponds to the basic OLS equation.
However, given an appropriate lambda value, Lasso can
drive some coefficients to zero. *e larger the value of
lambda, the more features are shrunk to zero. *is can
eliminate some features and give us a subset of predictors
that helps mitigate multicollinearity and model complexity.
If a variable is not shrunk to zero, it means that the variable is
important. In other words, L1 regularization allows for
feature selection (sparse selection).

A third commonly usedmodel of regression is the Elastic
Net, which incorporates penalties from both L1 and L2
regularization:
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In addition to choosing a value for the lambda pa-
rameter, Elastic Net also allows us to tune the alpha (α)
parameter. A value of alpha equal to zero corresponds to
Ridge; a value of alpha equal to one corresponds to Lasso. If
we choose an alpha value between 0 and 1, we can incor-
porate penalties from both L1 and L2 regularization and
alpha allows us to decide the relative importance of these two
penalties. *e interested reader is referred to Fonti [15] for
deepening the functioning and properties of the Lasso,
Ridge, and Elastic Net regression methods.

A.2. Artificial Neural Networks. An Artificial Neural Net-
work (ANN) is a computational model based on the
structure and functions of biological neural networks. It is
composed of a set of elementary computational units, called
neurons, strongly interconnected between each other by
means of connections, or synapses, characterized by a
weight. An ANN encodes a function (or model) that can
produce outputs once inputs are presented to it. Supervised
learning ANNs that are the ones studied in this paper have
the objective of returning the expected outputs for each one
of the input vectors contained in a given dataset. *e
learning phase, aimed at obtaining this expected input/
output match, consists in a modification of the weights of the
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connections in the network. Every single neuron can be
represented as shown in Figure 23.

Once the values of the set of weights of the connections
entering into a neuron have been established, the output of
the neuron is calculated by

y � f 
n

i�1
wixi + θ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (A.5)

In an ANN, neurons are usually organized into layers.
Supervised learning ANNs are formed by three different
types of layers of artificial neurons:

(i) Input layer
(ii) Hidden layer
(iii) Output layer

*e input layer communicates with the external environ-
ment that presents data to the neural network. Its job is to deal
with all the input values. *ese input values are transferred to
the hidden layers, which are explained below. Every input
neuron represents some independent variable that has an in-
fluence over the output of the neural network.*e hidden layers
are intermediate layers, found between the input layer and the
output layer. *e job of each hidden layer is to process the
inputs obtained by its previous layer. Finally, the output layer
contains the units that return the computed result to the outside
world.*e general structure of a feed-forward ANN, i.e., one of
the most diffused types of supervised ANN and the one used in
this work, is shown in Figure 24.

Several learning rules exist, aimed at looking for a
configuration of the connection weights that allow a perfect
input/output match. One of the most diffused ones and the
one used in this paper is called backpropagation. *e in-
terested reader is referred to Gurney [16] to deepen the
subject.

A.3. Support Vector Regression. Support vector machines
(SVM) were introduced in [17], for classification problems.
*e objective is looking for the optimal separating hyper-
plane between classes. *e points lying on classes’ bound-
aries are called support vectors, and the in-between space,
the hyperplane; when a linear separator is not able to find a
solution, data points are projected into a higher-dimensional
space, where the before nonlinearly separable points become
linearly separable, using kernel functions.*e whole task can
be formulated as a quadratic optimization problem that can
be solved with exact techniques. In Figure 25, an example of
a linearly separable classification problem solved using SVM
is presented. SVM aims at maximizing the margin between
the support vectors and the hyperplane.

One year after the introduction of SVM, Smola [18]
presented an alternative loss function, which allowed SVM
to also be applied to regression problems. In SVR, the idea is
to map the data events X into a k-dimensional feature space
F, through a nonlinear mapping φj(X), so that it is possible
to fit a linear regression model to the data points in this
space. *e obtained linear learner is then used to forecast in

the new feature space. Once again, the mapping from the
input space into the new feature space is defined by the
kernel function. One of the most attractive characteristics of
SVR is related with the model errors; instead of minimizing
the observed training error, SVR minimizes a combination
of the training error and a regularization term, aimed at
improving the generalization ability of the model. Other
attractive properties of SVR are related to the use of kernel
functions, which make them applicable both to linear and
nonlinear forecasting problems, and the absence of local
minima in the error surface due to the convexity of the
fitness function and its constraints. Given

(i) Training dataset T, represented by

T � x1, y1( , x2, y2( , . . . , xm, ym(  , (A.6)

where x ∈ X ⊂ Rn are the training inputs and
y ∈ Y ⊂ R are the training expected outputs;
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(ii) A nonlinear function:

f(x) � w
TΦ xi(  + b, (A.7)

where w is the weight vector, b is the bias, and Φ(xi) is
the high-dimensional feature space, which is linearly
mapped from the input space x.

*e objective is to fit the training dataset T, by finding a
function f(x) that has the smallest possible deviation ε from
the targets yi. Equation (A.7) can be rewritten into a con-
strained convex optimization problem as follows:

minimize
1
2
w

T
w,
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yi − wTΦ xi(  − b≤ ε,

wTΦ xi(  + b − yi ≤ ε.
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(A.8)

*e aim of the objective function represented in equa-
tion (A.8) is to minimize w, while satisfying the other
constraints. One assumption is that f(x) exists, i.e., the
convex optimization problem is feasible. *is assumption is

not always true; therefore, one might want to trade off errors
by the flatness of the estimate. Having this in mind, Vapnik
reformulated equation (A.8) as
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where C< 0 is a prespecified constant that is responsible for
regularization and represents the weight of the loss function.
*e first term of the objective function wTw is the regu-
larized term, whereas the second term C 

m
i�1(ξ

+
i + ξ−

i ) is
called the empirical term and measures the ε-insensitive loss
function. To solve equation (A.9), Lagrangian multipliers
(∝ +

i , ∝ −
i , η+

i , η−
i ) can be used to eliminate some of the

primal variables. *e final equation that translates the dual
optimization problem of SVR is

minimize
1
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where K(xi, xj) is the kernel function; the above formula-
tion allows the extension of SVR to nonlinear functions, as
the kernel function allows nonlinear function approxima-
tions while maintaining the simplicity and computational
efficiency of linear SVR. *e performance and good gen-
eralization of SVR depend on three training parameters:

(i) Kernel function
(ii) C (the regularization parameter)
(iii) ε (the insensitive zone)

A.4. K-Nearest Neighbors. k-nearest neighbors (K-NN) [19]
is one of the simplest existing machine learning algorithms
and, despite its simplicity, is often capable of making ac-
curate predictions on a large number of applications. *e
basic idea of K-NN is as follows: suppose we want to par-
tition a dataset into classes and suppose we have a supervised
training dataset, where some training observations are al-
ready categorized into the correct class. Suppose now that we
have a new data x and we want to predict which class x

belongs to.*e idea is to consider the k training observations
that are closest to or most similar to x (where similarity is
quantified by a predefined distance measure) and return to
the class to which most of these observations belong (ma-
jority vote). Following the same idea, for regression prob-
lems, the output on an unseen instance x is given by
the average output of the k training observations most
similar to x.

K-NN is a supervised, nonparametric, instance-based
classification method. It is not parametric because before
making the prediction, you do not have to make any as-
sumptions about the distribution of the data, nor about the
shape of the model. It is instance-based in the sense that there
is no training phase: as long as we have the supervised data and
the data we want to make predictions about, we can make the
prediction. Although K-NN is nonparametric, we usually use
two parameters to build the model: k (the number of
neighbors) and the distancemetric.*ere are no strict rules for
selecting k. Indeed, this choice depends on the dataset and
experience in choosing an optimal value. Generally, when k is
small, the prediction would be easily impacted by noise and
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when k is larger, while reducing the impact of outliers, it
will show more bias (as a limit case, when we increase k up
to the number of training data, the forecast will always be
the majority class in the training set). *e selection of the
distance metric also varies in different cases. By default,
the most commonly used metrics are Euclidean distance
(L2 standard), Manhattan distance, and Minkowski
distance.

*ere are several advantages of using K-NN: it is a simple
method, very easy to implement and interpret, there is no
model training phase, there are no previous assumptions
about data distribution (this is especially useful when we
have poor quality and unstructured data), and it generally
has relatively high accuracy. Of course, there are also dis-
advantages: high memory requirements (we need to store all
training data in memory to execute the method) and
computationally expensive (we need to calculate the distance
between the new data point and all existing data points to
decide which k are closest), which is quite expensive in terms
of computation and sensitive to noise (particularly if we
choose a small k, the prediction results will probably be
impacted by noise, if any).

A.5. Random Forest. Random forest [20] is a type of en-
semble model, which uses bagging as an ensemble method
and the decision tree as an individual model.

A decision tree is a predictive model, where each internal
node represents a variable, an edge towards a child node
represents a possible value for that property, and a leaf
represents the predicted value for the target variable starting
from the values of the other properties. A decision is rep-
resented by the path from the root node to a leaf node.

An ensemble method is a technique that combines pre-
dictions from multiple machine learning algorithms, to make
predictions more accurate than any single model. Bagging
represents a general procedure that can be used to reduce the
variance of those algorithms that have a high variance, such as
decision trees, in the case of random forests. Decision trees, in
fact, are sensitive to the specific data on which they are formed.
If the training data is changed (e.g., a tree is trained on a subset
of the training data), the resulting decision tree can be quite
different and, in turn, the forecasts can be quite different.
Bagging is the application of the bootstrap procedure to a
high-variance machine learning algorithm. A random forest
combines many decision trees into one model. Individually,
the predictions made by the decision trees may not be ac-
curate, but combined together, the forecasts will on average be
closer to the result. *e final result returned by the random
forest is nothing but the average of the numerical result
returned by the different trees in the case of a regression
problem, or the class returned by the largest number of trees
for classification.
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Real estate market is a complex system. A rational real estate market is not only helpful to people’s living standards but also
bene�cial to countries’ macroeconomic stability. Is Chinese real estate market rational? is paper attempts to study the e�ciency
of Chinese real estate market by using the complexity-entropy binary causal plane method. We �rstly discuss the formation
mechanism of real estate price, which provides a theoretical basis for testing the e�ciency, and compute the real estate market
e�ciency of 70 main Chinese cities.  e results show that neither the whole market nor the main cities have reached the weak
e�ciency, and the e�ciency and complexity of each city are di�erent, and the relationship between them is signi�cantly negative.
In addition, this paper also compares the e�ciency and complexity of Chinese real estate market with American real estate market.
 en, some suggestions for the healthy development of Chinese real estate market in the future are put forward.

1. Introduction

In July 1998, the notice of the State Council on further
deepening the reform of the housing system and accelerating
the housing construction was issued, which clearly put
forward the reform goal of developing the housing trading
market and accelerating the housing construction. Since
then, the welfare housing system traversing nearly 40 years
has been withdrawn from the historical stage. “Market-
ization” has become the new theme of the real estate system.
Real estate began to appear as a commodity. From then on,
real estate is not only an essential element to satisfy the basic
residential attribute of residents but also an indispensable
part of family property. Nowadays, real estate is not only a
commodity but also an asset. With the development of �-
nancial industry, real estate has gradually become a major
tool for investment and speculation. At the same time, the
market size of real estate has gradually become larger and
larger. By 2018, the added value of real estate industry has
accounted for nearly 7% of GDP, while the contribution of
real estate and its related industries to Chinese GDP has

reached about 1/3. It can be said that Chinese real estate has
achieved great success in development size and speed after
nearly 20 years of continuous reform and exploration. At the
same time, the real estate has played a signi�cant role in
pushing the progress of other industries related to itself,
dramatically promoting the rapid development of the na-
tional economy.

However, Chinese real estate price has kept increasing
rapidly in recent years. Subsequently, the ratio of housing
price to income is seriously unbalanced, and the house price
bubble accumulates gradually. It can be seen that this ab-
normal high-speed rising trend has brought many potential
problems. On the one hand, the imbalance of super�cial
demand and supply caused by the rapid rise of house prices
will lead to an overheated economy and lead to housing price
bubble, which has a signi�cant crowding out e�ect on the
real economy. Once this rapid growth cannot continue, the
bubble will collapse and then result in the slump in the
overall economy. More seriously, it will push the economy
into depression, for instance, the subprime crisis caused by
the breakdown of real estate market in America in 2007. at
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crisis was a financial-market mess, as well as a housing one.
On the other hand, the rapid rise of housing price or ir-
rational housing price will lead to a dramatic decline in the
housing consumption level of most ordinary people and
affect people’s living standards. Also, it does harm to the
stability of economy and society.

In view of the importance of the reasonable and orderly
development of the real estate market, it has become amatter
of concern for many scholars to evaluate and quantify the
efficiency of the market. Meese and Wallace [1] applied the
efficient market theory to the real estate market in San
Francisco and found that the real estate market in that region
is efficient in the long term, but inefficient in the short term,
owing to the deviation caused by the transaction cost be-
tween the housing price and fundamental value. However,
other scholars believed that it was the existence of market
bubbles and irrational expectations, both of which led to this
bias and further led to the inefficient market, such as
Clayton’s [2] continuous rational housing price model. -e
analysis about housing price efficiency varies from the angle
of study. Case and Shiller [3] proposed a new method to
examine the applicability of “EfficientMarket Hypothesis” in
real estate market in different American cities by using
excess return rate. -ey argued that the reason for housing
inefficiency was because the interest rate was not correctly
estimated. Abraham and Hendershott [4] used the economic
fundamental information to measure the efficiency of real
estate market in 30 cities of the United States and calculated
the deviation degree between the fundamental price and the
actual housing price. -ey finally thought this deviation as
the bubble of housing price. Grenadier [5] studied this issue
from the perspective of vacancy rate. He attributed the
inefficiency of the real estate market to the high vacancy rate,
which was caused by monopoly. Kunzel [6] made a more
comprehensive analysis of the efficiency of real estate market
and proposed that the inefficiency of housing price origi-
nated from several reasons: space restriction, long con-
struction period, transaction cost, speculation, and so on.

Domestic scholars’ research on this problem is relatively
behind. Wang et al. [7] applied the sequence correlation
method to test whether the housing price index of China
1998–2004 conformed to the random walk model and ob-
tained a negative conclusion, that is, the real estate market of
China had not yet reached weak form efficiency. In addition
to the newly constructed houses, the second-hand real estate
market is also worth the attention. Xie [8] conducted an
empirical test on newly constructed real estate market and
the second-hand real estate market in Shanghai by collecting
the quarterly data of CFS Shanghai index from 2005 to 2013.
-e test methods included unit root test and sequence
correlation test. -e results showed that the efficiency of
each market segment in Shanghai was not the same. Among
them, the office market and shop market in the new real
estate market and the rental real estate market in the second-
hand real estate market had reached weak form efficiency,
while the real estate market in the new real estate market and
the sales real estate market in the second-hand real estate
market had not. However, the results of the sequence cor-
relation test showed that the efficiency of each market

segment and the overall real estate market in Shanghai failed
to achieve weak form.

In order to study the efficiency of Chinese real estate
market, this paper first puts forward the theory about the
housing price mechanism, which provides a theoretical
foundation for testing the efficiency of real estate market and
then conducts empirical test with the complexity-entropy
binary causal plane method. -e results show that the real
estate market of 70 main Chinese cities as well as the overall
Chinese real estate market does not reach weak form effi-
ciency. -e degree of efficiency of each city shows difference
and is significantly negatively related to the corresponding
degree of complexity. In addition, in order to control
housing prices and promote the orderly development of the
real estate market more effectively, we further compare the
efficiency of real estate market in China with that in
America, whose real estate market has also experienced
many boom years. Combined with the historical experience
in the real estate industry development of two countries, this
paper analyzes the reasons that why there are differences in
the efficiency of the real estate market between two countries
and then puts forward some valuable suggestions for the
healthy development of Chinese real estate market in the
future.

A novel feature of our study is that we propose a novel
method called complexity-entropy binary causal plane
method to detect the hidden structure in the housing price
and get the efficiency and complexity of real estate market in
67 main cities and overall China. We collect the monthly
data of 67 main cities of China during 2005 to 2017. With a
wide range of samples and a long period of time, our result
can be regarded as representative, so we think there is
reference value for cities to implement policies to maintain
the stability of housing prices. Moreover, we conduct the
comparative study of the efficiency of the real estate market
in China and in America. -e results provide a direction for
learning from foreign advanced management and regulation
experience.

-e rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
clarifies the theory of housing price mechanism. Section 3
develops the efficiency and complexity measure method
based on the complexity-entropy binary causal plane
method. Section 4 conducts empirical analysis to demon-
strate the efficiency of real estate markets in China and
America. Finally, Section 5 concludes our paper.

2. Theory about Housing Price Mechanism

Analogous to the efficiency theory of financial market, the
efficiency of real estate market can be described as follows:
housing price can quickly respond to all kinds of relevant
information so that actual housing price is consistent with its
intrinsic fundamental value. -erefore, the research on the
efficiency of housing price should first clarify the formation
mechanism of housing price. -e process of how the real
estate market price is formed under the principle of no-
arbitrage pricing is presented as follows.

Suppose that the participants in the real estate market
(taking the buyer as an example) at time t have two choices:
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(1) buying a house to live in, where the price is pt; (2) renting
a house to live in, where the rent is dt per month. Under the
condition of short selling, above two cases should be the
same, that is,

pt � 
∞

i�1

E dt+i− 1 Πt

 

1 + rf( 
i

, (1)

where rf denotes the risk-free rate. If the right-hand side in
equation (1) is not equal to the left-hand side, an arbitrary
opportunity will appear. Specifically, if there is pt <

∞
i�1(E[dt+i− 1 |Πt])/(1 + rf )

i, we can make an arbitrage by
constructing following portfolio: firstly, borrow money from
a bank to buy a house and rent it out at a price of dt per
month and then repay the bank loan by installments. It is
clear that the investor canmake profit easily.We assume that
the market participants are rational. -ey can find this
arbitrary opportunity and then perform the same behavior
that participants all buy houses to rent them out. In this case,
the house price will rise and the rent will decline until
equation (1) holds true. After this game, the arbitrary op-
portunity will disappear and themarket reaches no-arbitrage
equilibrium. On the contrary, if pt >

∞
i�1(E[dt+i− 1 |Πt])/

(1 + rf )
i, the participants can conduct the opposite arbitrage

until a new equilibrium appear. However, if the short selling
is limited, the price cannot reach equilibrium by arbitrages.
-ere will always exist pt <

∞
i�1(E[dt+i− 1 |Πt])/(1 + rf )

i or
pt >

∞
i�1(E[dt+i− 1 |Πt])/(1 + rf)i. At this time, the actual

house price can be described as follows:

pt � 
∞

i�1

E dt+i− 1 Πt

 

1 + rf( 
i

+ ht � p
∗
t + ht, (2)

where p∗t is the basic value of a house and ht denotes the
extra price that can contribute to arbitrage.

On the other hand, Pan and Wang [9] analyzed the
formation of housing price from a rational perspective. -ey
believed that the actual market price would deviate from the
basic price if the market is irrational. Accordingly, there also
exists bias between actual house price and its theoretical
price in irrational real estate market. -is situation yields the
following price rules:

pt � p
∗
t + bt, (3)

where bt denotes irrational price or house price bubbles,
deviating from the basic value [10]. In most cases, bt > 0.
Generally, bt < 0 will not occur. But it also may appear due to
the impact of demand in the actual transaction. In the
statistical sense, it should be positive.

Comparing these two price formation mechanisms, bt in
formula (3) belongs to the irrational component, while ht in
formula (2) belongs to the reasonable component, or at least
some of which are reasonable. For the simplification of
presentation, we just think bt as a reasonable component and
think ht as an irrational component. In this way, after
considering the irrational component, we propose that the
house price is formed by following components:

pt � p
∗
t + ht + bt. (4)

-e real estate market is efficient when market partici-
pants are fully rational. At this time, the irrational com-
ponent bt does not exist, and the housing price can be
characterized by equation (2). From the perspective of
market efficiency theory, this means

E bt  � 0 and bt follows randomwalk. (5)

-en, bt can be expressed as

bt � pt − E p
∗
t + ht . (6)

In this way, we can judge the efficiency of real estate
market by testing whether series bt has random walk
characteristics.

However, it is not easy to get the basic value p∗t + ht of a
house. Although p∗t � 

∞
i�1(E[dt+i− 1 |Πt])/(1 + rf )

i in the-
ory, future cash flow of yield dt cannot be obtained.
Moreover, the computation of ht is more difficult, as a kind
of right of resale or convenience yield. Such fact makes it
difficult to get the irrational price bt and test the efficiency of
markets.

-en, we decide to start with the ratio of house price to
income. As the main indicator to measure the purchasing
power of housing in a certain period, the ratio of house price
to income is also the basic index to evaluate whether the
housing market is healthy [11]. In the early 1990s, Andrew
Hamer, a World Bank expert, conducted a study on the
reform of Chinese housing system and gave a ratio from 4
times to 6 times. -is interval is considered as ideal by the
World Bank. According to the relevant data published by the
United Nations, the dispersion about the ratio of house price
to income in different countries is quite large. According to
the statistical results of 96 countries in 1998, the ratio of
house price to income in these countries ranged from 0.8 to
30, with an average value of 8.4 and a median value of 6.4.
Chen [12] believes that the ratio of house price to income is
reflection of real interest rate and is the most accurate in-
dicator of housing price. In general, the ratio kt of average
house price to income of a country or region is usually
calculated by

kt �
pt

It

, (7)

where pt denotes the average price of a house and It denotes
the average annual income of a family. According to the
theory about the ratio of house price to income, the housing
price and income ratio should be kept within a suitable
interval in a reasonable real estate market. Otherwise, it is an
unhealthy market, where the house price is always under-
estimated or overestimated (generally overestimated). In
other words, there are irrational components or bubbles in
the real estate market. If there is an irrational component,
the market is considered to be inefficient.

From a general equilibrium perspective, all the bor-
rowing and lending in a region would offset, only leaving
income to support house prices. -erefore, a reasonable
housing price should be in proportion to personal income.
-is viewpoint has been proved by Case and Shiller [13].
-ey think that there is a stable relationship between
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personal income and housing price if a housing price bubble
does not exist. In order to measure the efficiency of the real
estate market, we just need to consider whether the rest of
housing price that is not fully explained by income is effi-
cient or not, that is, whether it has the characteristics of
random walking. In addition, the reasonable ratio of house
price to income is basically stable. In other words, it is a
constant or kt � k. To generalize the model, we add an
intercept term, so we can get

pt � a + kE It  + εt. (8)

-us, we have εt � pt − (a + kE[It]), and it is a random
disturbance term and satisfies E[εt] � 0. At this time, we can
test the efficiency of real estate market by calculating the
relevant measures of εt with the permutation entropy
method.

3. Efficiency Measure Based on Complex-
Entropy Binary Causal Plane Method

In recent years, system complexity and nonlinear dynamic
methods have been paid more attention. Zunino et al.
[14, 15] pointed out that it can effectively detect the
structural information hidden in system noise, even if the
system is at the edge of chaos. In the process of empirical
test, we use the complexity-entropy binary causal plane
method based on bt to detect the hidden structure of real
estate market price and then measure its efficiency and
complexity. -is method, as proposed in the work of Rosso
et al. [16], can not only distinguish Gaussian and non-
Gaussian processes but also demonstrate their correlation
degree. -erefore, it is considered to be a good method to
test the market efficiency.

3.1. Market Efficiency and Shannon Entropy. Entropy can
accurately test the uncertainty and confusion of time series
without any additional restrictions on the distribution. If the
price follows a pure random walk, then there will not exist
correlation relationship between time series, where the
entropy of the sequence is the largest and represents a
completely disordered state. Otherwise, it is difficult to reach
the maximum entropy. It was Gulko [17] who firstly applied
entropy to study financial time series by showing that the
maximum-entropy formalism, also called informational
efficiency, made the efficient market hypothesis operational
and testable. If the market is efficient, the time series will
satisfy random walk and the normalized entropy is 1. -e
smaller the entropy is, the harder themarket reaches random
walk and the less efficient the market is. -erefore, the
normalized entropy (relative maximum entropy) can be
applied to measure the real estate market efficiency. -ere
are many proposed concepts of entropy. Matesanz and
Ortega [18] proposed Shannon entropy, Renyi entropy,
Tsallis entropy, approximation entropy, and so on. Risso [19]
pointed out that Shannon entropy is the most widely used
entropy in financial market. For a given probability distri-
bution P � pi: i � 1, . . . , N , Shannon entropy is defined as

S[P] � − 
N

i�1
pi lnpi. (9)

It is clear that when the probability distribution is
uniformly distributed, that is, Pe � 1/N, . . . , 1/N{ }, the
Shannon entropy can reach the maximum value, and
Smax � S[Pe] � lnN. On the other hand, if there is a de-
terministic event, the corresponding distribution can be
expressed as P0 � 0, ...1..., 0{ }, and the value of Shannon
entropy is 0.

3.2. Permutation Entropy. Before calculating the entropy
value of a given time series, we generally need to deal with
the series to get the corresponding distribution. Rosso et al.
[16] found that if the basic probability distribution took the
causal relationship between time series into account and
then used the above information measure the entropy, the
result would be excellent. More importantly, the difference
between chaos and randomness can be clearly distinguished.
Later, Bandt and Pompe [20] successfully proposed a symbol
method based on the reconstruction of phase space, which
could introduce such causal relationship into the basic
probability distribution. It was suggested by Ridel et al. [21]
that this method was the only popular method considering
the intertemporal structure of time series so far. It has been
used to study the efficiency of crude oil markets [22], foreign
exchange markets [23], and stock markets [14]. -is method
can be summarized as follows:

(1) Given a time series xt: t � 1, . . . , M . Embedding
dimension is D, and time delay is τ. -e connection
between dimension D and new subsequence is
represented as follows:

s⟼ xs− (D− 1)τ , xs− (D− 2)τ , . . . , xs− τ , xs . (10)

We call it the ordinal pattern of embedding di-
mension D. As for any time s, there is always a new
subsequence mapping to it, which is formed by a
vector with dimensionD as shown in formula (10). It
is easy to notice that the larger dimension can in-
corporate more historical information.

(2) Each subsequence i is sorted in ascending order. We
can obtain a new set related permutation, marking it
as πi � (r0, r1, . . . , rD− 1)i. -e rearranged series is

xs− rD− 1τ ≤ xs− rD− 2τ ≤ · · · ≤ xs− r1τ ≤xs− r0τ. (11)

(3) For each dimension, there is D! kinds of arrange-
ment. -e probability distribution of the permuta-
tion in these time series is given by

p πi(  �
# s | 1 +(D − 1)π ≤ s≤M{ }

M − (D − 1)τ
, (12)

where s satisfies formula (10) and # denotes the number of
occurrences of the permutation π in the class.

According to above steps, the probability distribution of
each ordinal pattern in the time series can be obtained. In
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order to obtain a more accurate distribution, the length of
time series M is required to be infinite. So, we can get the
corresponding distribution when embedding dimension D
and delay time τ are given. For achieving more reliable
statistical results, it is generally suggested M≫D! [24].
Bandt and Pompe suggested 3≤D≤ 7 in practical applica-
tions. As for the time delay, τ � 1 is common. Of course,
there are also different selections (for details, see the liter-
ature [25]). Some recent applications and development of
permutation entropy also can be seen in related literature
[26, 27].

3.3. Complexity-Entropy Binary Causal Plane Method. In
addition to permutation entropy, Lamberti et al. [28]
pointed out that statistical complexity measure (SCM) can
also be used to measure the efficiency of markets. SCM can
not only detect the dynamic details of the system but also
distinguish the periodicity and the degree of chaos, which is
superior to the entropy measure. Mathematically, SCM is
defined as follows:

CJS[P] � QJ P, Pe  • HS[P], (13)

where HS[P] is normalized Shannon entropy, and it is
defined as

Hs[P] �
S[P]

Smax
. (14)

And QJ[P, Pe] is the Jensen-Shannon divergence; it is
defined as

QJ P, Pe  � Q0 • J P, Pe , (15)

where J[P,Pe] � S[(P + Pe)/2] − S[P]/2 − S[Pe]/2  and Q0 �

1/J[P0,Pe].
SCM can describe the structural complexity of a system,

which cannot be achieved by entropy just measuring ran-
domness. Different entropy values mean different ran-
domness, but they may have the same SCM value because
they have the same complexity. -e larger the SCM value is,
the more complex the system is. Accordingly, the correlation
degree of sequences in the system is higher. We take two
simple examples to further illustrate the difference between
SCM and entropy. -e entropy of linear data is 0, and the
entropy of absolute fair dice game is 1. However, both their
SCMs are 0 because of simple systems.

-erefore, the binary causal plane method formed by the
combination of permutation entropy and SCM can char-
acterize the efficiency of markets better. -is method ana-
lyzes the market function from different perspectives and
then takes the structure of real estate market into consid-
eration. -ere is no doubt that more available market in-
formation is incorporated in this method. Zunino et al. [15]
adopted this method to measure the efficiency of global
major stock markets and found that this method could not
only accurately identify the markets of developed and de-
veloping countries but also divide the markets of many
countries into more categories, fully reflecting the dis-
crimination ability of the model. -eoretically, the higher
the complexity of a financial market is, the stronger the

randomness and disorder of the market will be. At this time,
the corresponding permutation entropy will be larger, that
is, the permutation entropy is positively correlated with
complexity. On the other hand, the higher the degree of
disorder and chaos in the market is, the higher the prob-
ability that the market tends to be invalid is, that is, the
permutation entropy is negatively correlated with the effi-
ciency.-erefore, it can be considered that the complexity of
the market is negatively correlated with its effectiveness
through the transfer of permutation entropy (see Rosso et al.
[29] and Shaobo et al. [30]).

4. Empirical Analysis

4.1. Data and Statistical Description. We initially take the 70
main cities defined by National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) as
our research objects. Due to the lack of relevant data of
Anqing, Dali, and Yangzhou, we finally select the remaining
67 cities as our research objects. To simplify the presentation,
we number the cities from 1 to 67 according to the al-
phabetical order of cities. At the same time, the overall real
estate market in China is also incorporated into our study
and numbered as No. 68.

-e data of each research unit used in the empirical test
mainly involve three indicators: house price index (HPI),
consumer price index (CPI), and per capita income index (PPI).
We collect the data fromWind database and Chinese economic
and social big data research platform. Considering the avail-
ability of the data, the time interval of the sample data spans
from July 2005 to December 2017, and we have a total of 150
monthly samples. For convenience, we set the HPI in July 2015
as 100 points and treat it as the basis. Average monthly salary of
residents is a proxy variable of PPI. As for the CPI, we set the
CPI in July 2015 as 100 points and treat it as the basis, same as
HPI. A fewmissing data are interpolated by linear interpolation.

Table 1 shows the simple descriptive statistics of HPI in
Chinese overall real estate market. From Figure 1, we can see
the specific trend of HPI from 2005 to 2017. Combined with
Table 1 and Figure 1, the overall housing price in China
presents an overall upward trend during the sample period.
Chinese housing prices have risen about 1.7 times since July
2005, with a monthly average growth rate of 0.0036 and an
annual average growth rate of 0.0576. Although the fluc-
tuation of Chinese housing price is small on the whole, its
fluctuation frequency is high. From July 2005 to the end of
2017, Chinese housing price experienced at least 7 fluctu-
ations. Besides the role of market itself, most of these
fluctuations are related to the government’s regulation
policies. -ere are several severe fluctuations that deserve
attention. Affected by the global financial crisis in 2008,
housing prices began to fall sharply in October 2008.
However, with the issue of several stimulus policies of the
government, housing prices began to recover and rise in
April 2009, which led to the steady rise of housing prices in
later three years. In 2011, many cities successively launched
the control policies centering on the purchase restriction. In
October 2011, the housing price dropped slightly. However,
with the implementation of easy monetary policy in 2012
and the reduction of bank reserve ratio, the real estate
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market began a new growth period. In the latter half of 2014,
the real estate market got into murky situation.-is is due to
the combined effect of regulatory policies and anticorrup-
tion efforts. But the new “330 policy” (a new real estate
regulation and control policy on March 30, 2015) and the
two interest-rate cuts in the latter half of 2015 initiated a wild
rising tendency in a new round for housing prices. In 2016,
due to the shortage of land, there was even a phenomenon
that flour was more expensive than bread, which made the
real estate market to be concerned again. In 2017, housing
prices remained high, but the growth rate had been slower
than that in 2016.

Considering the large amount of data, the basic de-
scriptive statistics of HPI of 67 main cities cannot be fully
presented due to space constraints. Here, we just demon-
strate the HPI trend of each city, as shown in Figure 2.

As can be seen from Figure 2, housing prices in China had
a rise tendency before 2015, but the tendency was moderate. It
was after 2015 that severe fluctuations in housing prices
occurred in many cities. From 2015 to 2016, housing prices
soared rapidly, which was the fastest growth in the latest
decade. Housing prices in many cities became relatively stable
until 2017. In 67 cities, Wenzhou (No. 50) and Shenzhen (No.
44) are relatively special samples on studying the housing
price. After the financial crisis in 2008, Chinese government
launched “4 trillion stimulus plan” to stimulate the economic
recovery. In the first half of 2009, housing prices in Wenzhou
took the lead in response and started a new round of surge. At
that time, housing prices in Wenzhou were even far higher
than the first-tier cities, leading the country. However,
bubbles would burst sooner or later. Its housing prices

declined steeply in the latter half of 2011. -is price change
lasted for more than 20 months. -en, a large number of
investors and speculators withdrew from the propertymarket.
Although the government adjusted the purchase restriction
policy, it achieved little success in saving the property market.
In the next years, the property market was in a mild state until
the appearance of property boom in 2016. Before 2015,
Shenzhen real estate market compared with other first-tier
cities seemed to be depressed, but after 2015, housing prices in
Shenzhen rose rapidly and the increase was nearly 50% just in
2015. It is not only because of its strong ability to absorb
population, resulting in huge housing demand, but also be-
cause of the government's deregulation policy, reducing the
real estate market access threshold of residents.

4.2. Econometric Model Setup. We have mentioned that
reasonable housing price in general equilibrium state is
proportional to income. -erefore, if we take per capita
income of residents as the independent variable and housing
price index as the dependent variable, we can construct a
linear econometric model as follows:

pit � αi + βiPPIit + εit, (16)

where i denotes the number of research object, t denotes the
time, pit is the HPI of research object i at given time t, PPIit is
the corresponding average income, and εit is a random
disturbance term. Based on the above theory, we just need to
analyze the residual series εit to test the market efficiency.

Firstly, we carried out the regression analysis on col-
lected data according to the established econometric model

Table 1: -e simple descriptive statistics of HPI in Chinese overall real estate market.

Type Max Min Mean Median Std Skewness Kurtosis Monthly average growth rate
China 117.61 68.3 93.45 96.13 12.77 − 0.24 2.26 0.0036
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Figure 1: HPI trend of the overall real estate market.
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and then obtained regression coefficients and determination
coefficients (also called goodness of fit), as shown in Fig-
ures 3 and 4. -e signs of regression coefficients in Figure 3
are all positive. -e results show that HPI has positive
correlation relationship with the PPI to some extent, but the
correlation degree varies with cities. In most cities, the re-
sults of t-test aimed at regression coefficients are significant
at the 1% confidence level, and the p value approaches to 0.
However, the t-test results of 8 cities, including Guilin,
Huizhou, Xiangyang and so on, cannot realize significance at
the 10% confidence level. It is clear from Figure 4 that not all
housing price indexes can be fitted well by per capita income
of residents. As for most cities, the explanatory power is
poor. -ere are 17 cities whose goodness of fit is even lower
than 10%, and the number of cities whose goodness of fit is
higher than 50% is only 16. It implies that PPI cannot ac-
count for most of the variations in HPI, which is not
consistent with the feature of a rational real estate market.
However, this irrational phenomenon is in line with Chinese
current real estate development status. In other words, there
exist house price bubbles. Only under the condition of deep
marketization, the housing price is obviously proportional to
the per capita income. But the government’s intervention
policies play an important role in leading to the fluctuations
of housing prices nowadays, besides the market’s sponta-
neous adjustment.

4.3. Efficiency Test. Based on the complexity-entropy binary
causal plane method, the residual in model (16) is used as the
bridge to test the efficiency of Chinese housing price. In the
practical application, we make the delay time τ � 1 as usual.
And it is suggested that the embedding dimension D should
satisfy M≫D!, where M is the number of samples. In our
study, M � 150, so the embedding dimension can take 2, 3,

4, or 5. By comparison, we determine the optimal embed-
ding dimension D � 5. -is process can be illustrated by
Figure 5. -ere are different outcomes of 8 embedding
dimensions as seen in Figure 5. When the dimension is
gradually increased from 2 to 5, the correlation between
permutation entropy and complexity is still the same, that is,
a negative correlation. However, when the embedding di-
mension D is larger than 5, the relationship between them is
suddenly reversed, that is, a positive correlation.-erefore, it
is valid to set D � 5. In addition, as the embedding di-
mension changes, the degree of divergence for different
points also changes. We can find that it can distinguish each
state to the greatest extent at D � 5, and the effect of
remaining dimensions gradually declines, such as D � 2 and
D � 8. It is shown on the graph that all points are con-
centrated in a narrow area. It is easy to explain this phe-
nomenon.When the value of embedding dimension is small,
there are few states. For example, there are only two states
when D � 2, which is naturally difficult to distinguish. In an
extreme case, there is only one state when D � 1, and the
results of all states must be the same. It does not make any
difference. On the other hand, when the value of embedding
dimension is large, we can get a large number of states. For
example, there is 40320 states when D � 8, but we only have
150 samples.-ese samples can only touch a limited number
of states. Other states are not accessible at all, which results
in the poor performance of divergence. Also, this explains
why M≫D! is usually required.

After determining the optimal embedding dimension,
we begin to calculate the complexity and efficiency of real
estate markets. Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of
them.

For intuitive expression, we plot the results into a
complexity-entropy binary causal plane. Figure 6 shows the
complexity-efficiency binary map of 67 cities’ real estate
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Figure 2: HPI trend of each city.
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market. It can be found that there is higher efficiency and
lower complexity at the lower right corner, in which the real
estate market is more efficient and simpler. Otherwise, the
market efficiency is low and the market structure is complex.

According to the empirical results, China does not have
completely efficient real estate market, that is, no real estate
market is completely random. -e city with the highest
efficiency in Chinese real estate market is Tangshan (No. 48),
whose efficiency has been over 0.91. Also, this city has the
lowest complexity, which is only 0.103. On the contrary, the
real estate market of Shenzhen city (No. 44) is the least

efficient and most complex. To further study the relationship
between the efficiency and complexity of the real estate
market, Table 3 lists the top 10 cities in four extreme cases.
-ey are the most efficient, the least complex, the least ef-
ficient, and the most complex, respectively. It is easy to see
from the cities listed in Table 3 that there is a significant
relationship between the efficiency of real estate markets and
the complexity of them.

Market efficiency indicator HS reflects whether the real
estate market price can fully respond to the market infor-
mation. It has been proved by our empirical test that the real
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Figure 3: Regression coefficients β.
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estate markets of 67 main cities do not reach weak form
efficiency, which implies that housing prices have a poor
performance in responding to the market information and
the liquidity of information is not enough. -is is related to
the nature of the real estate market. Compared with other
capital markets, the real estate market has many unique
characteristics, such as industrial barriers to entry, regional
differences, vulnerable to policy, and housing heterogeneity.
Also, there is a monopoly phenomenon in the land devel-
opment rights. Under the function together with the
aforementioned factors, there is less probability to form the

housing price just by the complete market competition. -e
efficiency of market information transmission becomes low,
so it cannot meet the requirements of a weak form effective
market. Furthermore, it is much difficult to quickly make the
market weakly effective and meet the basic housing needs of
residents only by relying on the spontaneous regulation of
market. -erefore, considering the importance of real estate
market to the national economy and people’s livelihood, it is
indispensable for the government to implement some rea-
sonable and effective regulation measures and policy
guidance.
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Figure 5: -e selection of embedding dimension.

Table 2: -e simple descriptive statistics of efficiency and complexity.

Max Min Mean Median Std
Efficiency HS 0.9104 0.5906 0.7862 0.7924 0.0660
Complexity CJS 0.2753 0.1030 0.1994 0.2021 0.1030
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Figure 6: Complexity-entropy binary causal plane of Chinese real estate market.
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-e market complexity indicator CJS represents the
complexity of the market structure itself. -ere are always
multilevel markets or various factors affecting the market
price, especially nonmarket factors derived from govern-
ment intervention. It has been illustrated by the complexity
of real estate markets in main Chinese cities. Cities with a
relatively complex real estate market structure in China are
mainly concentrated in first-tier cities, represented by Bei-
jing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen. -ese cities have
more advantageous resources, thus leading to a massive
influx of population and then forming a sharp expansion of
housing demand and pushing housing prices further. At this
time, the spontaneous regulation of the market could not
meet the needs of residents. In order to coordinate the
unbalanced allocation of resources and stabilize social de-
velopment, the government has to take a series of regulation
measures, which increased the complexity of the market
structure inevitably. As for those less developed cities, the
complexity of their real estate market structures is relatively
low because of stable supply and demand relationship, better
spontaneous regulation ability, and less government inter-
vention. -e lower CJS is, the simpler the market structure is
and the easier it is to be improved. Conversely, the more
complex the market structure is, the more difficult it is to be
governed. For the market with complex structure, it is
necessary to analyze different factors more comprehensively
and take targeted combination measures. Generally, market
efficiency is highly correlated with complexity, but not al-
ways.-e previous empirical results have revealed this point.
Due to the disadvantages brought by complexity market
structure, it is more difficult to deal with the higher com-
plexity market when the degree of efficiency is at the same
level.

4.4. Efficiency Comparison of Chinese and American Real
Estate Markets. -e development of American real estate
market has gone through many years, most of which was
relatively stable and made great contributions to the healthy
and rapid development of American economy. Moreover,

American market has experienced a huge crisis, especially
the global financial crisis caused by the burst of the real estate
bubble in 2007. After the crisis, the real estate was still an
important engine of economic growth in America. With the
recovery of American economy, the real estate industry also
took a turn for the better. From the perspective of economic
cycle, the development of the real estate market in the United
States has gone through a complete economic cycle.
Moreover, the housing system of the United States was
recognized as a relatively successful system by housing
experts from all over the world at that time [31]. -e United
States adopted government intervention, but did not “take
all risks.” It not only had appropriate social security of the
government but also made the residents do their best to
afford housing consumption.

Although the national conditions and economic devel-
opment stages are obviously different, China and United
States are both big countries, and there is heterogeneity of
development between different cities or regions. After the
reform and opening up in 1978, China took the road of
unbalanced development and adopted the development
strategy of “give priority to supporting the development of
the eastern coastal areas.” After years of development and
accumulation, this strategy directly led to the regional im-
balance of economy among the central, western, and eastern
regions. Even in the same region, regional central cities and
other noncentral cities have differences. Compared with the
noncentral city, the central city gathers more resources and
capital, promotes the development of local economy, attracts
more people to gather in the central city, and improves the
local house price. -is is the same in China and the United
States. Song and Gao [32] pointed out that due to the in-
fluence of geographical factors and economic development
level, the American housing price growth of nine regions
divided by the federal real estate industry monitoring office
had huge difference, even among different states in the same
region. However, even in this unbalanced development
situation, the real estate industry in the United States has
become the driving force of economic growth, while pro-
viding sufficient social security. -erefore, it has important

Table 3: Top 10 cities in four extreme cases in Chinese market.

Features Cities

Top 10 cities with the most efficient real estate
markets

Tangshan (0.9104), Kunming (0.8913), Nanchong
(0.8833), Shao guan (0.8747), Quanzhou (0.8746),
Hefei (0.8691), Haikou (0.8675), Guilin (0.8614),

Zunyi (0.8545), and Dandong (0.8522)

Top 10 cities with the least complex real estate
markets

Tangshan (0.1030), Kunming (0.1174), Nanchong
(0.1316), Hefei (0.1357), Quanzhou (0.1379), Shao
guan (0.1439), Haikou (0.1447), Guilin (0.1460),

Zunyi (0.1511), and Dandong (0.1526)

Top 10 cities with the least efficient real estate markets

Shenzhen (0.5906), Yueyang (0.6415), Beijing
(0.6420), Beihai (0.6437), Guangzhou (0.6831),

Shanghai (0.6951), Yantai (0.6968), Xuzhou (0.6992),
Jining (0.7180), and Xiamen (0.7203)

Top 10 cities with the most complex real estate
markets

Beihai (0.2735), Shenzhen (0.2715), Beijing (0.2635),
Xuzhou (0.2567), Yueyang (0.2557), Huizhou
(0.2532), Yantai (0.2473), Wuhan (0.2424),
Guangzhou (0.2421), and Jinan (0.2413)
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reference and warning value for Chinese real estate industry
if we take it as the object of comparative study.

In order to study the efficiency of the American real
estate market, we select 50 states and the District of Co-
lumbia as our research objects. Similar to China, we also
studied the efficiency of American overall real estate market.
We collected relevant data from the first quarter of 1975 to
the first quarter of 2014, summing up to 157 quarters. In-
dividual missing data were supplemented by linear inter-
polation, and wemade seasonal adjustments to eliminate the
influence of seasonal factors. Using the same econometric
model and test method, we obtained the efficiency and
complexity of American real estate market. As can be seen
from Figure 7, the real estate market of each state and the
overall market in America have not reached a weak efficient
state, which is the same as China.

-e state with the highest degree of efficiency in
American real estate market is Mississippi, whose efficiency
reaches 0.886, while its complexity is only 0.201 at the lowest
complexity level in America. On the other hand, the state
with the least efficient andmost complex real estate market is

California. Its efficiency and complexity are 0.616 and 0.352,
respectively.-e significant negative correlation between the
efficiency and the complexity in American market is con-
sistent with that in Chinese market. To further illustrate the
relationship between efficiency and complexity, Table 4
shows the top 10 states in four extreme cases in Ameri-
can real estate market.

Combined with Tables 3 and 4, it can be seen that the
relationship between the efficiency of the real estate market
and the level of regional economic development in China is
contradictory to that in America. In China, those cities with
high efficiency and low efficiency are most of the third-tier or
below cities, such as Tangshan (No. 48), Shao guan (No. 43),
Guilin (No. 13), Zunyi (No. 67), and so on. -e first-tier or
second-tier cities with developed economy and high com-
prehensive level are always less efficient and more complex
in real estate market, such as Shenzhen (No. 44), Beijing (No.
4), Guangzhou (No. 11), Xuzhou (No. 57), and so on. As for
the United States, it is just the opposite. -ose states with
higher efficiency and lower complexity are mostly located in
the east and west coasts, such as Mississippi (No. 26), South
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Figure 7: Complexity-entropy binary causal plane of American real estate market.

Table 4: Top 10 states in four extreme cases in American market.

Features States

Top 10 states with the most efficient real estate
markets

Mississippi, South Carolina, Georgia, West Virginia,
Idaho, North Carolina, Indiana, South Dakota,

Arkansas, and Nebraska

Top 10 states with the least complex real estate
markets

Mississippi, West Virginia, South Carolina, Georgia,
Idaho, North Carolina, South Dakota, Alaska, and

Nebraska

Top 10 states with the least efficient real estate
markets

California, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, New Jersey, Maryland,

Hawaii, Pennsylvania, and New York

Top 10 states with the most complex real estate
markets

California, Hawaii, New Jersey, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Connecticut,

Washington, Virginia, and New York
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Carolina (No. 41), Georgia (No. 11), West Virginia (No. 50),
and northern Idaho (No. 14). -ese states all belong to the
area whose economy is relatively developed and population
is dense. -e less efficient areas are located in the middle of
the United States and with poor economy. So how to ensure
the efficiency and orderliness of the real estate market while
developing the economy is what we can learn from the
United States.

From the perspective of the relationship between the
efficiency and complexity of the real estate market, the
performance of Chinese market is consistent with that of
American market. It can be seen from Tables 3 and 4 that
cities with higher efficiency tend to have lower complexity,
and the ranking order is almost the same. In order to
clarify the generality of this correlation, we rank the ef-
ficiency and complexity and calculate their Spearman
order statistical correlation coefficient.-en, we obtain the
rank correlation coefficient of efficiency and complexity of
Chinese real estate market and American real estate
market. -e correlation coefficients are − 0.975 and − 0.966,
respectively, which explains the obvious negative corre-
lation between the efficiency and complexity of the real
estate market well.

5. Conclusions and Suggestions

By the complexity-entropy binary causal plane method, we
measure the efficiency and complexity of Chinese and
American real estate markets. Our conclusions can be
summarized as follows:

(1) Neither 67 main cities’ real estate markets in China
nor the overall real estate market has reached weak
form efficiency. Both the efficiency and complexity
vary with each subject. -ere is significantly negative
correlation relationship between the degree of effi-
ciency and complexity because their Spearman rank
correlation coefficient has reached − 0.975. In Chi-
nese cities, those with a high efficiency degree of real
estate market are generally second-tier, third-tier,
and lower cities, while those with a relatively de-
veloped economy such as Beijing, Shanghai,
Shenzhen, and Guangzhou show a lower efficiency
degree of real estate market and a higher complexity
degree.

(2) -e market efficiency and complexity of the United
States are similar to that of China. Specifically, the
real estate market in all states and the overall
American market have not reached weak form ef-
ficiency. -e Spearman rank correlation coefficient
between the efficiency and complexity is − 0.966,
showing the significant negative correlation. Dif-
ferent from China, the areas with high efficiency
degree of American real estate market are basically
located in the east and west coasts which are rela-
tively developed and densely populated. On the
contrary, the areas with low efficiency are located in
the middle with relatively low level of economic

development. Moreover, American real estate mar-
ket is about as efficient as Chinese, but significantly
more complex.

Combining the development history of American and
Chinese housing finance, it can be found that housing price
fluctuation of both countries has close relationship with the
enforcement of some housing finance policies. For example,
the irrational surges of housing prices over a period are
mostly due to the government's efforts to stimulate the
economy. -ose interventions from government can lead to
an excessive prosperity of the real estate market. From the
perspective of policy connotation, the more efficient the
market is, the less the government’s intervention is. -e
lower degree of efficiency implies the less freedom of the
market. In detail, some systems or rules set by the gov-
ernment affect the market’s independent regulation.
-erefore, on the one hand, it is necessary to formulate and
implement some innovative regulation policies to guide the
development of real estate market; on the other hand, it is
required to find out the deficiencies of the current relevant
policies and systems and then improve them. According to
the conclusions of our study and the achievements of the
housing price control policies issued by Chinese and
American governments over the years, we put forward
following suggestions to improve the efficiency of the real
estate market in China:

(1) -e government should improve mechanisms to
enhance information transparency of the real estate
market. If the real estate market is efficient, prices
can respond adequately and quickly to other market
information. At present, all main cities and the
overall real estate market in China have not reached
weak form efficiency. -is phenomenon indicates
that there is information asymmetry in the market
and the information transmission mechanism
among investors, sellers, and buyers is not perfect.
-e government can make more detailed rules to
help information disclosure in the process of real
estate transactions, so as to guarantee the liquidity,
accuracy, and timeliness of information. Further-
more, it can reduce the information search cost,
guide rational investment, and reduce the possibility
of releasing false information by developers and
speculators. Only in this way, we can ensure fair real
estate market transaction and establish an infor-
mation disclosure mechanism with openness, fair-
ness, and impartiality to promote the healthy
development of housing industry.

(2) -e government should advocate both renting a
house and buying a house to live in so as to promote
the establishment of multilevel housing system. In
some developed countries, such as Germany, the
rental rate is as high as 58%, but most residents still
can live and work happily. -e supply of a large
number of rental housing has not only increased the
well-being of residents but also played an important
role in maintaining social stability. -is harmonious
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phenomenon is inseparable from the perfect rental
management system. As for China, there is large
population, which results in strong demand for
houses. However, because of the high housing price,
many people, especially those young people freshly
entering the workplace, cannot afford to buy own
houses and have no choice but to rent a house. In
order to meet the housing needs of low-income
groups and maintain the healthy development of
housing economy, policy guarantee should be ac-
companied by legislative regulation. Drawing on the
classification supply system of the United States, the
government should move faster to put in place a
housing system that ensures supply through mul-
tiple sources, provides housing support through
multiple channels, and encourages both housing
purchase and renting. -is will make us better
placed to meet the housing needs of all of our
people.

(3) -e government should take targeted and differen-
tiated measures. In the light of the empirical vali-
dation results in 67 cities, the efficiency degree and
complexity degree of the real estate market vary from
cities. -erefore, the regulation of real estate market
in each city cannot be treated as the same; the
government should take these factors into consid-
eration, such as economic level, institutional envi-
ronment, resource allocation, and the supply and
demand of urban residents. Targeted and differen-
tiated measures can play the role of regulating
housing prices and stabilizing the market more ef-
fectively. For instance, there is a big difference in the
housing inventory between the first- or second-tier
cities and the third- or fourth-tier cities in China. For
the third- and fourth-tier cities, destocking should be
emphasized, while the first- and second-tier cities
should actively prevent the risk of real estate bubble.

(4) -e government should strengthen early monitoring
and warning and then prevent international financial
risks. In the context of economic globalization,
changes in the international situation or the eco-
nomic situation of a certain country often affect all
over the world. Chinese trade with other countries
has become increasingly close, and it is more im-
possible to stay independent. It is memorable that the
trade war between Japan and the United States made
a rapid rise in the yen over 2 decades ago. To tackle
this crisis, the Japanese government decided to
implement easy monetary policy and encourage local
residents to invest real estate industry, making
Japanese economy grow with bubbles. Finally, the
burst of the bubble economy not only led to the
Japanese house prices to decline dramatically but
also caused the Japanese economy to collapse. We
can learn from this trade war that we should pay
close attention to foreign exchange risks, actively
guard against the exchange rate risks caused by
foreign capital inflow and domestic capital outflow,

and strengthen risk early warning so as to prevent
and tackle risks timely.

Appendix

-e software applied to our work is MATLAB.
-e syntax about how to calculate the permutation

entropy and statistical complexity measure is presented as
follows:

function permutation()

clear;

clc;

data� xlsread('ppires'); %input data

[m,n]� size(data); for j� 1:n

z� j %select a series

rs0� data(:,z); %rs0� data(:,1) + data(:,2)

D� 5 % embedding dimension

tao� 1 % time delay

P� perms([1:1:D]); % all Permutations of D

np� length(P(:,1)); % the number of permuta-
tions D!

rnp� zeros(np,1); % the number of patterns,
initial value� 0

for i� 1:m − (D − 1) ∗ tao
rs� rs0(i:tao:i + (D − 1) ∗ tao); %find the
initial vector used for rank

[B,IX] � sort(rs); % rank by ascending
order and give the original serial number,
or called mode

[b,IX1]� sort(P ∗ IX); % Judge mode number
according to product maximum

kp� IX1(end); %give the order under this
ordinal pattern

rnp(kp)� rnp(kp) + 1; end

ppi� rnp/(m − (D − 1) ∗ tao) %calculate the
probability of each pattern

sum(ppi);

ppi1� ppi + (ppi�� 0);

PE� − sum(ppi.∗ log(ppi1)) %calculate permu-
tation entropy

HS� PE/log(np) % maximum − entropy formalism

ppi0� [1;zeros(np − 1,1)];

JP� − sum((ppi + 1/np)/2.∗ log((ppi + 1/np)/
2)) − (PE + log(np))/2;

JP0� − sum((ppi0 + 1/np)/2.∗ log((ppi0 + 1/
np)/2)) − (0 + log(np))/2;

CJS�JP/JP0∗ HS
std(rs0)

hs(j)�HS; cjs(j)�CJS; end

hold on
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box on

grid on

scatter(hs,cjs,'r')

xlabel('H_S')

ylabel(' C_{JS}')

hs

cjs

hold on

%plot(hs./cjs)

plot(hs)

xlswrite('csi',[hs;cjs]')

%xlswrite('acjsl',[hs;cjs]')

xlabel('\it H_S')

ylabel('\it C_{JS}')
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To analyze the relationship between air quality index (AQI) and housing price, six relationship indexes between air quality index
and housing price were calculated using grey spectrum theory, speci�cally grey association spectrum, grey cospectrum, grey
amplitude spectrum, grey phase spectrum, grey lag time length, and grey condense spectrum. �ree main change periods were
extracted. �ere was a negative correction between the air quality and the housing price in Handan.�e results provide a basis for
the government’s measures to prevent haze.

1. Introduction

�e real estate industry drives the economy.�e added value
of real estate and related industries accounts for 15.8% of
China’s gross domestic product (GDP), the share of real
estate in GDP is 3% in America, and the data for Japan are
11%. Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei, the Yangtze River Delta, the
Pearl River Delta, Chengdu–Chongqing, and the middle
reaches of the Yangtze River are China’s �ve largest city
clusters. �eir 11% land area contributes 55% to the
economy and 47% to commercial housing sales (Boao 21st
Century Real Estate Forum 19th Annual Conference). Re-
search on housing price has been performed. Housing prices
have been driven by land price and have had a strong e£ect
on land price [1]. �e increase in population is expected to
reduce the land area per capita, resulting in the rise of
housing price [2]. �ere are commercial housing and social
housing in China, and commercial housing has been the
focus of most research works [3]. High housing price will
cause social con¦icts, and the Chinese government has
launched a series of measures to limit housing price [4]. For
the government to formulate more accurate measures of
housing price, a long short-term memory approach is
proposed to predict the housing price [5].

In addition to creating a lot of jobs, economic develop-
ment has also created a lot of problems, such as air pollution.

Handan, a city in southern Hebei Province, is shown in
Figure 1. Gross domestic product and total construction
output showed the same trend from 2015 to 2018 (Figure 2).
Economic growth slowed in 2017 as the country adjusted its
industrial structure. �e development of the construction
industry has raised the housing price and brought about the
problem of environmental pollution. AQI in Handan from
2014 to 2018 is shown in Figure 3. As shown, polluted months
were more than that of good months. Air pollution reduces
the quality of human environment.

Air pollution is still a major problem faced by the world
today. Air quality is a£ected by a variety of factors. Many
scholars have performed research on air quality, including
studies on the in¦uence of tree species on air quality im-
provement [6]. Despite this, it is generally agreed that hu-
man socioeconomic activities have the greatest impact on
the environment [7, 8]. Air quality problems are common in
China, and haze is not evenly distributed: the developed
eastern regions face more serious air quality problems than
western regions [9]. Under the Chinese government’s strict
emission measures, air quality has improved greatly [10].
Analysis of factors related to air pollution is the key to haze
control. �e relationship between outdoor air pollution and
sick building syndrome symptoms is researched [11]. �e
problem of air pollution has been taken seriously in recent
years in China, and equipment to measure air quality have
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been installed inmany cities. Air quality data are incomplete.
Grey system theory can address the small sample sizes and
poor quality of data [12]. Scholars have performed further
research projects. /e traditional grey model has been used
to provide particulate matter information for the roadside
inhabitants [13]. /e grey model with fractional order ac-
cumulation has been used to predict air quality [14], and
grey relational analysis has been used to determine whether
carbon price has multiple timescales [15].

/e purpose of this study is to assess the relationship
between AQI and housing price. /e mechanism by which
air quality affects housing price has been studied, and
suggestions for government programs are provided here.

/e paper has the following structure. /e calculation
process of grey spectrum theory is presented in Section 2.
/e grey spectrum theory used in real-world cases is pre-
sented in Section 3. /e paper is summarized in Section 4.

2. Method

/e degree of correlation in grey relational analysis was here
substituted for the correlation number in spectrum analysis,
and then grey association spectrum, grey cospectrum, grey
condense spectrum, grey phase spectrum, grey lag time
length, and other indicators were found [16, 17]. Results are
shown in Figure 4./e grey spectrum algorithm is presented
below.

Step 1. Standardization:
Xi � Xi(t), t � 1, 2, . . . , m; i � 1, 2  is the discrete time

series (m represents the sample size and i is the sequence
name). To make each sequence comparable, Xi is stan-
dardized. /e results are as follows:

di �
1

m − 1


m− 1

t

Xi(t + 1) − Xi


, t � 1, 2, . . . , m − 1,

yi �
Xi(t)

di

, t � 1, 2, . . . , m .

(1)

Step 2. /e increment sequence is defined as follows:

Δyi � Δyi(t) � yi(t + 1) − yi(t), t � 1, 2, . . . , m − 1 .

(2)

Step 3. /e correlation coefficient of each time period:

ρ12 �

sgn Δy1(t)Δy2(t + τ)( ,
min Δy1(t)


, Δy2(t + τ)


 

max Δy1(t)


, Δy2(t + τ)


 
,

0, Δy1(t)Δy2(t + τ) � 0( ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

where sgn(Δy1Δy2(t + τ)) �
1 (Δy1Δy2(t + τ)> 0)

0 (Δy1Δy2(t + τ) � 0)

− 1(Δy1Δy2(t + τ)< 0)

 ; Δy1 is the

controlled sequence of Δy2, Δy2 is calculated in the same
way as Δy1; and τ is the time difference factor.

Step 4. /e correlation coefficient is defined as follows:

r12(τ) �
1

m − τ


m− τ− 1

t�1
ρ12(t), τ � 0, 1, 2, . . . ,Δ. (4)

/e order of the model is represented by Δ. On the basis
of experience, Δ is taken as 1/10∼1/3 of the sequence length
[18].

Step 5. Grey association spectrum and grey cospectrum are
calculated. According to spectral theory and equation (4),
the across spectrum is decomposed into real and imaginary
parts. Real parts are represented by P12(k), and the latter is
represented by Q12(k). /e sequence changes are shown as
waves, and the wave number of the sequence is represented
by k. /e formulas are as follows:

Handan

Figure 1: Location of Handan in Hebei Province.
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Figure 2: Total construction output and gross domestic product
(GDP) from 2015 to 2018 in Handan.
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Figure 3: Air quality index (AQI) in Handan from 2014 to 2018.
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P12(k) �
1
Δ

r12(0) + 
Δ− 1

τ�1
r12(τ) + r21(τ) cos

kπ
Δ

τ + r12(Δ)cos(kπ)
⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭,

Q12(k) �
1
Δ



Δ− 1

τ− 1
r12(τ) − r21(τ) sin

kπ
Δ

τ, k � 0, 1, 2, . . . ,Δ.

(5)

Grey amplitude spectrum C12(k), grey phase spectrum
θ12(k), grey lag time length L12(k), and grey condense
spectrum r12(k) are calculated using the grey association
spectrum and grey cospectrum:

C12(k) �

�������������

P2
12(k) + Q2

12(k)



,

θ12(k) � arctan
Q12(k)

P12(k)
,

L12(k) �
Δθ12(k)

πk
,

r12(k) � sgn P1(k)P2(k) 
min P2

12(k) + Q2
12(k), P1(k)P2(k)


 

max P2
12(k) + Q2

12(k), P1(k)P2(k)


 
,

(6)

where − 1≤ r12(k)≤ 1, P1(k), and P2(k) are the grey asso-
ciation spectrum of two sequences of the k-th wave re-
spectively, i.e., power spectrum.

Grey condense spectral r12(k) is different from the
definition of condense spectral values in spectrum analysis.
/e paper expands the range of grey condense spectral value,
a positive value here indicates a positive correlation, and a
negative value does the opposite. r12(k) gets closer to − 1, and
the negative correlation between X1 and X2 is stronger.
Similarly, as r12(k) gets closer to 1, the positive correlation
between X1 and X2 is stronger. r12(k) � 0 expresses that X1
and X2 are not related.

As in spectral analysis theory, grey association spectrum
reflects the same direction change components of the two
sequences spectrum. Grey cospectrum represents reverse
change component. Grey amplitude spectrum is composed
of two components. /e grey phase spectrum reflects phase
difference of spectrum component of two sequences. /e
values range from − π to +π, and ±π indicating the two grey
spectrum components have exact opposite directions. In
this, the grey association spectrum is zero, and the grey
cospectrum is at its maximum. But if the grey phase
spectrum is zero, the two grey spectrum components have

Start

Stop

Power spectrum
of 1: P1

Grey association
spectrum: P12

Increment sequence
1: Δy1 

Correlation coefficient of
each period: ρ12

Grey cospectrum: Q12

Grey amplitude
spectrum: C12 

Grey phase
spectrum: θ12 

Grey condense
spectrum: r12

Grey lag time
length: L12 

xj is normalized
to yj

Increment sequence
2: Δy2 

Correlation coefficient of
each period: ρ21

Correlation coefficient of
sequence 1 and 2: r12

Correlation coefficient of
sequence 1 and 2: r21

Power spectrum
of 2: P2

Figure 4: Flowchart of grey spectrum analysis.
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exactly the same direction. /e grey cospectrum is zero, and
the grey association spectrum is at its maximum. /ere is a
close relationship between the six kinds of grey spectrum.

3. Case and Analysis

We selected a city in southern Hebei Province, Handan. AQI
and housing price were here analyzed from April 2015 to
December 2018. /e AQI data were collected from China’s
air quality online monitoring platform [19]. Housing price
data is from reference [20]. AQI is the main sequence, and
housing price is the secondary sequence. Grey spectrum
theory is used to calculate six grey spectrum indicators in
Handan. /e results of the analysis of the relationship be-
tween AQI and housing price are shown in Table 1.

Extracting the main period of AQI change, in this paper,
Δ � 10. AQI power spectrum of Handan is shown in
Figure 5.

As shown in Table 1 and Figure 5, the three main
periods in Handan AQI were extracted. /e first period
lasted 6.67 months; the second 2.5 months, and the third 4
months. /e amplitudes of 1st to 3rd periods were 0.1520,
0.1120, and 0.1112, respectively and tended to decline. /e
first period of Handan housing price lasted 20 months; the
second 10 months; and the third 2.86 months. /e am-
plitudes of 1st to 3rd periods were 0.1734, 0.1105, and
0.0873, respectively. /e results are shown in Table 2. We
can see that the first period has the largest amplitude and
the third period has the smallest, indicating that housing
price contributed the most to the change in AQI in the first
period.

Grey association spectrum analysis was performed in
Table 1 and Figure 6. AQI and housing price have different
correlations in different frequency segments. Codirec-
tional changes were observed lasting for 2.86 months, 4
months, and 3.33 months. As shown in Figure 7, grey
cospectrum was used to reflect the reversed changes
component lasting for 6.67 months, 20 months, and 5
months. As shown, the negative correlation period be-
tween AQI and housing price was longer than the positive
period.

/e phase angle of AQI before or after housing price
was analyzed using the grey phase spectrum. As shown in

Table 1 and Figure 8, the impact of housing price on AQI is
both ahead and behind. /e maximum values were
1.0274 rad and 1.1054 rad. Next, how long each value

Table 1: Grey association and cospectrum of AQI and housing price in Handan.

Wave number P1 P2 P12 Q12 R12 H12 L12 Period
1 0.0525 0.1734 − 0.0199 0.0104 0.0555 − 0.4821 − 1.5347 20.00
2 0.0937 0.1105 − 0.0201 − 0.0333 0.1463 1.0274 1.6351 10.00
3 0.1520 0.0506 − 0.0199 0.0216 0.1118 − 0.8258 − 0.8761 6.67
4 0.1008 0.0848 0.0077 0.0023 0.0076 0.2901 0.2309 5.00
5 0.1112 0.0847 0.0191 − 0.0154 0.0640 − 0.6802 − 0.4330 4.00
6 0.0784 0.0625 0.0182 − 0.0190 0.1411 − 0.8088 − 0.4291 3.33
7 0.0891 0.0873 0.0403 − 0.0123 0.2282 − 0.2969 − 0.1350 2.86
8 0.1120 0.0471 0.0087 − 0.0173 0.0713 − 1.1054 − 0.4398 2.50
9 0.0744 0.0546 − 0.0050 − 0.0018 0.0068 0.3426 0.1212 2.22
10 0.0872 0.0571 0.0033 0.0000 0.0022 0.0000 0.0000 2.00
P1 is the AQI power spectrum, P2 is the housing price power spectrum, P12 is the grey association between AQI and housing price,Q12 is the grey cospectrum,
R12 is the grey condense spectrum, H12 is the grey phase spectrum, and L12 is the grey lag time length.
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Figure 5: Spectrum of AQI and housing price power in Handan.

Table 2: Main period and amplitude of AQI and housing price in
Handan.

Period
AQI Housing price

Length Amplitude Length Amplitude
1 6.67 0.1520 20 0.1734
2 2.5 0.1120 10 0.1105
3 4 0.1112 2.86 0.0873
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Figure 6: Grey association spectrum analysis of AQI and housing
price.
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remained behind or ahead was found using grey lag time
length. As shown in Table 1 and Figure 9, the lag time
between AQI and housing price was − 1.5347 to 1.6351

months, the maximum time housing price remained ahead
of AQI was 1.6351 months, and the maximum time it
lagged behind was 1.5347 months.

/e calculated results of grey condense spectrum are
shown in Figure 10 and Table 1. /e highest grey condense
spectrum values were 2.86 months, 10 months, and 3.33
months and the amplitude of these were 0.0403, − 0.0201,
and 0.0182. /ese results show that AQI and housing price
fluctuated closely across a 2- to 10-month period.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

/e main periods of AQI and housing price are extracted,
and they range from 2 to 20 months. /e amplitudes of
AQI and housing price are both measured for the first
period. /is shows that AQI and housing price changed
the most during the first period. Under the control of
government policies, housing prices are gradually stabi-
lizing and the air quality tends to improve. /e negative
correlation between AQI and housing price is obvious.
Due to the strict implementation of environmental pro-
tection policy, housing construction cycles have length-
ened. Because of environmental problems, work stoppages
are common. In addition to the abovementioned reasons,
there are further reasons for air pollution. First, geographic
location determines the degree of air circulation. /e smog
in cities on the plains does not last long. Cities like Handan
are located in a mountainous area where the haze does not
easily diffuse. Second, building density affects air circu-
lation. /e area of urbanization continues to expand, and
more and more people have come to live in downtown
areas, which further worsen air pollution. /ird, a large
population and limited land incentivizes the construction
of taller buildings, which also affects the timely circulation
of air.

/e empirical results given here provide a reference that
the government may use to prevent haze. /e relationship
between AQI and housing price in Handan is only analyzed
using grey spectrum theory. Whether there is a consistent
connection in other areas has not been verified and needs
further research.
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�e purpose of this research was to establish the urban competitiveness index (UCI) by using the statistical optimization method
for the econophysics approach. With this technique, economic data regarding urban areas and the factors a�ecting UCI have been
determined. �e research covers 30 urban centres located in 15 countries worldwide. Urban centres with the gross domestic
product per capita of $10,000 or more were taken into consideration.�e signi�cant levels of the factors were determined with the
statistical optimization method, and optimum values were calculated with the developed optimization models. Re-index values
were calculated and compared with the results of PricewaterhouseCoopers andWorld Economic Forum. According to the results,
the high UCI value of these locations depends not only on economic data but also on high values of social factors. �us, those
locations are becoming the centre of attraction for investments and capital with increasing competitiveness.

1. Introduction

During the last forty years, new developments in the dy-
namics of the urban system in physics, the main incentive
has come from mathematicians and physicists mainly
adaptive cognitive systems in the economical perspective
who started applying their models of emerging properties to
engineering then to social sciences. which would give a
global framework for explaining systems dynamics in a wide
range of �elds of knowledge [1]. Economic development
research has been moving to data-driven approaches within
the methodology of natural science, statistical physics, and
complexity sciences [2–4], which makes it possible to in-
troduce new metrics that surpass the traditional economic
measures in revealing current economic status and pre-
dicting future economic growth, with applications to eco-
nomic development [5, 6], trading behaviour [7], poverty
[8, 9], inequality [10, 11], unemployment [12, 13], and in-
dustrial structure [5, 14]. Economists and physicists have
also introduced a variety of nonmonetary metrics to

quantitatively assess the country’s economic diversity and
competitiveness by measuring intangible assets of the eco-
nomic system [15, 16], allowing for quantifying the econ-
omies’ hidden potential for future development [17, 18] in
near real time and at low cost [19].

Many economic methods have been used for the analysis
of urban economy problems. One of these methods is the
econophysics approach. Econophysics was �rst introduced
in India as a word, “Economics” and “Physics,” a conference
on statistical physics in 1995 [20, 21]. “Econophysics” is a
new discipline insu§ciently rooted in economic theory and
empirical observation. Another peculiarity of new complex
system theory is to focus on the emergence of properties at a
macrolevel resulting from the interactions between indi-
vidual behaviour at a microlevel [1]. Although this term
deals with the relations between economics, physics,
mathematics, and �nance, it basically takes into account the
interaction of theories of physics with the economy [20].
�is method, which is generally recommended for macro-
economics, is intended to be used for microstructures of
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financial markets. Moreover, it is seen that the econophysics
method is widely used by the statistical method as a result of
research studies because in the characteristic structures of
economics data, financial time series leads to statistical
features and empirical studies [22, 23]. In this research, the
econophysics method was used for statistical physics to
address urban competitiveness. As a matter of fact, the data
are measured locally rather than globally. Additionally,
economists and physicists have applied network and sta-
tistical methods to reshape the understanding of in-
ternational trade that the knowledge about exporting to a
destination diffuses among related products and geographic
neighbours [24]. More recent works on econophysics and
complexity are summarized by review papers [20, 25, 26]
and books [20, 27].

.e processes of economic, social, and political change
constantly affect the economic balance in the urban centres
and reveal the necessity of renewing and planning them in
terms of competitiveness [28]. Not only national changes,
but the fact that they have centres that can govern them-
selves, accelerate and shape this need .e European Union
(EU) is at the forefront, especially for the growing cities of
developing countries to be at a competitive level. According
to general belief, urban areas with less uncertainty and
imbalance in the economy are more competitive than other
cities [29–31]. .is situation contributes to the rapid change
and development of the urban. However, it is seen that the
rapid changes of economic structures lead to uncertainty
and imbalance in the economies of urban areas, and un-
certainty and imbalance dominate in real economies [32].
Within this information, it is seen that the economic theories
used are inadequate to account for sudden changes in the
economy (fluctuations, sudden movements in the parts and
mobility in the capital markets, etc.) [33]. .e uncertainty
and imbalance of the fluctuations in the economy have led to
the emergence of new concepts and approaches. But, there is
no specificmodel to reduce uncertainty and imbalance in the
economy, and there are only temporarily developed models.
.e main reason for this is that the economic structures are
complex and the change in the economy is fast. In such cases,
the structures that form in the economies are transforming
into stochastic models on a statistical basis [21]. In this work,
we aimed to solve the problems of uncertainty and imbal-
ance in the economy of urban areas by choosing the con-
temporary method of the optimization statistical physic
techniques to reach the concept of econophysics.

Towards quantifying the complexity of a country’s
economy, the pioneering attempt was made by Hidalgo and
Hausmann [16] who modelled the international trade flows
as “Country-Product” networks and derived the Economic
Complexity Index (ECI) by characterizing the network
structure through a set of linear iterative equations, coupling
the diversity of a country (the number of products exported
by that country) and the ubiquity of a product (the number
of countries exporting that product). .e intuition behind
this new branch of studies is that the cross-country income
differences can be explained by differences in economic
complexity, which is measured by the diversity of a country’s
“capabilities” [15, 16, 19]; the statistical properties of

financial markets have begun to apply physics concepts
economically by attracting physicists [34]. Econophysicists
have tried to use the theoretical approach of physical sta-
tistics to understand empirical findings [35]. Generally,
many methods known in statistical physics have been ap-
plied to characterize time evolution in stock prices and
exchange rates [34]. In the first examination, econophysics
can be seen as wide physics models in the economy, that is,
more quantitative approach, statistical models, concepts,
and calculation methods. .e macroscopic properties of
intrinsic microscopic interactions cause a complex system in
the economy. At this point, econophysics is associated with
physical complexity (complex structures), reducing un-
certainty and imbalance in the economy [36]. Immediately
after those studies described above, Tacchella and research
colleagues [37] developed a new statistical approach which
defines a country’s fitness and a product’s complexity by the
fixed points of a set of nonlinear iterative equations [38],
where the complexity of products is bounded by the fitness
of the less competitive countries exporting them. Further,
Cristelli and research colleagues [18] studied the hetero-
geneous dynamics of economic complexity and found, in the
fitness-income plane, strong explanatory power of economic
development in the laminar regime and weak explanatory
power in the chaotic regime. Based on this observation, they
argued that regressions are inappropriate in dealing with this
heterogeneous scenario of economic development and
further proposed a selective predictability scheme to predict
the evolution of countries. Nevertheless, these economic
complexity indicators are not perfect, for example, ECI
suffers from criticisms on its self-consistency, fitness de-
pends on the dimension of the phase space of the hetero-
geneous dynamics of economic complexity [17, 18], and a
new variant of the fitness method, called minimal extremal
metric, can perform even better for a noise-free dataset [39].
Recently, Mariani and research colleagues [40] quantita-
tively compared the ability of ECI and fitness in ranking
countries and products and further investigated a general-
ization of the “Fitness-Complexity” metric.

In general, the uncertainty and imbalance in the econ-
omy have been considered to be reduced by the Gaussian law
[41]. .is approach is not enough to reduce uncertainty and
imbalance in the economy. .is law is suitable for the use in
economically viable microscopic models, such as the prin-
ciple of randomly proportional effect. However, with the
application of microdimension models for the complex
structure of economies, healthy results cannot be obtained.
In another study, the econometric approach was taken as
quantum statistics. In this work, entropy, temperature, free
energy, and the Hamiltonian concepts in probability theory
are integrated into the quantum statistical method for
mathematical financing [42]. As a result, the uncertainty of
the phase transitions in mathematical finance has been
found to depend on the temperature of the distribution,
although the precision of the mathematical financial data is
not known due to the uncertainty of the phase change. In
order to acquire a more tangible result in this statistical
analysis, optimization models with statistical physics have
been used to obtain information about the competitiveness
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of urban areas and their future competitiveness. .us, it is
inevitable to take the econophysics approach with physical
statistics. .e recent econophysical approach is that eco-
nomic phenomena are related to statistical physics models
[43].

Urban competitiveness structures are very difficult to
delimitate. .e trading networks are evolving through time.
Furthermore, urban structures are open (the exchanges with
their environment enable, for instance, the introduction of
technical or social innovations) and are overlapping, as an
articulation of interlocked networks [1]. Understanding how
economies develop to prosperity and figuring out the best
indicators that reveal the status of economic development
are long-standing challenges in economics [13, 44], which
have far-reaching implications to practical applications.
Traditional macroeconomic indicators, like gross domestic
product (GDP), are widely applied to reveal the status of
economic development; however, calculating these eco-
nomic census-based indicators is usually costly, resource
consuming, and thus a long-time delay [45].

Other techniques have been used to create urban
competitiveness index (UCI) besides the statistical physics
method. .e competitiveness index of four UK cities, Bir-
mingham, Liverpool, Glasgow, and Belfast, was established
using the Delphi method and analytic hierarchy process with
the multicriteria analysis method. In order to assess the
urban competitiveness with the method used, city com-
petitiveness was recommended to be strengthened and
renovated and synergies of business strategies were to be
established [46]. In support of this work, the benefits of
urban renewal and change have been discussed through the
creation of new creative industries, corporations, and in-
stitutions in the cities [47]. Another study concerning
midsized French cities is aimed at increasing the competi-
tiveness of the cities with both the efficient use of metro-
politan assets and the resources of the land of the cities [48].
One of the different approaches of the study of urban
competitiveness has measured two factors for examining the
urban competitiveness power of Malaysian cities which are
the diminished cultural life aspects of the cities and the
marginalized flights to the economic suburbs [49].

On the basis of the studies made for urban competi-
tiveness, the most important factors affecting the urban
economy are considered by the national economy. .e
reason behind this is that the current state of the global
economy and capital constraints are increasing the com-
petition between them by putting pressure on the cities of
the world [50]. However, when urban competitiveness ties to
the factors of the country’s economy, it creates a gap in its
competitiveness [51]. .is is because the presence of new
competitors and the variability of targets for cities are linked
not only to the country’s factors but also to the internal and
external factors. For this reason, cities’ competitiveness
needs to be understood in terms of the strengths and
weaknesses of the factors that affect their competitors. In
order to establish the UCI, the econophysics approach has
been used, considering the internal and external factors of
the cities..e key contribution of this research is to compare
the urban competitiveness of cities with how they are

positively affecting the social lives of the people as well as
how competitive the cities are in attracting investment and
capital to them.

Urban competitiveness is structurally complex and
multidimensional, and it differs depending on the variety of
factors used in the developed methods [52]. Generally, the
factors derived from Eurostat [53] are taken into consid-
eration in such studies. However, in the work done, some
restrictions were applied to the selected cities. For example,
Sáez and Periáñez [50] studied that the population of se-
lected cities was more than 100,000. .us, differences in the
number and type of factors used in studies can correlate with
the methods used. .e number of factors and cities used in
the study varies from 1 to 199 [54–56]. .e cities were
studied with their per capita income which are thought to be
influenced by urban competitiveness are 10,000 dollars and
more are taken into consideration. .e generated UCI is
compared with the cities based on an artificial index.

.e main focus of this research is a comparison of how
competitive big cities are in terms of locating and attracting
investment. Since urban competitiveness is a complex,
multidimensional issue, it is aimed to develop the UCI by
developing optimization statistical method for the econo-
physics approach. .is work contributes to the literature in
the field of countries growing complexity, and the UCI was
first explored by the econophysics approach in this research.

.is work consists of four main parts. In Section 1, a
literature study was carried out by examining the econo-
physics theory and UCI. Section 2 underlines the importance
of the factors and responses that constitute the UCI. De-
velopment of optimization models for UCI is discussed in
this section. .e results of optimization models by statistical
analysis for UCI and interpretations of this study are
handled in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 includes conclusions
and future research.

2. Methodology

2.1. Urban Competitiveness Factors. Econophysics in urban
economy has been defined as a new discipline by using
statistical physics methods on urban competitiveness
problems. In this case, urban economy with a complex
structure can be understood with a new approach, the
econophysics..e data obtained in the social, economic, and
cultural fields constituting the urban economy have been
interpreted by the econophysics approach. .e results ob-
tained by the econophysics methodology are used to evaluate
the complexity of irregular forms, and nowadays, econo-
mists are able to apply them in the field of UC up to urban
development models.

Urban economy is the biggest element that constitutes
the macro economy of a country. In the structure of the
region where the urban economy is located, work force,
productivity, education etc., are directly connected to the
factors. .e stability of the UCI depends not only on these
factors but also on the macroeconomic structure of the
country where the economy is located. Cities, which are
metropolises, also bring urban competitiveness as they have
large economies. .e strength of the economy of
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metropolitan cities depends on many elements. In partic-
ular, urban areas’ commercial performance and productivity
play an important role in urban competitiveness because of
its contribution to the urban economy.

A number of methods have been developed for the
measurement of UCI, and these methods have been used as
an indicator system and weight unit and UCI in general. In
the 2011-2012 Global Urban Competitiveness Report, a
model of the UC output was created, focusing only on the
economic parameters of cities [57]. .e model is formulated
accordingly, and the result is achieved. .e economic size,
efficiency, grade, quality, density, and effect of cities are
taken into account in the form [58]. For the World Bank,
there are four key factors in the evaluation report on the UC
which were highlighted: economic structure, human re-
sources, regional wealth, and factors of institutional struc-
ture. UCI was created by giving some values to these factors
[59]. In order to calculate the urban competitiveness indices
of the four cities of United Kingdom, investment, finance,
social capital, improvement, and use/occupant’s possible
and physical environment factors were determined. .ese
factors are regarded as operational components in that
study. Calculated factor scores did not capture any city
superiority, but some cities had the highest scores for certain
factors [46].

In another research, nine different factors were con-
sidered fewer than three main headings to form the UCI.
.ese factors are determined as transportation, health, basic
education, economy activities, labor force, higher education,
business sophistication, knowledge society, and information
society of the cities [50]. As a result of the statistical analysis,
it was understood that the outcome in the infrastructure, not
in the singularities, belong to these factors. However, the
inadequacies of this study are that the factors should be
studied, not as a group but as an interaction and singularity.
It can be concluded the factors must be studied individually
and interactively before the group is formed. For example,
the factor “a” that affects the competence of urban com-
petitiveness and the factor “b” with little or no effect should
be considered as singular, and they should be calculated as
significant or insignificant as a result of interactions.
Moreover, ignoring the elements of the economy from the
factors that influence a city’s competitive power triggers the
inadequate results to be achieved. It is also said that a city’s
competitive power is inversely proportional to the economic
development. However, this proposal does not find a sci-
entific infrastructure. Basically, the fact that the economic
activity factor is statistically significant among the factors
cogitated means that the relationship between urban com-
petitiveness and the urban economy is strong.

In this work, 38 indicators were mentioned under six
main factors (see Table 1). .e data employed in this re-
search cover the years of 2016 and 2017 [53, 55, 60, 61]. It was
designed to establish UCI by considering the factors that are
expressed statistically significant in previous studies..e fact
that there are different factors in one study suggests the
existence a complex structure for UCI and not a linear one.
Having said that it is possible to increase the numbers of
these factors and indicators; the mathematical optimization

model can be obtained and applied to becomemore complex
and stochastic. .e analysis of this model will be very dif-
ficult and time consuming, resulting in having distance from
optimum values. Statistical analysis is to be maintained by
determining factors that are important to reduce this
complexity and constitute many subunits as the target factor.
.us, in order to establish the UCI, the econophysics ap-
proach has been used by considering the internal and ex-
ternal factors of the cities. In this model, population, energy,
and environmental factors were ignored..e study covers 30
cities located in 15 countries worldwide. In statistical
analysis to be performed, for each factor, the gross domestic
product per capita was used for 30 different cities over
$10,000 [60].

Table 1: Indicators of the affecting factors of UCI.

Factors Indicators Notations

Education, health, and
training

Education system
Higher education

Primary and secondary
level

Information and knowledge
society

Trained persons rate
Healthcare infrastructure

Health policies

ET

Labor and transport

Old person employment
rate

Young person employment
rate

Female employment rate
Unemployment rate

Transport infrastructure
Shipping transport variety

LT

Technology and
industry

Industrial structures and
standard

Technology infrastructure
Technological development
Information technology
Production technology

TI

Market size

Company variety
Product variety
Market economy

Market growth rate
Sales cycles

Company earnings

MS

Product efficiency

Product variety
Product quality

Product supply-demand
level

Production speed
Cost of products

Product consumption time
Easy-to-carry

Product type (portability)

PE

Financial service

Stability of financial system
Financial development

Bank index
Currency and credit

Investment convenience
Capital rate

FS
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2.2. Urban Competitiveness Response Variables. Variations in
the economic, environmental, and social structures are
evident in determining urban competitiveness factors. In
this context, the urban competitiveness levels of the analyses
in the scientific literature are still being modelled. From a
researcher’s point of view, a city can be artificially measured
according to its competitive power using different methods
and theoretical models. Advantages and disadvantages of
each method for urban competitiveness are stated, and they
consequently contribute to finding the most reliable system.

In this probe, a number of ways have been identified
in determining the factors affecting urban competitive-
ness and the affected responses. Researchers working on
urban competitiveness assume that factors are more di-
rectly influenced by the UCI value. When computing the
UCI value, they referred to the values attributed to the
factors and the formation of an artificial index. .e in-
dexes formed in some research are calculated according
to the Nash theory and Freudenberg method. In such
academic work, the relative weights of the indicators
resulting from the weighting of the factors have been
calculated. In other words, weighting calculations are
made according to the weight of each indicator to obtain
relative weights.

In another case study, UCI values were calculated by
using a closed formulation method by giving a certain range
of values to the factors and comparing the competitiveness
of the cities. For example, in the global competitiveness
report prepared by Ni in 2014, factors were evaluated be-
tween 1 and 7. Subsequently, the urban competitiveness
latent formula consisting of six different factors was ob-
tained [57]. In the competitiveness index developed for the
24 cities of Lithuania, the steps and basic characteristics of
the composite index were used to measure urban compet-
itiveness [62]. Similarly, the urban competitiveness forces of
23 US cities were measured by statistical analysis taking into
account only 3 different factors [63].

When we measure the urban competitiveness in our
perspective, it is thought that the factors indirectly affect the
UCI value, not directly. .e reason for this is that there are
some responses that these factors influence. We think that
UCI values will be formed in the direction of the results
obtained from these responses. .ere are two main re-
sponses to this study. .ese are the gross domestic product
(UGDP) and the gross domestic product per capita (UGDP-
PC) of the urban areas considered for the UCI. .e reason
for taking these responses into consideration is the com-
petitiveness of the cities and the measurement of the cities by
their economic growth. Some researchers have considered
these responses as factors for the strength of urban com-
petitiveness. .ey have even argued that the economic
growth of cities and the strength of urban competitiveness
are directly proportional [64, 65].

2.3. Development of Optimization Models for UCI. .e areas
of use of mathematical optimization models vary. In
particular, these models are used to solve the problems that
cost, and benefit dilemmas are taken into consideration.

Mathematical modelling is carried out with the aim of
reducing the cost and maximizing the benefits. In this
study, statistical analysis of the mathematical model was
performed. .ere are three basic things that make up
mathematical models. In a mathematical model, the ob-
jective function, constraints, and decision-variable signs
are considered. .ere are three stages in the mathematical
model created in this study. In the first step, the equations
obtained as a result of statistical analysis are considered as
objective functions..e next step is to obtain the data from
the lower and upper limits that constitute the constraints.
.e fact that the index values used for the factors are
greater than zero causes the decision variables to be greater
than zero. In the optimization model developed for this
study, the values of the decision variables will be greater
than zero.

As a final step, the optimal values required for a city to
have competitiveness have been calculated. A desirability
function was developed to compute UCI scores of cities for
the comparative outcome of the previous urban competi-
tiveness index. .rough these functions, comparisons of
competitiveness of cities were made.

Attention should be paid to the desirability value when
achieving optimum results. Before constructing the op-
timization models, it is necessary to consider the function
of desirability according to the results to be obtained as a
result of statistical analysis. .e factors affecting the re-
sponse function directly affect the desirability function
[66]. In short, it is desirable that the factors affecting the
main response values are at the desired values. .is is
measured by the value of desirability. .e best result is
obtained as this value goes from zero to one when cal-
culating desirability.

To find n factors’ values, the function of each response
value is expressed as

yi � fi x1, x2, . . . , xk( , i � 1, 2, . . . , n. (1)

.e desirability function is specified as

di � di yi(  � di yi(x)( , (2)

where d(y) takes a value between 0 and 1. If di(yi) � 1, this
is the desired best value [67, 68], but if di(yi) � 0, it is the
worst and undesirable value.

General desirability is expressed as follows:

di yi(  �
yi − li

ui − li
 

wi

, li ≤yi ≤ ui, (3)

where li and ui are the lower and upper specification limit of
the responses, the power wi corresponds to the weighted
factor, and wi is the parameter that determines the shape of
di(yi). .ere are three purposes for the value of desirability.
.ese are maximum, minimum, and target values in the
objective function. In this study, formula (4) was considered
in order to achieve maximum values of the objective
functions. .ere are three different conditions for each of
these three situations.

For maximization problems, the desirability functions
are
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d
max

�

0, if yi ≤ l,

yi − l

u − l
 

wi

, if yi ≤ u, yi ≥ l,

1, if yi ≥ u.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

For minimization problems, the desirability function is

d
min

�

0, if yi ≥ u,

u − yi

u − l
 

wi

, if yi ≤ u, yi ≥ l,

1, if yi ≤ l.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

For target, the desirability function is

d
target

�

yi − l

u − l
 

wi

, if yi ≤ u, yi ≥ l,

u − yi

u − l
 

wi

, if yi ≤ u, yi ≥ l,

0, if yi ≤ l andyi ≥ u.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

At the same time, for these three cases, nominal the best
(NTB) for the target, smaller the better (STB) for the
minimum, and larger the better (LTB) for the maximum
conditions are defined in previous research studies [69]. .e
overall desirability function equation to be obtained by
considering these three conditions is calculated by the
geometric mean (see equation (7)). .e use of the geometric
mean is due to the fact that more than one dimensionless
individual desirability scales arise..e individual desirability
scales are merely a whole using a geometric mean and
merges them into one desirability.

d � d1 ∗ d2 ∗ d3 ∗ . . . ∗dn( 
1/n

. (7)

.e overall desirability function includes the upper and
lower bound values of the factors that have an effect on the
response. UCI was created separately for each factor. UCI
formula was obtained by geometric mean of these factors.

.e parameters analyzed as a result of statistical analysis
were global-based so as to construct the UCI:

UCI �
c1 + 

n
i�1pi,krk UGDPi 

c2
, (8)

and

UCI �
c1 + 

n
i�1pi,krk (GDPPC)i 

c2
, (9)

where UCI is the urban competitiveness index, c1 is the
regression constant, c2 is the normalization constant,
pi and k are competitiveness parameters, rk is the regression
multiplier, UDGPi is the gross domestic product of urban,
and (UDGP PC)i is the gross domestic product per capita of
urban.

In this investigation, optimal UCI for each urban area
needs to be established in order for cities to have competitive
power. Contemplating two objective functions, it was aimed
to maximize the urban competitiveness of cities. Both op-
timization models contain the same constraints. For the
calculation of GDP belonging to the urban area (closed
formula),

maximize UGDPi

subject to

l≤xj,

xj ≤ u,

0≤ xj.

(10)

Optimization equation of the UGDP-PC (closed formula):
maximize UGDPPCi

subject to

l≤xj,

xj ≤ u,

0≤xj.

(11)

With this objective function, the two response variables
are reduced to a single form. .us, whichever response is
maximum is the optimum value for UCI. .e optimization
model that maximizes the urban competitiveness index is
formulated as follows:

maximizeUCI 

yf

yi

c1 + 
n
i�1pi,krk  UDGPi(  / c2(  

yf − yi

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦, 

yf

yi

c1 + 
n
i�1pi,krk  UDGPPCi( / c2(  

yf − yi

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
,

subject to


yf

yi
min l

yi

ij , . . . , l
yf

ij  

yf − yi 
⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦≤xij


yf

yi
max u

yi

ij , . . . , u
yf

ij  

yf − yi 
⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦≥ xij, 0≤xij,

(12)
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where the lower limit score “ lij” and the upper limit score
“uij” notations are used. xij is the competitiveness parameter
type (j: ET, L, T MS, G, F).yi (the first year of data use)
and yf (the last year of data use) are symbolizations that
indicate which data match the function.

3. Results of Optimization Models by Statistical
Analysis for UCI

.e calculation of the UCI is based on the data of the GDP
and GDPPC of the countries they are affiliated with. .is is
because taking the factors that affect the power of UCI on a
country basis has a more accurate result. .e results of
statistical analysis for UCI indicate that the determination of
factors and responses is consistent in the general sense. Some
changes and arrangements have been made on the writing of
the article. .eMinitab statistical analysis program was used
for analysis of variance test of data in this research.

According to Table 2, it is understood that all the factors
are effective on the UGDP and these factors are meaningfully
significant. In addition, the significance values of the factors
are considered to be effective on UGDP-PC. From these
factors, only the effect of the ET and FS is less pronounced.

Firstly, Figure 1 shows how the UGDP-PC is affected by the
factors. It is stated that the education factor is a constant effect
and that the increase of product productivity especially affects
the negative direction. .e line consisting of grey points shows
the average values of UGDP-PC and UGDP in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 2 shows how the UGDP is affected by the pa-
rameters. As the scores of education, employment, and fi-
nancial factors increase after a certain point, the UGDP
tends to be negative. It is observed that the level of economy,
the size of the market, and the productivity of the product
increased the level of economy of the urban area.

In order to have the competitiveness power of the cities,
the factors must have optimum values as in Figure 3. In this
figure, which gives the optimum values, it is assumed that
the parabolic impression of the curves belonging to the
factors has more than one objective function. In such cases,
improved optimization models are also defined as multi-
objective optimization models. .e reason for the parabolic
view is that if one factor takes the maximum value for one
objective function, the other has the minimum value for the
objective function. In this case, it is difficult for the de-
sirability value to be achieved at the optimum level. In
addition, the optimization models established in this study
show that the curves are stochastic as being parabolic. .e
reason for being stochastic is that the next step is unknown
(steady state). A stochastic model was observed on the graph,
and the parabola was observed.

According to the optimization models, the best results for
the UGDP and UGDP-PC are given in Table 3. .e grey area
shown in Figure 3 varies with the values taken by the factors. It
shows the values that can be taken in the feasible set or area of
objective functions of decreasing or increasing this field. .e
grey regions represent the settings in which the corresponding
response variable has a low value or even zero desirability.
More feasible space (white region) was formed for the UGDP
value, while the grey area in GDPPC was higher. .e upper

and lower limits of the grey areas depend on the lower and
upper limits of the constraints. In the direction of optimum
results, the UCI power will increase only if the urban average
UGDP-PC is less than $50,523.50 and the size of the UGDP is
over $419 million. .ese results reveal an urban area needs to
approach these values to compete with other urban areas in
economic and social areas.

Considering the optimum values of the data, new
competitiveness indexes of the cities are established as
shown in Table 4. .e components of urban structure with
the econophysics approach index (EI) are clearly observed,
applied in the emerging UCI research which affects the UCI,
especially the human factor. .e indexes calculated by
statistical physics approach of econophysics for each urban
were compared with 3 different sources. PwC indexes
considered the economic structures of cities, while UN-
Habitat data have considered both the economic structure
and sustainable development of cities. In the study con-
ducted for UN-Habitat, indexes have been formed in two
different areas considering the economic dimensions and
sustainable developments of cities. In addition to the eco-
nomic dimensions of cities, biodiversity, urban mobility,
technological structures, and urban planning methods
which constitute the substructure of cities are considered to
create indexes for cities. In our study, an index for each city
was created by combining both fields in one area.

According to the comparisonmade with UCI, it has been
determined that the method we have developed has a limited
variation in some cities. In cities where changes are ex-
cessive, some factors are due to low index values belonging
to developing countries. In general, the best results within
the scope of UCI are spotted in cities, for example, in
Europe, Far East Countries, and the United States, in terms
of attractiveness for investment. As expected, top seats are
occupied by “global cities,” Tokyo, Madrid, Paris, Osaka,
London, Seoul, and New York. .ese cities are major
economic centres and also have significant economic
leadership positions around the world. Tokyo, New York,
Los Angeles, London, Osaka, Paris, Washington DC, Seoul,
Madrid, and Philadelphia are among the top 10 cities. .is

Table 2: .e analysis of variance test for UGDP and UGDP-PC.

Factors Sample
size

UGDP UGDP-PC
Prob. Status Prob. Status

ET 30.0 0.011∗ Sig.
(p< 0.05) 0.995 Not sig.

L 30.0 0.003∗∗ Sig.
(p< 0.01) 0.007∗∗ Sig.

(p< 0.01)

T 29.0 0.001∗∗ Sig.
(p< 0.01) 0.000∗∗ Sig.

(p< 0.01)

MS 30.0 0.049∗ Sig.
(p< 0.05) 0.015∗ Sig.

(p< 0.05)

G 30.0 0.010∗ Sig.
(p< 0.05) 0.002∗∗ Sig.

(p< 0.01)

F 28.0 0.000∗∗ Sig.
(p< 0.01) 0.397 Not sig.

Note. ∗∗p< 0.01 and ∗p value< 0.05 are significant factors, respectively;
otherwise insignificant.
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indicates the potential for being economically strong, at-
tractive, and competitive cities for international investment.
In terms of having the index of competitiveness power, the

city of Buenos Aires has the lowest competitiveness, while
the city with the highest competitiveness power was defined
as Paris.
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Figure 1: .e main effects of factors for UGDP-PC.
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4. Conclusions and Future Research

.e statistical physics of the econophysics method was
shown as an important approach for UCI in this study. .is
is the first time that the power of UCI has been linked to the
social and economic factors with the application of statistical
physics of the econophysics method. In order to establish the
UCI, human, industry, and technology factors have to be
taken into consideration in the economic parameters of the
urban area. In this research, the level of education of people,
urban technology, size of urban market, and urban eco-
nomic development have been statistically evaluated. .e
reason for dealing with factors other than economic factors

is that they are uniquely positioned to provide dynamic
environments in which the cities operate. In addition, the
vast urban areas of the world are sources of basic knowledge
and innovation. .is makes them central to the globalizing
world economy. However, this globalizing context means
increasing competition between cities in order to secure the
limited resources available.

.e fact that the factors that are considered to influence
UCI are in large numbers triggers the artificial level of the
methods to be developed. .e main reason for the display of
the city’s competitive talents is that it makes it attractive for
investment and capital. Most of the work done for urban
regeneration is at the regional level, resulting in the weak-
ening of the competitiveness of those cities as a result of
global changes. In this work, competitive indexes of big cities
in the world were created. .e limitation of the factors taken
into consideration is based on the previous studies. How-
ever, among these factors, the UCI was formed by ignoring
the political structures of the countries, and therefore reg-
ulations and laws. But, it should be noted that the com-
petitiveness of the countries is the effect of social and
political structures.

.ere are differences in the results when we take into
consideration the data of the UCI obtained by the new
method (econophysical approach method) that we have
chosen in this study according to the report of the World
Economic Forum in 2014 and PricewaterhouseCoopers
(PwC) under the UC report. It is evident that the uncertainty
and imbalance in the economies are less in the cities where
UCI is high. At the same time, it is foreseen that with this
approach, the high index of UC will be strong in future
economies. At the same time, with the use of this approach,
it is predicted that the future economies of the cities will be
strong by having a high UC index.

Nevertheless, the fact that the UCI is low can be said to
be a negative one in terms of the economy of the urban areas.
As a result, social and economic factors are linked to UCI;
tangible results have been obtained with the numerical data
and the methods used for this research for the first time.

In the later stages of this research, an interactive sta-
tistical analysis of parametric and nonparametric factors will
be performed by using the Box–Behnken technique, which is
among the design of experiment methods by determining
the different levels of the factors involved in this work. .e
reason for using this method is to show how the optimi-
zation models to be achieved are not linear and that the
stochasticity and the factors influence the responses in the
superficial graphs. In addition, it is aimed to enrich the
optimum results obtained with the optimization mathe-
matical models to be created with the scenarios.

Data Availability

.e numerical data used to support the findings of this study
have been deposited in the Global Urban Competitiveness
Report 2011-2012. Also, we used World Bank urban de-
velopment data sources. .e numerical data used to support
the findings of this study were supplied by Marmara Uni-
versity Scientific Research Institute under project no: FEN-

Table 3: Optimum values of factors and response variables.

ET L T MS G F UGDP-PC UGDP
4.381 5.591 6.28 4.71 5.64 5.84 50.235 419.111

Table 4: Comparisons of ranking of UCI.

Urban UCI PwC
∗UN-
Habitat

∗∗UN-
Habitat EI

Tokyo 7.8353 1 7 3 3
New York 6.5580 2 1 1 7
Los Angeles 6.5569 3 2 14 9
Chicago 6.5565 4 15 9 14
London 7.0359 5 4 2 5
Paris 9.3289 6 18 8 1
Osaka 7.8352 7 9 — 4
Mexico City 3.4330 8 29 26 27
Philadelphia 6.5568 9 19 17 10
São Paulo 3.4424 10 6 — 26
Washington
DC 6.5570 11 27 10 8

Boston 6.5564 12 16 4 16
Buenos Aires 0.9988 13 30 27 30
Dallas 6.5567 14 8 21 12
Moscow 4.6313 15 25 24 24
Hong Kong 5.0950 16 11 11 22
Atlanta 6.5566 17 23 16 13
San Francisco 6.5565 18 5 12 14
Houston 6.5560 19 10 7 19
Miami 6.5562 20 14 23 18
Seoul 6.8346 21 12 6 6
Toronto 6.5271 22 22 15 20
Detroit 6.5568 23 24 25 10
Seattle 6.5563 24 20 13 17
Shanghai 5.0944 25 13 18 23
Madrid 8.3354 26 28 22 2
Singapore 3.5065 27 3 5 25
Sydney 6.2848 28 26 19 21
Mumbai 1.9699 29 17 — 29
Istanbul 3.0736 30 21 20 28
Note..e cities considered for UN-Habitat were selected among the top 200
cities. .e ranking indexes of the cities that are not on the list are written to
the next city in the list of Table 4. PwC: PricewaterhouseCoopers [70]. ∗UN-
Habitat: the United Nations Human Settlements Programme, Global Urban
Economic Competitiveness [71]. ∗∗UN-Habitat: the United Nations Hu-
man Settlements Programme, Global Urban Sustainable Competitiveness
[71]. EI: econophysics index.
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C-DRP110618-0344 and so cannot be made freely available.
Requests for access to these data should be made to Mr.
Abdulkadir Atalan, Bayburt University, Engineering Fac-
ulty, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Turkey,
aatalan@bayburt.edu.tr.
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